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HASTINGS
COLLEGE
OF THE LAW

Committee on Special Programs, Centers &
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February 20, 2020

NOTICE OF MEETING
The Board of Directors of the University of California Hastings College of the Law Board of
Directors will hold a Special Meeting of the Committee on Special Programs, Centers and
Partnerships on Thursday, February 20, 2020.

EVENT:

Special Meeting of the Committee on Special Programs, Centers and
Partnerships

DATE:

Thursday, February 20, 2020

PLACE:

UC Hastings College of the Law
Office of the General Counsel
198 McAllister Street, Room M-115
San Francisco, CA 94102

STARTING TIME:

1:00 p.m.

AGENDA:

See Attached

This notice is available at the following University of California Hastings College of the Law
website address: http://www.uchastings.edu/board
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------For further information please contact John K. DiPaolo, Secretary to the Board of Directors,
200 McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 565-4850.
The University of California Hastings College of the Law complies with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Please contact the Secretary’s Office for accommodations.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL PROGRAMS, CENTERS & PARTNERSHIPS
MEETING AGENDA
Thursday, February 20, 2020 at 1:00 p.m.
UC Hastings College of the Law
Office of the General Counsel
A. Frank Bray Board Room
198 McAllister Street, Room M-115
San Francisco, California 94102
1.

Roll Call
Chair Tom Gede
Director Simona Agnolucci
Director Denise Bradley-Tyson
Director Mary Noel Pepys
Director Chip Robertson

2.
*3.
4.

Public Comment Period

(Oral)

Approval of Minutes of November 19, 2019

(Written)

1:05 to 2:20 p.m. – Presentation on the Center for Innovation
Presentation by:
Arthur J. Goldberg Distinguished Professor of Law and Director of the Center
for Innovation Robin Feldman and Assistant Professor of Practice and Director
of the Startup Legal Garage Paul Belonick.
(Written/Oral)

5.

2:20 to 2:35 p.m. - Committee Confers/Break Period

(Oral)

6.

2:35 to 3:50 p.m. – Presentation on the Consortium on Law, Science & Heath Policy
Presentation by:
Consortium Associate Dean & Faculty Director Jaime King and Consortium
Executive Director & Adjunct Professor of Law Sarah Hooper.
(Written/Oral)

7.
*8.

3:50 to 4:00 p.m. - Committee Confers

(Oral)

Adjournment

(Oral)

*Action Item

*Agenda Item: 3
Committee on Special Programs,
Centers and Partnerships
February 20, 2020

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL PROGRAMS, CENTERS & PARTNERSHIPS
MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 19, 2019 SPECIAL MEETING
UC Hastings College of the Law
A. Frank Bray Board Room
198 McAllister Street, Room M-115
San Francisco, CA 94102
1.

Roll Call

The Chair called the meeting called to order at 3:05 p.m., and the acting secretarya called
the roll.
Committee Members Present:
Director Tom Gede, Chair (by telephone)
Director Simona Agnolucci (by telephone)
Director Chip Robertson (by telephone)
Committee Members Absent:
Director Denise Bradley-Tyson
Director Mary Noel Pepys
Other Directors Present:
Director Claus Lewenhaupt (by telephone)
Director Courtney Power (by telephone; joined at 3:10 p.m.)
Staff Participating:
Academic Dean Morris Ratner (by telephone)
Chief Financial Officer David Seward
General Counsel and Secretary to the Board John DiPaolo (by telephone)

a

Due to the absence of General Counsel and Secretary John DiPaolo, Associate General Counsel Laura WilsonYoungblood served as acting secretary.
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Assistant Chancellor & Dean/Chief of Staff Jenny Kwon
Executive Director of Human Resources Andrew Scott
Associate General Counsel Laura Wilson-Youngblood
2.

Public Comment

(Oral)

The Chair invited public comment. No member of the public offered comment.
3.

Planning for the work of the Committee, consistent with its charge, which reads as
follows: (a) To consider and recommend to the Board of Directors of the College policy
regarding special programs, centers and partnerships; and (b) To monitor the outcomes of
the College’s special programs, centers and partnerships.
(Oral)

The Committee identified three categories of information which it would like to receive from the
College and the centers in order to carry out its charge: (i) the work being done by each center at
the College and the ways in which the different centers interact with the College operationally,
particularly with respect to compensation of center employees and degrees of autonomy; (ii) data
on center employees, salaries, and pay scales; and (iii) current partnership activities at the
College with the centers and with other institutions, possible potential partnerships, and whether
the potential partnerships need further outreach. After reaching consensus on the above three
categories of inquiry, the Committee agreed that the Chair should proceed with coordinating with
College officers on these requests for information.
The Committee also discussed the implications for the centers of the new HR policies that will
be presented to Board of Directors at its quarterly meeting on December 6, 2019.
*4.

Adjournment

(Oral)

The Chair adjourned the meeting at 3:37 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________
John K. DiPaolo, Secretary
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ABOUT UC HASTINGS CENTER FOR INNOVATION
The Center for Innovation (C4i) at UC Hastings promotes data-driven law-making and seeks to empower policymakers and
regulators to make informed, evidence-based decisions, particularly at the intersection of law and technology.
More than a think tank, C4i is an action tank invested in identifying implementable solutions to today’s problems. Research
initiatives and classroom components are integral to the Center as it identifies and advances the knowledge, tools, and
skills necessary to foster innovation in the practice and development of law and policy.
Three primary programs comprise the Center’s work: The Law & Medicine Initiative, Startup Legal Garage, and The AI &
Capital Markets Initiative.
Website | Follow us on Twitter: @C4iHastings

Startup Legal Garage
Serving 50 students per semester and operating in both the fall and spring, the Startup Legal Garage
provides UC Hastings students with an experiential program that is unparalleled at any other law school in
the country. Participating students are taught to be more than lawyers: They become partners in enterprise,
learning to anticipate the legal needs and implications of a fluid and dynamic industry.
Supervised by seasoned corporate and intellectual property lawyers, Startup Legal Garage students
provide free legal services for early-stage technology and life science startups through partnerships with
incubators and law firms. Our Active Classroom exposes students to real world, client-based work and
legal challenges in a setting unique to UC Hastings. Instructors teach legal theory against the backdrop of
actual client work, not hypotheticals in dusty casebooks.

LAW STUDENTS
In the Startup Legal Garage Corporate class, students who are committed to the integration of law and
technology work on projects including entity formation, stock purchase agreements, licensing agreements,
stock option plans, copyright and trademark, asset purchase agreements, vendor contracts, and Internet
terms of service.
In the Startup Legal Garage Patent class, students with STEM backgrounds help in advising life science
companies on the intellectual property landscape for their emerging products. The class includes not only
UC Hastings students, but also UCLA Law students, who participate by Zoom Room in the Patent class.
In addition to the startup work, the program also provides opportunities for students to handle in-house
projects for technology companies, supervised by the company’s in-house legal department or outside
counsel. Companies providing in-house projects range in size from Tesla to tiny.
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LAW FIRMS
More than 50 attorneys at dozens of firms participate in Startup Legal Garage, providing their
supervision entirely free to the law school and to the startup client—including no deferred compensation or
other arrangement. Attorneys receive MCLE credit for their time.
Law firms working with the Startup Legal Garage receive a first view of vetted pre-Series A startups and
gain access to a dynamic potential client base, in addition to evaluating highly qualified students for future
employment.
Law firm attorneys lead initial meetings with startups and students to set priorities, strategies and
deliverables, with progress monitored on a weekly basis. The commitment equates to about one hour per
week by email and phone, supervising and mentoring students in a structured learning environment.
Law Firm Partners Include: Wilson Sonsini, Goodwin Procter, Orrick, Pillsbury Winthrop, DLA Piper,
Kilpatrick Townsend, Rimon, WilmerHale, Reed Smith, Crowell & Moring, Hogan Lovells, Fenwick & West,
Morrison & Foerster, Womble Carlyle, Donahue Fitzgerald, Alston & Bird, and Hanson Bridgett.

INCUBATORS
Incubators identify technology startups in need of legal assistance, helping to ensure they are projectready for the services provided by law firms and UC Hastings students. We are especially eager to work
with incubators committed to the goals of increasing woman and minority involvement in the startup
community.
Historic incubators include UCSF’s QB3, Stanford Business School, Y Combinator, Black Founders, Women
2.0, Hackers/Founders, and Techstars.

ACCOLADES
“One of the most innovative law school programs in the country.” – Pre-Law Magazine
“May serve as a best practice for law schools considering innovative approaches to experiential
learning.” – Thomson Reuters
Winner, Inaugural Innovator Award – American Lawyer Magazine
Innovative & Outstanding Legal Program – Association of American Law Schools
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Robin Feldman
Recent Works and Appearances in the Health Policy Space
Selected Recent Works
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drugs, Money, & Secret Handshakes: The Unstoppable Growth of Prescription Drug Prices (Cambridge)
Perverse Incentives: Why Everyone Prefers High Drug Prices—Except for Those Who Pay the Bills (forthcoming
Harvard Journal on Legislation)
May Your Drug Price Be Evergreen (Oxford Journal of Law and the Biosciences)
Artificial Intelligence: The Importance of Trust & Distrust (Green Bag)
A Citizen’s Pathway Gone Astray (New England Journal of Medicine)
Naked Price and Pharmaceutical Trade Secret Overreach (forthcoming Yale Journal of Law and Tech)

Op Eds
•
•
•
•
•

Why Prescription Drug Prices Have Skyrocketed (Washington Post)
Why the Cancer Moonshot Has Been So Disappointing (Washington Post)
The Perils of Value-Based Pricing for Prescription Drugs (Washington Post)
‘One-and-Done’ for New Drugs Could Cut Patent Thickets and Boost Generic Competition (STAT)
How Big Pharma is Hindering Treatment of the Opioid Addiction Epidemic (The Conversation)

Congressional and Regulatory Agency Testimony
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting Competition to Lower Medicare Drug Prices (House Ways & Means Subcommittee on Health
testimony) (March 2019) (opening remarks at 8:10; answers to questions at 36:23, 56:50, 1:03:05, 1:11:45,
1:17:46, 1:21:00, 1:27:15, 1:30:08, 1:40:26, 1:50:29, 1:57:46, 2:03:05);
House Ways & Means Subcommittee on Health (closed-door briefing for Members and staff) (March 2019);
House Judiciary Committee (closed-door bipartisan staff briefing on pharmaceutical pricing) (March 2019);
Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (written expert statement on competition and drug
pricing provided at request of Chairman Lamar Alexander) (March 2019);
California Pay-for-Delay Bill (Assembly Judiciary Committee testimony) (April 2019) (opening remarks at
27:25);
Treating the Opioid Epidemic: The State of Competition in the Markets for Addiction Medication (House Judiciary
Subcomm. on Regulatory Reform testimony) (opening remarks at 1:06:30);
The CREATES ACT: Ending Regulatory Abuse, Protecting Consumers, & Ensuring Competition (Senate Judiciary
Subcomm. on Antitrust testimony) (opening remarks at 50:36);
Capitol Insights: Soaring Drug Prices and What State Governments Can Do (Nov. 9, 2017) (opening remarks at
34:09);
Competition Issues Related to Algorithms, Artificial Intelligence, and Predictive Analytics (FTC Hearings November
14, 2018) (opening question at 22:40);
FDA Comments for Public Meeting on Ensuring a Balance Between Innovation & Access (September 19, 2017).
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The Law & Medicine Initiative
Recent Evidence in Health Care Policy
Health care is one of the most pressing issues facing Americans today. According to a January 2020
Gallup poll, 81% of Americans cited health care as extremely or very important to them in the upcoming
presidential election, outranking every other issue.1
The non-partisan Law & Medicine Initiative at the UC Hastings Center for Innovation (C4i) aims to:
•
•
•
•

Improve affordability, access, and quality in health care systems while protecting innovation and
ensuring that markets are fair, efficient, and transparent;
Generate the data and information that policymakers need to improve health care systems;
Increase understanding of complex topics in law and medicine; and
Develop a stable of solutions.

This policy memo highlights recent evidence on four main challenges in health care systems, policy
recommendations, and resources from the Law & Medicine Initiative that may be pertinent to campaigns as
you develop your health care policies.

DRUG COMPANY EVERGREENING
•

Rather than creating new medicines, pharmaceutical companies largely recycle and repurpose
old ones. From 2005-2015, for example, 78% of the drugs associated with new patents were
not new drugs coming on the market, but existing drugs.

With evergreening, companies refresh their market monopoly by slightly modifying a drug’s dosage,
delivery, or other characteristics to obtain additional exclusivities, blocking low-cost generics and driving
up drug prices.

1 Gallup Poll. (2020). “Importance of Issues to U.S. Adults' Voters in 2020 Presidential Election.”
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The statistics are from the peer-reviewed article, “May Your Drug Price Be Evergreen,” Oxford Journal of Law and the
Biosciences, in which our researchers studied drugs on the market between 2005 and 2015 and tracked every time a company
extended its protection cliff.

THE ROLE OF HEALTH INSURANCE FORMULARIES
Health plan tiering should reflect the cost of a drug, as well as reward patients who choose generics over
brands. However, a new C4i study analyzing Medicare claims from 1 million patients over an eightyear period (2010 to 2017) shows widespread formulary manipulations:
•

From 2010-2017, the percentage of generics on the most preferred tier dropped from 73% to
28%.

•

During the same period, the percentage of drugs placed on inappropriate tiers in relation to
drugs with the same active ingredient increased from 47% to 74%.

•

Considering nothing but patient out-of-pocket costs and payments from the federal lowincome-subsidy program, these formulary abuses wasted $13.25 billion dollars over the
eight-year period, with the waste rising significantly from the beginning of the period.

The full study can be accessed at “The Devil in the Tiers.”

PBMs AND REBATE SCHEMES
By offering lucrative payments to pharmacy benefit manager middle players (PBMs), as well as to doctors
and hospitals, drug companies ensure that inexpensive drugs never gain traction.
In her book, Drugs, Money, & Secret Handshakes, C4i Director Professor Feldman analyzes the complex
and secretive pharmaceutical industry and shows how higher-priced drugs receive favorable
treatment and patients are channeled toward the most expensive medicines. The well-received book
provides a strong foundation for understanding the PBM and rebate systems, along with the challenges
to improving the health care system and potential policy solutions.
Reviews of the book emphasized its relevance to informing policy decisions:
•

“(Both) houses of Congress should be locked in a room until they’ve read this book and enacted
the remedies she proposes.” – Roger Parloff, Legal Journalist

•

“(This) is the book the pharmaceutical industry does not want you to read.” – David Kessler,
Former FDA Commissioner

•

“Power-packed pages of rich data and sober analysis.” – Louis Garguilo, Chief Editor,
outsourcedpharma.com

The scholarly paper on which the book is based can be found online: “Perverse Incentives: Why Everyone Prefers High Drug Prices
-- Except for Those Who Pay the Bills” (forthcoming, Harvard Journal on Legislation.)
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THE MISUSE OF TRADE SECRET LAW TO HIDE DRUG PRICING
In the pharmaceutical industry, drug companies and PBM middle players shield prices from the public and
regulators by misusing trade secret law. This drives up drug prices and distorts the drug market.
Our work, “Naked Price and Pharmaceutical Trade Secret Overreach,” forthcoming from Yale Journal of
Law and Technology, provides a legal road map showing how drug pricing does not constitute a
protectable trade secret. This road map is essential so that policymakers can make bold changes

in the health care system without shying away due to threats of potential trade secret rights.

POLICY SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Law & Medicine Initiative’s resources section below, as well as other works from C4i, provide rich
solutions to the distortions driving health care pricing. Our primary recommendations include:
•

Implement a “one-and-done” approach to pharmaceutical patent law in which each drug receives
one—and only one—period of market protection.

•

Make list price determine each drug’s placement on formulary tiers. List price—that badly
maligned, roundly dismissed figure—should become the holy grail for health insurer drug pricing.
Using list price would decrease the incentive-distorting rebate schemes while recognizing that
many people do already pay full list price.

•

Use value-based pricing only when the value of a drug is measured in relation to the nation’s
overall health needs, considers all diseases, and weighs the long-term, evidence-based outcomes.
Value-based pricing cannot mean, “the sky’s the limit.”

•

Ruthlessly simplify the patent approval and litigation systems. In the case of the Biologics Price
Competition and Innovation Act, the law’s complexity has spawned too many opportunities for
manipulation. In contrast, a simplified, slimmed-down system would provide fewer opportunities for
clever gamesmanship and require fewer resources for the system as a whole.

•

Improve transparency of drug pricing information across industry and governmental health care
agencies. From peeling back the veil on rebate deals and actual drug prices to expanding the
Federal Drug Administration’s (FDA) disclosure of drug application information and data, there is
much to be improved. Greater clarity will thwart abuses and support public accountability of the
health care system.
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CENTER FOR INNOVATION (C4i)

The AI and Capital Markets Initiative
The rise of artificial intelligence (AI) and other technologies is transforming capital markets and
the legal systems designed to protect them. This poses unprecedented challenges and a new
frontier of complex questions:
·
·
·
·

How do we monitor and regulate transactions driven by complicated algorithms and
executed with little or no human intervention?
How do we protect data and systemic integrity?
How do we assess responsibility for unintended consequences and adverse outcomes?
How do we ensure fairness for individuals and companies in environments driven by AI?

Led by former SEC Commissioner Kara Stein and based in San Francisco at the heart of the
world’s technology ecosystem, The AI and Capital Markets Initiative is uniquely poised to map
the implications of technological changes for public markets and advance proposals and advisories for policymakers and the public.

“WE ARE SHAPING THE NEXT
GENERATION OF LEGAL AND POLICY
FRAMEWORKS TO
PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST. BY
FOCUSING ON THE CAPITAL MARKETS,
WHICH ARE AT THE FOREFRONT OF
INTEGRATING NEW TECHNOLOGIES, THE
INITIATIVE WILL HELP PROTECT
FINANCIAL MARKETS AND PUBLIC
TRUST WHILE ALSO LAYING THE POLICY
GROUNDWORK FOR THE NEXT SYSTEMS
DESTINED TO BE TRANSFORMED BY
NEW TECHNOLOGY.”
-- COMMISSIONER STEIN

Commissioner Stein brings a profound knowledge of
the distinct challenges and opportunities facing the
capital markets. Appointed by President Barack
Obama in 2013 and confirmed unanimously by the
U.S. Senate, Stein served as a commissioner at the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for five
years, advocating for sweeping changes to the Commission’s rules and practices for the digital age.
During her tenure, she focused on identifying ways to
enhance securities market structure to promote
efficiency and resiliency. She now serves as a Senior
Policy Fellow at UC Hastings Center for Innovation.
Professor Robin Feldman serves as Director of UC
Hastings Center for Innovation (C4i), which is home
to the initiative. Feldman is a leading expert on the
role of intellectual property law in artificial intelligence and data, as well as technology and innovation.
C4i’s mission is to identify and promote the tools,
knowledge, and skills needed to encourage innovation through the practice and development of law
and policy. The Center has built a strong track record
of advancing policy innovations, including in the
realm of intellectual property, health care law, and
artificial intelligence.

ABOUT KARA STEIN
Appointed by President Barack Obama in 2013 and confirmed unanimously by the U.S. Senate,
Kara Stein served as a commissioner at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for five
years, advocating for sweeping changes to the Commission’s rules and practices for the digital
age. During her tenure, she focused on identifying ways to enhance securities market structure
to promote efficiency and resiliency.
Commissioner Stein was integral in the SEC’s shortening of the settlement cycle for equities and fixed income trading,
enhancing clearing agency standards, and furthering the adoption of machine-readable disclosures wherever possible.
She was also a vocal advocate for the timely completion of the consolidated audit trail (CAT), comparing it to the
Hubble Space Telescope for the securities markets.
Commissioner Stein also advocated for strong investor protections and for updating the Commission’s rules to put
investors first. She also raised concerns about the looming retirement crisis and called for the formation of a Presidential Working Group on Retirement Security and advanced initiatives to further increase competition and facilitate
capital formation in our markets and often traveled to hubs of innovation and start-up company incubators.
Since departing the SEC, Stein has joined the UC Hastings Center for Innovation as a Senior Policy Fellow, teaches as a
Lecturer on Law at Harvard Law School, and served as a Distinguished Policy Fellow at the University of Pennsylvania
School of Law. Stein is also an independent board member of the Investors Exchange Board (IEX) and serves on the
IEX Regulatory Oversight Committee. In addition, she is a member of a new Financial Stability Task Force convened
by the Hutchins Center on Fiscal & Monetary Policy at the Brookings Institution and the Initiative for Global Markets at
the University of Chicago Booth School of Business.

ABOUT ROBIN FELDMAN
Professor Robin Feldman is the Arthur J. Goldberg Distinguished Professor of Law and the
Director of the Center for Innovation. Her work focuses on the role of intellectual property law
in technology and innovation, drug pricing and health care law, and artificial intelligence
and data.
Feldman has published four books, Drugs, Money, & Secret Handshakes: The Unstoppable Growth of Prescription Drug
Prices (Cambridge 2019); Drug Wars: How Big Pharma Raises Prices & Keeps Generics Off the Market (Cambridge 2017),
Rethinking Patent Law (Harvard 2012) and The Role of Science in Law (Oxford 2009). She has published more than 50
articles in law journals, including at Harvard, Yale, and Stanford, in The New England Journal of Medicine, and in the
American Economic Review. Her op-ed articles have appeared in the New York Times, Washington Post, Boston Globe,
San Francisco Chronicle, The Hill, and many others.
Professor Feldman’s work has been cited extensively by the White House, numerous federal and state agencies, and
members of Congress. Her IP/Antitrust work was cited by both sides during a recent Supreme Court case. She has
appeared frequently before committees of the US House & Senate, the California legislature, and federal agencies such as
the FTC, DOJ, USPTO, and the National Academy of Sciences. She participated in the GAO’s report to Congress on
Artificial Intelligence and in the Army Cyber Institute’s threat casting exercise on weaponization of data. She is also an
elected member and appointed advisor to the American Law Institute’s Restatement of Copyright Project.

ABOUT UC HASTINGS CENTER FOR INNOVATION
The Center for Innovation (C4i) at UC Hastings promotes data-driven law-making and seeks to empower policymakers
and regulators to make informed, evidence-based decisions, particularly at the intersection of law and technology. More
than a think tank, C4i is an action tank invested in identifying implementable solutions to today’s problems.
Research initiatives and classroom components are integral to the Center as it identifies and advances the knowledge,
tools, and skills necessary to foster innovation in the practice and development of law and policy. Three primary programs
comprise the Center’s work: Startup Legal Garage, the Law & Medicine Initiative, and the Privacy and Technology Project.
C4i is led by Professor Robin Feldman.

WWW.INNOVATION.UCHASTINGS.EDU

@C4iHastings
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DIRECTORS’ LETTER
Dear Members of the Board, Chancellor & Dean Faigman, and Dean Ratner:
Ten years ago, the College and the country faced many daunting challenges;
most notably the Great Recession, which threatened job prospects, educational
opportunities, retirement dreams, and general morale. The country experienced
deep ambivalence about the value of higher education and the ability of
longstanding institutions and professions to solve key problems in the public
interest. Law schools faced a quickly contracting market and responded by
scaling back their programs and ambitions.
In the midst of this challenge, however, a more hopeful conversation was
occurring. The country for the first time in generations began having a meaningful
conversation about the economic, social, and moral imperative to expand access
to healthcare. Such expansion would require unprecedented and large-scale
investment of time and money by government, private industry, and other
stakeholders, which many argued was deeply unwise to undertake at any
moment, and particularly this one. However, leaders from across sectors saw
that challenges in the healthcare system posed a key threat to the health and
economic security of the country and would be a critical facet of recovery. When
Congress passed the Affordable Care Act in March of 2010, it represented an
ambitious and hopeful act in an era of doubt.
This moment was echoed at UC Hastings when, several months later, the Board
approved the Consortium’s vision and first budget for an ambitious program that
would train the next generation of legal and healthcare professionals to rise to
the challenges threatening the health and well-being of our community and
country. Although these challenges were real and deep, UC Hastings and UCSF
saw the opportunity and responsibility of the moment. As two renowned public
institutions, we were in a position to lead and, by partnering in education,
research, and service, we could lead more effectively and with greater impact.
In the ten years since that moment, the Consortium has developed a large and
innovative program that attracts students from around the country, scholars from
around the world, and the attention of policymakers and funders. UC Hastings
became recognized for its leadership in this field within the first five years of the
program, ranking among the top 20 health law programs in the country. We’ve
been rising steadily since and currently enjoy the #11 ranking in US News &
World Report. Our students and graduates have launched careers at law firms
and top institutions such as Genentech, Kaiser Permanente, and the California
Department of Managed Health Care, often receiving offers for post-bar positions
that historically have only been offered to attorneys with several more years’
3

experience in the field. Our grant program has attracted $4.5 million dollars and
our scholarship and service work has garnered the attention of the U.S.
Congress, state and local government agencies, healthcare systems, the media,
and our peers at other law and health professions schools.
The Consortium has completed a staggering amount of work in the last ten years
and demonstrated the College’s ability to lead in this space. On our ten-year
anniversary, we’ve reflected as a community on this work and our goals for the
future. We celebrate our accomplishments and also recognize that we face key
internal and environmental challenges to the future sustainability of our work. The
future of the Affordable Care Act is once again in question, the legitimacy of
science and the rule of law face critical stress tests, and the widening of
economic inequalities, particularly in the San Francisco Bay Area, have resulted
in unaffordable housing, reduced life expectancy and poorer health outcomes.
The College is experiencing a period of profound change, with transitions in
physical and online infrastructure as well as key personnel. The Consortium is
also facing transition. After five years leading the Consortium, Dean King will be
leaving UC Hastings in June for a new, exciting opportunity in Auckland, New
Zealand. Additionally, at least four core health faculty are transitioning to
retirement in the next two years.
In this moment of challenge and uncertainty, we once again find ourselves faced
with a choice and an opportunity to lead. In part through the Consortium, UC
Hastings has established itself as an institution that leads with rigor, ambition,
and optimism, embracing its responsibility as a public institution located in one of
the nation’s centers of innovation, power, and wealth.
We believe we can continue to lead in this way and have been engaged in
strategic planning efforts to chart a sustainable path forward. We welcome this
opportunity to share the Consortium’s work with the Board to date and our vision
for the future.
With gratitude,
Jaime King, Consortium Associate Dean & Faculty Director
Sarah Hooper, Consortium Executive Director & Adjunct Professor of Law
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CONSORTIUM MISSION AND WORK
The Consortium was founded in 2009 as a formal partnership between UCSF
and UC Hastings with the goal of addressing key challenges at the intersection of
law, science and health policy through interprofessional collaboration. Since that
time, the Consortium has partnered with a wide range of stakeholders to develop,
implement, and sustain interprofessional collaborations in education, research,
and clinical training and service. The Consortium’s signature programs include: a
comprehensive JD program in health law, a cutting-edge medical-legal clinic, two
interprofessional master’s degree programs, a diverse grant-funded research
portfolio, and a conferences and events series.
Over ten years, these efforts have yielded:
o Ranking among the top 20 health law programs in the country, currently at
#11
o 74 graduates of the Concentration in Law & Health Sciences
o 94 students matched with 41 alumni in the Health Law Alumni Mentor
program
o 109 members of the Health Law Homeroom and 37 members of the
Consortium MyHastings site
o 132 students enrolled in the Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic
(MLPS)
o 22 health law graduates of the Master of Studies in Law (MSL) program
o 90 graduates of the Master of Science in Health Policy & Law (HPL)
program
o $4,530,142 in grant funding for 34 projects
o 7 Hastings faculty, 28 Hastings students, and 37 recent graduates
supported in conducting grant-funded research
o 97 publications
o 209 events and conferences
o 2,177 local and national subscribers to our email listserv
CONSORTIUM PROGRAMS & OPERATIONS
a. Relationship of center activities with the educational mission of UC Hastings
Education been central to the design of the Consortium since its inception. Our
broad, coordinated health law curriculum, top tier health law faculty, and
partnership with one of the top health professions education institutions in the
world propelled us to #20 on the US News & World Report health law rankings
within the first five years of the program. We have since continued on an upward
trajectory, currently sitting at #11 (tied with Stanford University). Perhaps of most
significance to us is the fact that students regularly tell us that they chose UC
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Hastings specifically for the opportunities and programs the Consortium offers,
which are unique in the West Coast market as well as nationally.
“I applied to only one law school, UC Hastings, because no other law
school in the country had a comparable health law curriculum, world-class
faculty, and hands-on opportunities like the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium offered. The Consortium's scholarship and activism convinced
me that I would not simply learn health law and policy but apply what I
learned in a novel interdisciplinary way.” -Samuel Chang (’18), Health
Policy Research Fellow, The Source on Healthcare Price and Competition,
UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium on Law, Science & Health Policy
“The health law program is why I came to Hastings. Its curriculum, faculty,
and resources expose students to the richest environment available for
aspiring health law attorneys. The Medical Legal Partnership's mission to
assist seniors and veterans truly changes lives and is a prime example of
how Hastings should continue to lead the way in health law education”. –
Derek London, 3L, President, Hastings Student Veteran Organization, CoExternal Vice President, Hastings Health Law Organization
As detailed below in section (k), the Consortium has developed and supports
multiple academic programs, including a JD Concentration in Law & Health
Sciences, the Master of Studies in Law (MSL), the Master of Science in Health
Policy & Law (HPL), and the Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic
(MLPS). Within each of these programs, the Consortium has been responsible
for developing and coordinating curriculum among health law faculty, teaching
courses, and managing program administration in collaboration with UC Hastings
and UCSF administrative departments.
In addition, Consortium faculty and staff have designed outreach and advising
programs to support students with interest in health law. Such support includes
academic and career advising across the law student lifespan (e.g. preadmission through graduation), hosting student-facing events and conferences,
and providing financial and advising support to the Hastings Health Law
Organization as well as other student organizations.
Although sometimes perceived as a narrow specialization, health law is a broad
field and consistently named one of the hottest fields of law by the National Jurist
and other publications.1 The need for health care attorneys arises from significant
and sustained growth in the health sector, which now represents nearly 20% of
1

Health Law: Hot and Getting Hotter, THE NAT’L JURIST (Oct. 10, 2016, 10:55am),
http://www.nationaljurist.com/national-jurist-magazine/health-law-hot-and-getting-hotter.
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gross domestic product, and the extensive and complex regulation needed to
govern it. As noted in the National Jurist:
Health law jobs are some of the most abundant. Why? There are many
reasons, including the changes and increased regulations brought about
by the Affordable Care Act and the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA). Health care costs have risen at three times the
inflation rate for 30-plus years, and there’s still poor quality of care. The
World Health Organization ranks the US health care system 37th in the
world. There’s also technological innovation, globalization, an aging
population and huge regulatory burdens2.
The health industry is projected to account for a third of job growth in the U.S.
through 2026, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Traditional legal
and JD-advantage jobs in this field are among them, and our curriculum positions
our students to be highly competitive in that market. Consortium alumni have
found health law jobs in a range of settings straight out of law school including inhouse at health-related tech companies and healthcare provider organizations,
traditional law firms, government agencies, non-profits, and academia. Our Law
and Health Sciences Concentration alumni hold positions at a range of health law
employers, including Kaiser Permanente, UCSF, Genentech, Nossaman LLP,
Evidation Health, Foley & Lardner LLP, Hanson Bridgett, Stanford Health Care,
BioMarin Pharmaceuticals, California Department of Managed Health Care,
University of Washington School of Medicine, the California Department of
Health, Education & Welfare, and Northwest Health Law Advocates, to name a
few.
The law schools historically recognized for excellence in this field have been
those embracing innovative curricula that prepares students for practice in this
wide - sometimes “nontraditional”- range of settings. The Consortium has
established UC Hastings among this group of academic leaders with a curriculum
that emphasizes both doctrinal and experiential learning and a faculty and staff
who are highly engaged with a range of health law stakeholders providing
employment and externship opportunities to our students. This engaged
approach to teaching has not come at the expense of bar passage; last year
100% of health law concentrators passed the bar.

2
Hot Ticket: In-House Health Care Lawyers with Tech Backgrounds Can Write Their Own, LAW.COM
CORP. COUNS. (Apr. 30, 2019, 11:59PM), https://www.law.com/corpcounsel/2019/04/30/hot-ticket-inhouse-health-care-lawyers-with-tech-backgrounds-can-write-their-own/?slreturn=20200023140240.
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b. Current grant-funded research
Over ten years, the Consortium has supported 7 UC Hastings faculty
researchers, 28 Hastings students, and 37 recent graduates in securing,
managing, and conducting grant-funded projects. Consortium faculty take special
care to embed throughout our grant funded research projects opportunities for
students to enhance their research and writing skills, network with key health
care and policy leaders, and hone their professional skills. Grant projects have
included traditional legal research, as well as the creation of evidence-based
policy recommendations, interprofessional teaching innovations, and
interprofessional convenings. Grant funding to date totals $4,530,142 for 34
projects. A full list of Consortium grant projects to date is included at Attachment
A.
The Consortium’s substantive focus has historically been wide-ranging, with
projects developing organically over time. Our current strengths and areas of
focus for funded projects lie in healthcare cost and access, health and social care
integration, complex care and aging, and neuroethics. Collectively, our grant
projects contribute to a larger national conversation in healthcare law and policy
about how to achieve health equity, which means closing gaps in healthcare
access and affordability and addressing social determinants of health to ensure
every individual can attain the highest level of health and well-being possible.
Our current projects are as follows, organized by grant end date:
Optimizing Aging: A National Geriatrics Workforce Model to Secure the
Safety Net for Underserved Seniors
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Yvonne Troya, Josette Rivera (UCSF), Anna Chodos
(UCSF)
Funder: Health Resources & Services Administration (HRSA) (UCSF
subcontract)
Period: 2015-2024
Amount: $179,963
Description: The Optimizing Aging Collaborative was founded in July 2015 as a
Geriatric Workforce Enhancement Program by the U.S. Health Resources and
Services Administration. This collaborative includes experts and industry leaders
from over 10 public, nonprofit, and academic organizations in the San Francisco
Bay Area to provide education and innovative services that address older adults’
health, social, and legal needs.
The Role of States in Promoting Competition in Healthcare: A Legal and
Economic Analysis
Personnel: Jaime King, Katie Gudiksen, Amy Gu, Sammy Chang, Alex Montague
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Funder: The Arnold Foundation
Period: 2020-2021
Amount: $1,004,462 ($400,000 subcontract to UC Berkeley)
Description: Combining the legal expertise of The Source on Healthcare Price
and Competition at UC Hastings and the economic analysis and data modeling
expertise at the Nicholas C. Petris Center on Health Care Markets and
Consumer Welfare in the School of Public Health, UC Berkeley, this project aims
to provide policymakers with unbiased, evidence-based, policy-relevant
information on the most effective strategies for states to address rapidly
consolidating healthcare markets and provider contract terms that may be
anticompetitive. This project will produce two interactives that convey a fifty state
survey of prohibition of contract terms as well as merger review laws, two policy
briefs to assist policymakers in enacting statutes or regulations to stem market
consolidation or anticompetitive behavior, and two white papers to provide
economic analysis on whether these laws have been effective in limiting the
growth of healthcare prices.
Database of State Laws Impacting Health Care Cost and Quality
Personnel: Jaime King, Amy Gu, Sammy Chang
Funder: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (subcontract from Catalyst for
Payment Reform)
Period: 2018-2021
Amount: $183,057
Description: Created in partnership with the Catalyst for Payment Reform, The
Database of State Laws Impacting Healthcare Cost and Quality (SLIHCQ) is
a publicly available interactive tool that catalogues existing and ongoing state
legislative efforts to implement healthcare reform. The database allows the public
to search state healthcare statutes and bills governing five main categories: 1)
price transparency, 2) provider market power, 3) provider payment, 4) provider
networks, and 5) health insurance benefit designs. This database provides
context to help policymakers, attorneys general, and other stakeholders at the
state level understand their legal and regulatory environment and identify laws
that could support their efforts to create a higher-value health care system.
Integration of Easy-to- Read, Culturally-Appropriate, Evidenced-based
Advance Directives for all US States into the PREPARE Website
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Ashley Ta, Rebecca Sudore (UCSF), Jana Powell
(UCSF)
Funder: Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation (subcontract from UCSF)
Period: 2016-2021
Amount: $203,762
Description: PREPAREforyourcare.org is an online decision support tool and
advance directive created through a collaboration between UC Hastings College
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of the Law, UCSF, and designers specializing in health literacy and vulnerable
populations. The website assists patients with advance care planning through
evidence-based videos and worksheets. The language in the PREPARE
advance directive was developed using analysis of the law of all fifty states,
current clinical and scientific evidence of effective practices in advance care
planning, and testing and validation with medical-legal partnerships, healthcare
providers, and patients around the country. In randomized clinical trials,
PREPARE has been shown to increase advance care planning in English and
Spanish-speaking older adults and to increase medical record documentation.
State-Based Approaches to Address Consolidation and Rising Prices
Personnel: Jaime King, Katie Gudiksen
Funder: The Commonwealth Fund (subcontract from the Urban Institute)
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $42,268
Description: This project explores a wide range of policy options to introduce
competition in provider markets and regulate prices. We argue that transparency
initiatives will support both regulatory and competition-based policy options, and
certain approaches to regulation complement and support efforts to improve
market competition. The report will present and analyze information on recent
state attempts to promote competition and control prices in health care.
Hospital and Physician Merger Oversight Authority in the California
Department of Justice
Personnel: Jaime King, Tim Greaney, Katie Gudiksen, Sammy Chang
Funder: The California Health Care Foundation
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $43,359
Description: This project examines the California Attorney General’s existing
merger oversight authority, compares that to consolidation oversight authority
held by other state Attorneys General, and makes recommendations for
policymakers interested in ensuring that the current and future structure of the
state’s health care finance and delivery system serve the people of California.
Navigating Legal Challenges to State Efforts to Control Drug Prices:
Pharmacy Benefit Manager Regulation, Anti-Price Gouging Laws, and Price
Transparency
Personnel: Jaime King, Katie Gudiksen, Sammy Chang
Funder: National Academy for State Health Policy
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $10,239
Description: This project analyzes the legal challenges brought against state laws
to address rising drug prices and the legal theories on which these laws are often
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challenged. We offer suggestions to state policymakers considering similar
legislative actions to minimize the risk that courts will overturn them.
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors – Veterans Administration and
Safety Net Hospital Project
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Sara Huffman, Yvonne Troya, Lemuel Soto,
Alexandra Wolf
Funder: San Francisco City & County, Department of Aging & Adult Services
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $149,790
Description: This project expands the current Medical-Legal Partnership for
Seniors (MLPS) model to serve older adults with complex health and social care
needs at the San Francisco Veterans Administration and the San Francisco
Health Network. Older adults targeted for service include those who are at
greatest risk of preventable homelessness, conservatorship, and
institutionalization. The UC Hastings legal team provides training and
consultation to healthcare teams in legal strategies to address social factors that
mediate these outcomes. The team also provides direct legal services to patients
onsite at hospitals, health clinics, long term care facilities and patient homes.
California Abortion Alliance
Personnel: Jennifer Dunn, Sarah Stephan, Sarah Manasevit
Funder: Various
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $6,000
Description: The California Abortion Alliance brings scholars, abortion providers,
attorneys, and other reproductive health and justice advocates together from
across California to discuss solutions to improve access to abortion care.
Through this strategic partnership, CAA has equipped healthcare providers with
legal and legislative knowledge, and advocates with patient and medicine
focused perspectives. CAA regularly offers webinars and live learning sessions,
networking, and opportunities for students and young advocates to grow into a
reproductive health career.
The Dementia Care Ecosystem: Using Innovative Technologies to
Personalize and Deliver Coordinated Dementia Care
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Briana Moller, Debbie Liao
Funders: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Merck Foundation and
HealthPartners Minnesota (subcontract from UCSF Memory & Aging Center)
Period: 2014-2020
Amount: $99,186
Description: The Care Ecosystem is a patient navigator intervention designed to
improve care to individuals with dementia and their caregivers. The patient
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navigator is an unlicensed, specially trained member of a healthcare team who
assists patients and caregivers in coordinating and navigating both medical and
social care. As part of this model, the UC Hastings team designed the “Decisions
Module” which is a set of screening tools, workflow protocols, referral networks,
and trainings which enable the patient navigator and health care team to identify
and respond to legal needs of this population. Such needs include advance care
planning, estate planning, understanding health insurance programs such as
Medicare, Medicaid, and veterans’ benefits, elder abuse, and other common
issues. The model was originally designed and tested in California and Nebraska
and is now being scaled to additional health systems in Minnesota and
Wisconsin. Clinical trial results thus far indicate the model reduces caregiver
burden and improves patient quality of life.
Dyslexia Prison Pilot Study
Personnel: Andrea Lollini, MariaLuisa Gorno Tempini (UCSF)
Funder: Federal Corrections Institution Dublin and the UCSF Dyslexia Center
(via UCSF subcontract)
Amount: $100,000
Period: 2018-2020
Description: The Dyslexia Prison Pilot Study is a 24-month cross-sectional study
of 260 female inmates of the Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) of Dublin,
California. The study investigates the prevalence of dyslexia and other
Language-Based Learning Disabilities (LLDs) through a first of its kind
medical, educational, and neurocognitive assessment. Through development of a
validated, standardized screening tool that can be implemented throughout the
criminal justice system, California will be better-able to detect and address LLDs
in the prison population, which pose barriers to inmates’ education, employment
and successful reentry. The long-term goal of this project is to provide evidencebased tools and best practices to shape criminal justice reform efforts in
California.
The Source on Healthcare Price and Competition
Personnel: Jaime King, Amy Gu, Katie Gudiksen, Sammy Chang
Funder: Grove Foundation
Period: 2013-2020
Amount: $1,190,000
Description: The Source on Healthcare Price & Competition is a web-based
repository that provides easily accessible information on issues impacting
healthcare price and competition in the United States in the form of policy
research, legal analysis and legislative updates. In addition to up-to-date news
articles, policy papers, and academic articles, The Source hosts a searchable,
public database of State Laws Impacting Healthcare Price and Quality (SLIHCQ)
that catalogues ongoing state legislative efforts to implement healthcare reform.
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The Source also presents legal and legislative analysis of healthcare market
issues, including consolidation, provider leverage, and price transparency, in
digestible formats such as interactive maps, data tables, and timelines. The
Source aims not only to bridge the gaps between health policy, health services
research, and legal experts working on these issues, but also to serve as a
resource for journalists, state attorneys general, potential litigants, and other
stakeholders seeking to understand and/or promote cost control and competition
in healthcare.
c. Other center research
Consortium research that is not grant-funded is typically conducted by our
regular, tenured faculty who publish in law journals as well as peer-reviewed
medical journals. Below is a selection of recent projects:
• Associate Dean and Faculty Director Jaime King published “Health
Care Transparency’s ERISA Problem” (with Erin Fuse Brown) as a chapter
in Transparency in Health and Health Care by the Cambridge University
Press (2019); The Burden of Federalism: Challenges to State Attempts at
Controlling Prescription Drug Costs, 39J. of Legal Medicine 95 (2019)(with
Katherine Gudiksen); California's Drug Transparency Law: Navigating the
Boundaries of State Authority on Drug Pricing,37 Health Affairs 1503
(2018) (with Katherine Gudiksen, Timothy Brown, and Christopher
Whaley), and The Legal Dimensions of Genomic Sequencing in Newborn
Screening,48 Hastings Center Special Report S39 (2018) (with Rachel
Zackarias and Monica Smith).
• Professor Dorit Reiss authored “New York City Mandates Vaccines” for
Harvard Law’s online publication, Bill of Health and also wrote an article
with Nili Karako-Eyal (College of Management, Israel) called Informed
“Consent to Vaccination: Theoretical, Legal, and Empirical Insights.” It has
been accepted for publication in the American Journal of Law and
Medicine.
• Professor Greaney was published in the Journal of Law, Medicine &
Ethics. His article was titled “The New Healthcare Merger Wave: Does the
“Vertical Good” Maxim Apply?” He also published a summary of the recent
happenings surrounding vertical mergers in the healthcare sector in
“Navigating the Backwater: Vertical Mergers in Healthcare, CPI Antitrust
Chronicle 1”
• Professor Weithorn published “Psychological Distress, Mental Disorder,
and Assessment of Capacity Under U.S. Physician Aid in Dying Statutes”
in the Hastings Law Journal. She also submitted a manuscript for
publication (co-authored with Professor Dorit Reiss) entitled “Providing
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Adolescents with Independent and Confidential Access to Childhood
Vaccines: A Proposal to Lower the Age of Consent”
For a comprehensive list of Consortium publications, please see Attachment B.
d. Client-centered advocacy or litigation
The Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic (MLPS) is the Consortium’s
nationally recognized client advocacy initiative as well as a component of our
student-facing academic programming. We will describe the client-facing aspects
of the clinic in this section and describe its student-facing aspects in section k
below, though the two closely integrate with and complement one another.
MLPS was established in 2012 as a partnership between the University of
California, Hastings College of Law (UC Hastings) and the University of
California, San Francisco (UCSF), to address the legal needs of patients with
complex health and social conditions. MLPS is a clinical course at UC Hastings
in which law faculty and students train partner healthcare providers to recognize
unmet legal needs of patients and work collaboratively with MLPS to address
them.
Once healthcare providers refer patient-clients to MLPS, the UC Hastings legal
team conducts a comprehensive “legal needs checkup” and delivers free, holistic
services onsite at medical clinics, hospitals, and long-term-care facilities, as well
as in clients’ homes. The legal team also provides case consults to healthcare
teams, often clarifying misconceptions about legal standards of mental capacity,
identifying alternatives to conservatorship, and assisting patients and caregivers
in accessing the full range of long-term care services and supports.
According to data available as of October 2019, MLPS has trained more than
540 providers and accepted 690 referrals to assist older patients at UCSF
Medical Center clinics, San Francisco Veterans Administration Health Care
System (SFVAHCS) clinics, hospitals, long-term-care facilities, and in patients’
homes. In Summer 2019, MLPS began expanding to Zuckerberg San Francisco
General Hospital. MLPS clients are particularly frail, socially and economically
vulnerable, and diverse:
o
o
o
o
o
o

43% are homebound
Incomes typically between 100-200% of the Federal Poverty Level
43% minority
41% veterans
2.5% identify as LGBTQ
30% have limited English proficiency
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As a law school clinic providing service to very high need clients, MLPS provides
low volume, but high-touch legal services. To date MLPS has provided
assistance in:
o Completing 550 incapacity plans, including advance directives, durable
powers of attorney, trusts, simple wills, and non-probate transfers
o Securing an additional 345 hours of in-home care
o Preventing six evictions
o Increasing monthly income by 134 percent, on average, through new or
restored monthly income benefits (range 7.3 percent to 909 percent)
o Obtaining $26,818 in one-time retroactive benefits
o Waiving $73,900 in consumer debt
o Restoring $58,000 in assets in elder financial abuse advocacy
o Preventing $982 in monthly rent increases
o Negotiating $29,314 in eviction-relocation payments
o Eliminating a total of $5,462 in monthly Medicaid Share of Cost
Additionally, MLPS has been working to make the policy and business case for
local and national replication of the model. In 2019, MLPS demonstrated that it
generated significant savings to the SFVAHCS by reducing length of
unnecessary hospital stay in a small number of patients experiencing social
barriers to discharge. By helping older veterans access needed medical care
and/or or help them return safely to their homes, MLPS has demonstrated that
addressing unmet legal needs of older patients can generate return on
investment to the VA. This work has attracted attention from VA leadership in
Washington D.C., who are considering adopting and scaling the model
throughout the VA health system nationally. Such a change requires new
legislation, which is pending before Congress.
MLPS has also been recognized in the New York Times as an innovative model
to address the needs of older adults, by the California Department of Health as a
“Healthcare Innovator,” and highlighted as a model program by the National
Center for Medical-Legal Partnership. MLPS faculty are regularly invited to speak
about the model and to consult with other law schools, legal aid attorneys,
government agencies, and health systems nationally who are interested in
replicating the program. Of the nearly 500 medical-legal partnerships nationally,
MLPS is one of only 4 serving older adults with complex health and social needs.
The MLPS team includes Yvonne Troya, Clinical Professor of Law and Legal
Director, Sarah Hooper, MLPS Policy Director, Sara Huffman (’14), Managing
Attorney- Veterans Project, Alexandra Wolf (’19), Graduate Research Fellow,
and Lemuel Soto, Student Intern. MLPS is supported through a mix of state
funding, grants, and donations. State funding supports most student-facing
activities of the clinic while grants and donations support client work not involving
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students as well as healthcare provider outreach and training.
e. Professional education
The Consortium’s current professional education initiative is a five-year program
funded by the Health Resources & Services Administration (HRSA) called the
Optimizing Aging Center (OAC). The OAC is a partnership between UCSF, UC
Hastings, community agencies, and local health systems to provide training to
primary care and social work professionals on care of older adults. At UC
Hastings, the project is led by Sarah Hooper and Yvonne Troya, who are
providing the legal component of the trainings. The project is designed to prepare
the health and social care workforce to meet the needs of a rapidly aging
population, and to foster greater collaboration across and within sectors serving
older adults. Last year, the OAC was awarded “Excellence in Partnership Award”
by the UCSF Center for Community Engagement Council.
Outside of the OAC, we have also discussed the possibility of leveraging online
curriculum from the Master of Science in Health Policy & Law program to offer
shorter certificate programs to working professionals. We plan to revisit that
strategy once transitions in the HPL program are finalized. (Discussed further in
section k below.)
f. Legislative or policy advocacy
Healthcare law and policy continues to capture the national attention as costs
rise, access problems persist, and outcomes of care remain poor relative to other
developed nations. Consortium faculty are frequently engaged as subject-matter
experts in policymakers’ and advocates’ efforts to find solutions to these issues.
Below are select activities from academic year 2019:
• Associate Dean and Faculty Director Jaime King presented on state
attempts to promote competition and price transparency in health care at
the National Academy of Medicine in Washington on February 13, 2020
and she will testify at a hearing before the California legislature on health
care cost control on February 25, 2020. In 2019, she presented at the
Commonwealth Fund’s Annual 2019 Bipartisan Congressional Health
Policy conference, the Alliance for Health Policy Congressional Bootcamp
in Washington, D.C., and the National Conference of State Legislatures.
She presented as part of a Technical Expertise Panel on Price
Transparency, RAND and Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning
and Evaluation for the U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services in June
18, 2018. She is Managing Editor of the Source, an online resource that
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•

•

•

•

•
•

tracks policy and litigation developments related to healthcare cost and
competition. This resource is used by policymakers, scholars, journalists
and others working on this issue.
Professor Tim Greaney spoke to the Annual Legislative Strategy Meeting
of the American Medical Association in Phoenix, AZ in January and
presented on State Health Reform Strategies to the Florida Health Reform
Subcommittee of the Florida House of Representatives in February. He
also spoke at the Federal Trade Commission Workshop on COPAs and
Competition Policy and presented at the Annual American Medical
Association Legislative Strategy Meeting in Napa, CA
Professor Dorit Reiss was the 2018 recipient of the Natalie J. Smith
Immunization Champion Award. This award, which is awarded annually by
the California Immunization Coalition, honors Professor Reiss for her
tireless, fact-based, and patient work for vaccination. Her scholarship,
blog, and subject matter expertise have been deeply influential to vaccine
policy in California and elsewhere for many years running.
Executive Director and Adjunct Professor Sarah Hooper’s
recommendations to improve medical-legal advance care planning
practice, developed in a collaboration with UCSF Professor Rebecca
Sudore and leadership from the ABA Commission on Law & Aging, were
adopted unanimously by the ABA House of Delegates this summer
through passage of Resolution 103B. She was also invited to Washington
D.C. to meet with leadership from the Veterans Administration, National
Legal Aid Defender’s Association, and National Center for Medical-Legal
Partnership to discuss systems and policy change required for replicating
the Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors clinic model throughout the VA
health system. She was also invited by the San Francisco Department of
Aging & Adult Services to provide an opinion on proposed legislation
affecting conservatorship of homeless and substance using individuals.
Professor Rob Schwartz has been active for many years in the physician
aid in dying movement, serving as a subject matter expert to coalitions and
state governments on legislative efforts throughout the country. He serves
on the board of the End of Life Liberty Project, which engages in impact
litigation and policy development nationally.
Professor Troya presented at the Annual Summit of the Coalition for
Compassionate Care of California on the Medical-Legal Partnership for
Seniors' innovative approach to advance care planning.
Adjunct Professor Andrea Lollini and his research partners at UCSF
were invited to meet with Governor Newsom’s staff this fall about their
research addressing undetected learning disabilities in California prisons.
Additionally, he presented on his neurodiversity work to the Italian Senate.
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g. Public testimony
Consortium faculty have increasingly been invited to give public testimony in
recent years. This includes:
• Associate Dean and Faculty Director Jaime King testified before the
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on
Energy and Commerce of the U.S. House of Representatives on
“Examining State Efforts to Improve Transparency in Healthcare Costs for
Consumers,” on July 17, 2018. In 2017, she testified on the effects of
proposed health insurance mergers before the US House of
Representatives.
• Professor Tim Greaney testified before the US Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on Antitrust in 2019. He also presented on State Health
Reform Strategies to the Florida Health Reform Subcommittee of the
Florida House of Representatives. In 2018, he presented a statement
before the Investigatory Hearing on merger of Aetna Inc. into CVS Health
Corporation State California Department of Insurance
• Adjunct Professor Andrea Lollini presented his research on
neurodiversity to the Italian Senate in 2018.
h. Publicizing research and scholarship
Consortium research and scholarship is published in top peer-reviewed journals.
Publications in recent years include the American Journal of Law, Medicine &
Ethics, St. Louis Journal of Health Law & Policy, Indiana Law Journal, Nature,
UCLA Law Review, the Hastings Law Journal, Health Affairs, The Wall Street
Journal, Politico, Modern Healthcare, and Harvard Law’s Bill of Health, among
others. This work has attracted attention from a range of stakeholders and
decisionmakers, as evidenced in the policy work described above.
Consortium research and scholarship also attracts attention from public media.
This fall, the Source team, led by Dean King, was highly sought for their
expertise in a major antitrust case against Sutter Health. The team was quoted in
Bloomberg Law, the San Francisco Chronicle, the New York Times, Kaiser
Health News, and Tradeoffs Podcast with Dan Gorenstein multiple times
between August and November of 2019. Professor Greaney was also featured in
Modern Healthcare, The Wall Street Journal, Politico, and the Hartford Courant.
Executive Director Sarah Hooper has been interviewed by the New York Times
and appeared on KQED’s Forum with Michael Krasny and the GeriPal Podcast.
The Consortium publicizes this research and scholarship through a mix of online
and print communications, speaking engagements, and hosted convenings. We
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maintain an email listserv of 2177 subscribers, which includes 422 health law
faculty from around the country who vote in US News & World Report rankings.
This listserv receives a newsletter at least once per semester containing
information about Consortium research grants, scholarship, and invited lectures.
Our online communications also include a UC Hastings-hosted website as well
as a Twitter page with 655 followers and a Facebook account with 300 likes, 333
follows, and 44 check-ins.
The Consortium works closely with the Communications team at UC Hastings to
create and update annual mailings and materials highlighting our work. In 2017,
we collaborated to create a special issue of the Hastings magazine dedicated to
our programs.
In-person speaking engagements and attendance at convenings is perhaps our
most effective method of reaching our stakeholder audiences. Consortium faculty
regularly present at several national conferences per year. In particular,
Consortium faculty attend, present and network at the American Society of Law,
Medicine & Ethics (ASLME) Health Law Professors Conference, which hosts
health law faculty from around the country every year. The Consortium hosted
this conference at UC Hastings in 2014, which gave us the opportunity to
highlight the work of the Consortium to a key audience. Subsequent to hosting
this event, our national rankings increased several points. Jaime King, who was
recently elected as President of the board of ASLME, has arranged for UC
Hastings to host this conference again in 2023.
A selection of recent speaking engagements is below, and a full list can be found
at Attachment C.
• Associate Dean and Faculty Director Jaime King hosted panels at the
Next Steps in Health Reform Conference at American University in
Washington D.C, in October 2019 and at the Rural American West Summit
on March 20, 2019. She also presented her research on state attempts to
control health and drug care costs at the National Academy for State
Health Policy Annual meeting, Stanford Law School, Georgia State Law
School, and the American Society of Law, Medicine, and Ethics Annual
Health Law Professors Meeting.
• Professor Tim Greaney’s commentary on the CVS/Aetna merger and
other healthcare competition topics has been recently featured in Modern
Healthcare, The Wall Street Journal, Politico, and the Hartford Courant. He
spoke at the California Medical Association House of Delegates Annual
Meeting in Sacramento. He also presented the Year in Review at the
annual ABA/AHLA Antitrust in Healthcare Conference in Washington, D.C.
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•

•

•
•

He spoke at the Antitrust Meeting of the National Association of Attorneys
General in Denver
Professor Weithorn presented a talk on minors and refusal of lifesustaining treatment at the annual Stanford Law School Biolaw
Conference and presented a paper on “Adolescent Decisionmaking and
Refusal of Life-Sustaining Treatment,” at a conference on Defining
Moments in Pediatric Bioethics: Future Insights from Past Controversies at
Seattle Children’s Hospital in 2019
Professor Murphy presented “Brain Based Memory Detection: It Works,
But Not the Way You Think It Will” at Biolawlapalooza and most recently
gave the keynote address at the University of Oregon’s conference on
Neuroscience, Ethics, & Law in an Era of Big Data.
Professor Marsha Cohen presented From Pill Counting to Patient Care:
Change in the Pharmacy Profession in the United States at Gdańsk
Medical University
Consortium Executive Director Sarah Hooper presented her work on
improving medical-legal advance care planning at the American Academy
of Hospice and Palliative Medicine Annual Assembly, the National Center
for Medical-Legal Partnership network through a national webinar, and to
ABA members through a free CLE event in 2019. She was also invited to
speak on a panel about the health justice implications of artificial
intelligence at the Atlantic Institute Senior Fellows Convening at Rhodes
House in Oxford in June. In 2018, she presented “The Law of Caregiving:
What Providers Should Know and How to Help” at the Symposium at
Aging in American Conference and presented “A Medical-Legal Approach
to Comprehensive Advance Care Planning: Addressing Social
Determinants of Health in Vulnerable Older People” at UCSF Medicine
Grand Rounds.

i. Publicizing other work or mission of the center
The Consortium’s innovative programs appeal to a large and diverse number of
stakeholders, from health law faculty and students to healthcare partners, to
funders and local and national policymakers. We publicize our work to these
audiences via the channels, events, and convenings described above.
Additionally, this year the Consortium held a series of convenings culminating in
a Health Justice Summit which highlighted our work to approximately 150
stakeholder attendees. These included UC Hastings and UCSF faculty,
healthcare providers, students, alumni, and other community members. Using a
hybrid panel and World Café format, attendees were engaged in active reflection
and discussion about the nature and impact of the Consortium’s work. See
Attachment J for a full list of Consortium events and conferences.
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j. Other public service activities
The Consortium co-sponsors a “Care Packages for the Homeless Event” every
December, in which Hastings alumni, faculty, students, and friends create and
disseminate care packages and sleeping bags to individuals experiencing
homelessness in the Tenderloin neighborhood. The event was founded by
Hastings alumni, including the Consortium’s Executive Director Sarah Hooper,
and funded through their 501(c)(3) nonprofit called Attorneys Bettering the
Community (ABC). The Consortium serves has host at UC Hastings and helps to
organize volunteers from across the Hastings and UCSF communities. ABC
draws practicing attorneys from around the Bay Area through law firm
connections. The Hastings Health Law Organization co-hosts and assists in
turning out student volunteers.
Each year, the event draws between 40-60 volunteers who give out 360 care
packages and 360 sleeping bags to individuals living near UC Hastings.
k. Student-facing academic program functions
The Consortium has developed and supports four major student-facing academic
programs at UC Hastings: the JD Concentration in Law & Health Sciences, the
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic (MLPS), the Master of Science in
Health Policy & Law degree (HPL), and the Master of Studies in Law degree
(MSL). Below we describe those programs and our activities within them in more
detail.
JD Concentration in Law & Health Sciences
The Consortium serves as the central coordinating hub for all health-related
activities in the UC Hastings JD program. This includes:
• Curriculum
The Consortium plans, coordinates, and teaches a Concentration curriculum,
which includes 3 core classes, 6-8 health law electives per semester and the
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors clinic. Additionally, the Consortium has
developed relationships with 38 legal externship placement sites and worked
collaboratively with the Legal Externship program to advise and connect
students to these opportunities. For example, our students have been
selected each year for the Kaiser Permanente Externship Program, a highly
coveted program for which students from Stanford, Berkeley, and other law
schools also compete. Consortium faculty also regularly supervise journal
notes and independent study projects for students interested in health law
topics. See Attachment D.
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• Academic Advising and Outreach
The Consortium provides academic advising and outreach to all students who
engage with Consortium programs, whether or not they formally declare the
Concentration. We have graduated 74 Concentrators since the inception of
the program (an average of 7 per year). Dean King, the Concentration
Advisor, advises an average of 30 health law students per year. In 2019, she
worked with 16 1L students, 9 2L students and 10 3L students. She has
developed an online tracking system in Box which is shared with students so
that faculty and students can collaboratively plan and monitor progress
through all three years at Hastings. After an initial meeting with a student, she
refers to other faculty within the health law advising team, depending on the
specific interests and needs of the student. The advising team includes Sarah
Hooper, Rob Schwartz, Tim Greaney, Yvonne Troya, and Emily Murphy. This
team also meets with students who engage with the Consortium’s programs in
various ways and who may or may not declare the Concentration. Those
numbers are not included in the figures above but are conservatively
estimated in the range of 8-10 students per faculty member per year.
In addition to individual advising, the Consortium conducts outreach to
students by:
• visiting 1L classrooms to inform students about opportunities in health
law
• guest lecturing in health-related courses
• hosting a student advising panel twice per semester
• hosting an open house during orientation, and
• hosting a table at “Academic Expo” events hosted by Student Services
The Consortium has also developed a suite of online advising resources for
students and has been an early adopter of new technology UC Hastings has
purchased for teaching and communications. These resources include
information about available courses, career advice, job opportunities, and
upcoming events. This information was originally housed on our external
website and was then moved to a Canvas course called “Health Law
Homeroom” when the College adopted Canvas as its primary online teaching
tool. When the College recently added MyHastings as its primary internal
communications channel, we built out a suite of advising content which we
maintain for that channel as well. The Health Law Homeroom Canvas page
has 109 members and has had 1,632 views since September 2019. Our
MyHastings page has 37 members and has had 433 views in the last 90 days.
Our most popular recent content includes the “List of Spring 2020 Health Law
Courses,” “Concentration Requirements” and “What jobs can I find in Health
Law?” pages. See Attachment E.
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• Career Advising and Outreach
The Consortium’s academic curriculum positions health law students to be
competitive on the job market, and we integrate career advising into academic
advising in order to maximize our students’ future opportunities. For instance,
in creating plans to complete the Concentration requirements, we help
students carefully sequence their courses, externships, clinics, and summer
jobs so that their experiences build upon one another and demonstrate
quickly developing knowledge and skill in the field. We provide this counseling
through individual advising sessions as well as panel and lunch events.
Additionally, we offer 1L students the opportunity to participate in the Health
Law Alumni Mentor Program, in which we pair students with a mentor in the
field and provide coaching on how to work effectively with mentors throughout
their career. We have cultivated a list of 27 alumni mentors who have been
active for several years and have 30 students currently participating in the
program. See Attachment F.
Our Concentrator alumni are employed with a range of health law employers,
including Kaiser Permanente, UCSF, Genentech, Nossaman LLP, Evidation
Health, Foley & Lardner LLP, Hanson Bridgett, Stanford Health Care,
BioMarin Pharmaceuticals, California Department of Managed Health Care,
University of Washington School of Medicine, the California Department of
Health, Education & Welfare, and Northwest Health Law Advocates, to name
a few.
• Hastings Health Law Organization and Health Law Competition
The Consortium supports student organizations interested in health-related
activities or events. Our primary student organization affiliate is the Hastings
Health Law Organization (HHLO) which currently has 35 members. In the last
two years, we decided to give students a more active leadership role in
developing events and activities and have shared $2500 of our events budget
to use toward activities of their choosing. We have been hugely gratified to
see students embracing this co-leadership role and working enthusiastically
and collaboratively with one another and with us. To date, students have
chosen to support peer to peer advising events, a “Speed Networking” event
with practicing attorneys, and a health law transactions competition team. The
health law transactions competition team is generously advised and coached
each year by Professors Greaney, Cochran, and Quigley.
• Law and Medicine Day
For the past several years, the Consortium has supported Professor Schwartz
in organizing and hosting a Law and Medicine Day for UC Hastings and
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UCSF students. During this half-day event, UCSF and UC Hastings faculty
lead interprofessional teams of students in discussions of hypothetical cases
which highlight current topics and professional responsibility/ethics of each
represented profession. Students are exposed to complex, real-world
problems as well as the joys and challenges of working across disciplines to
solve them.
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic (MLPS)
MLPS is the Consortium’s signature clinical training and service initiative,
providing both experiential learning to law students as well as free legal
assistance to older patients of partner healthcare organizations. MLPS is an
intensive seven-unit clinical course offered to 8 law students per semester (16
per year) who are interested in health law, elder law, estate planning, and social
justice. Since 2012, MLPS has enrolled 132 students, which includes 4 advanced
MLPS students who elect to enroll in the clinic for an additional semester.
Additionally, MLPS has hired 8 students for paid summer internships at the clinic
and 5 students as research assistants.
MLPS students represent patients with complex health and social needs at
UCSF Medical Center and the San Francisco Veterans Administration. Typical
client issues include advance care planning, simple estate planning, public
benefits, housing, and health insurance. Students are directly supervised by
Clinical Professor of Law and MLPS Legal Director Yvonne Troya as well as
Sara Huffman, Managing Attorney of the MLPS Veterans Project.
Through a combination of formal didactic sessions, observation, and individual
supervision, students learn the foundational skills needed for any client-based
practice, including interviewing, critical thinking, document drafting, legal
research and project management. Students receive customized feedback and
support as they handle complex client cases from start to finish under the
supervision of clinical faculty. Over the course of the semester, students develop
close client relationships, learn about the legal, health and social care needs of
the aging population, and consider the role of lawyers in combating poverty and
health disparities. Additionally, students have the opportunity to interface with
UCSF and VA healthcare providers by jointly conducting patient visits,
shadowing providers, and engaging in problem-solving about complex patient
cases in a roundtable setting. These collaborative activities provide students
with greater appreciation of the challenges and benefits of clinical care in the
modern era and provide reciprocal learning for the medical providers. Their
orientation and weekly seminar is team-taught by Hastings faculty, UCSF faculty,
and legal practitioners from private practice, nonprofit, and government settings,
giving them exposure to the broad range of individuals and perspectives involved
in care of complex older adults.
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MLPS was originally developed and launched by the Consortium, which
continues to provide support for the clinic through guest lectures, student
advising, grant support, scholarship, and outreach to partners and funders. The
UC Hastings Academic budget supports Professor Troya’s salary, teaching
costs, and some case costs, and the Consortium identifies grants and donations
to support student internships, alumni fellowships, and uncovered faculty time.
Current grant funding comes through San Francisco City & County and the
Optimizing Aging Center to support MLPS Policy Director Sarah Hooper,
Managing Attorney Sara Huffman, and student interns and fellows.
Master of Science in Health Policy & Law degree (HPL)
The Master of Science in Health Policy & Law (HPL) is a jointly conferred degree
of UC Hastings and UCSF. The Consortium began developing the HPL in 2014
and enrolled its first class of 35 students in fall of 2015. In total, the program has
enrolled 90 students to date. The program has been incredibly successful with
students, who in a survey of last year’s alumni (n=25) reported high levels of
satisfaction with the program:
• 100% of respondents indicated they were very satisfied or satisfied with
the program (52% very satisfied, 48% satisfied)
• 72% of respondents indicated they use HPL skills and knowledge in
their current job
• 64% of alumni reported changing jobs after starting the program and, of
those, 75% stated strong agreement or agreement when asked if they
believed the HPL had helped them obtain their new job
Feedback from alumni included:
“It was an excellent program. I would highly recommend it. I really felt that
the faculty was well organized prepared and responsive. The content was
very useful for real world applications.” – Anonymous Respondent
“This was an amazing program and I am so grateful that I was able to
experience it! It will be useful in my future career plans as well.”Anonymous Respondent
The HPL has been jointly governed by UCSF and UC Hastings but administered
at UCSF and substantially financed by the Berkeley Resource Center for Online
Education (BRCOE). BRCOE has also provided digital marketing and
instructional design services. Last year, due to a series of administrative
missteps at UCSF which jeopardized enrollment numbers, BRCOE decided to
withdraw its continued financial underwriting of the program. The UCSF HPL CoDirector, Dan Dohan, and HPL Executive Director, Jessaca Machado, have
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stepped down from their roles and Professor Janet Coffman and Emmie Calimlim
have assumed administrative responsibility for the program at UCSF. We
continue to teach current students in the program, but marketing and admissions
for a new class have been suspended. We are now discussing potential options
for sustaining the program, including transferring its administrative home to UC
Hastings.
Master of Studies in Law (MSL)
The Consortium developed, launched, and administered the MSL between 2010
and 2013 which, at that time, was exclusively marketed to health professionals.
In 2013, the College formed a new Graduate Division which was tasked with
marketing and enrollment for all graduate programs including the MSL. A portion
of the Consortium’s core staff budget was transferred to support this Division.
The MSL has since been marketed to a broader array of professionals, but the
Consortium has continued to advise MSL (and other graduate) students
interested in health law. The MSL program has had 22 students interested in
health law (of 52 total) since its inception, the bulk of which were in the first
several years of the program. Jaime King currently serves as the advisor for all
MSL students interested in health law.
l. Other activities
Consortium faculty and staff have been active contributors to the broader
Hastings community through substantial committee and infrastructure
development work. In particular, the Consortium has been active in the College’s
efforts to develop policies and infrastructure to support soft-funded programming.
In it’s very first report to the Board, the Consortium identified such infrastructure
(e.g. policies, procedures, and staffing) as key to sustainability of our programs,
as well as others on campus. Consortium staff, including then-Executive Director
Jennifer Dunn, recommended or developed key policies and procedures for the
College to adopt, such as an institutional review board (IRB) policy and protocol
and HR policies tailored for grant-supported employees. This work has continued
and, in the last three years in particular, Jaime King and Sarah Hooper have
contributed substantial time and effort to identifying and addressing grant
management and infrastructure needs of the College. They have worked with
Fiscal and the Institute for Innovation Law on different staffing models for grants
management functions, and on HR and Fiscal policies needed to support
nonstate funds. Sarah Hooper is currently a member of the College’s working
group on grants management and has served as an ad hoc resource to other
faculty and staff on research compliance and collaboration with UCSF.
In addition to soft funding infrastructure work, Jaime King has served key
leadership roles in major college initiatives, including chairing the Long-Range
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Campus Planning Committee and serving as a member of the Strategic Planning
Committee and the Executive Committee. Many of the Consortium’s innovations
over the years have served as models for other College departments and centers
and are reflected in the work product of these committees.
Finally, the Consortium has served as an early adopter and test case for many of
the College’s efforts to transform its online and physical infrastructure. The
College has experimented with multiple new online technologies, from online
teaching software, to distance learning technology, to phone systems, and the
Consortium has commonly served as the first user of these technologies,
providing the College with important user testing of these resources. The
Consortium was also the first program affected by physical construction in the
200 building this year. We were the first to move to the 6th floor and worked with
Facilities, Fiscal, and IT between June 2019-January 2020 to manage and
troubleshoot the logistics of that process, some of which remain ongoing.
m. Approximate percentage of center work allocable to the foregoing categories
of work
We estimate that, on average over the last ten years, 59% of all Consortium
personnel time has been allocated to academic programs (student-facing
activities described above and administration), 38% has been allocated to grantfunded research, and 2% for client advocacy not involving clinic students. (See
chart below).
We developed this estimate by analyzing aggregated personnel budgets across
all Consortium programs, including academic programs and grant projects. We
included all Consortium personnel for which we have direct budgetary control.
This likely results in an overrepresentation of grant time as the Consortium
manages research grants for affiliated health law faculty, but not their statefunded teaching time or other contributions to the program, which falls under the
Academic Dean’s purview. We also distinguished student-facing activities of the
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors, which represents the majority of that
program, from client advocacy not involving students in the course. Client
advocacy not involving students as part of the regular course or clinical faculty
responsibilities is grant funded.
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CONSORTIUM STAFFING
The Consortium is comprised of 1) core administrative leadership based at UC
Hastings, 2) affiliated faculty at UC Hastings and UCSF, and 3) grant project staff
(interns and fellows). See Attachment K for a Consortium Projects Map showing
current staff roles by project and Attachment G for faculty bios and Attachment H
for grant project staff bios. To sustain growth over time, the Consortium has
relied on nonstate funding sources to support key personnel, including cost
reimbursement from UC Berkeley and UCSF for the Master of Science in Health
Policy & Law Program, cy pres awards, federal, state, and private grant awards,
and private donations. Most Consortium personnel, including our core faculty and
staff, are supported across multiple funding lines and many are entirely
supported by nonstate funds.
Core Administrative Leadership
Jaime King, Associate Dean and Faculty Director of the Consortium, and Sarah
Hooper, Executive Director and Adjunct Faculty together lead the Consortium,
with the assistance of Senior Administrative Assistant Sarah Manasevit. This
team is responsible for development, administration, coordination, and
sustainability of Consortium programs described herein. Their core duties across
programs include:
1) Academic Administration: Academic program planning and oversight for
the J.D. and HPL programs, curricular coordination, budget management,
student recruitment, teaching, academic advising and outreach, career
advising, and alumni outreach and support.
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2) Research Grants: project development, funder prospecting and partner
relationships, grant writing, pre-award grants coordination, post-award
grants coordination, budget management, conducting funded project work,
managing grant staff in conducting funded project work, disseminating
scholarly work through talks, testimony, and conferences, and publicizing
work through communications channels.
3) Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic: project development, partner
outreach, student recruitment, teaching support, funder prospecting, grant
writing, pre-award grants coordination, post-award grants coordination,
budget management, conducting funded project work, managing grant
staff in conducting funded project work, disseminating scholarly work
through talks, testimony, and conferences, and publicizing work through
communications channels.
4) Events & Conferences: program development, budget management,
faculty/speaker coordination, publicity and advertising, travel and venue
logistics
The Consortium’s state budget currently supports 1.8 FTE of their time. Funding
support for each is described in more detail below:
Associate Dean and Faculty Director Jaime King
Jaime King assumed the Associate Dean and Faculty Director position from
Dean Faigman in 2015. In this role, Dean King has been responsible for general
oversight of the Consortium and in addition has served as the JD Concentration
Advisor, Co-Director of the HPL Master’s program, Executive Editor of the
Source on Healthcare Price and Competition, and PI on several grants. Jaime
King is paid a stipend of $20,000 per year out of state funds for her
administrative leadership role at the Consortium. This represents approximately
11% of her FTE, based on her current salary, and supports her general
administrative oversight of the Consortium. Her time as Co-Director of the HPL
degree program has been funded through HPL tuition at 20% FTE, though
estimates that the actual administrative burden in recent years has been closer to
40% FTE for extended stretches. Professor King’s grant-funded research and
policy work collectively represent 25% of her FTE, Dean King has accepted an
endowed chair in health law at University of Auckland in New Zealand and will be
leaving the College in June of this year. She is working with Executive Director
Sarah Hooper and UC Hastings leadership on a transition plan.
Executive Director and Adjunct Professor of Law Sarah Hooper (’08)
Sarah Hooper has been with the Consortium since 2009 when she joined as a
Senior Legal Research Fellow. She became involved in all aspects of the
program’s development and served as the Assistant Director of Programs until
2015 when she became Executive Director. She is responsible for working
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closely with Dean King to oversee all aspects of the program. She is currently
Executive Director of the Consortium, Policy Director of the Medical-Legal
Partnership for Seniors, and Adjunct Professor of Law. Her funding allocations
have varied considerably each year based on program needs and focus. She is
currently supported at 80% time by state funds and 20% time on HPL funds for
her work on student-facing academic programming, teaching, and administrative
leadership of the Consortium. She is eligible to earn up to 20% additional FTE on
grant funds for her work leading the Consortium’s grant portfolio in aging and
complex care. Sarah is working on shaping the future direction and sustainability
of the program as a whole.
Senior Administrative Assistant Sarah Manasevit
Sarah Manasevit has been with the Consortium since 2017 as the Consortium’s
half time Senior Administrative Assistant. She has been supported at 50% time
on state funds and is responsible for day to day administrative functions of the
Consortium. Sarah is currently on leave and, when she returns, will be taking on
a new full-time role as Program Manager, which is funded through March 2021.
Recent Hastings graduate Mallory Warner (’19) is filling in for Sarah during her
leave.
Graduate Research Fellow Mallory Warner (’19)
Mallory Warner is supported at 50% time on state funds for her current program
support role, and 50% on grant funds. In March she will be funding 100% on
grant funds. Mallory recently passed the New York state bar and ultimately plans
to move back to practice there and be nearer her family. She is currently funded
through June of 2020.
Consortium-Affiliated Faculty
While the Consortium engages with a wide range of faculty at UCSF and UC
Hastings, Affiliated Faculty are those regularly engaged in a key Consortium
program. No UC Hastings state funds support UCSF faculty salaries or stipends;
UCSF faculty are supported through a mix of hard and soft funding. UC Hastings
faculty typically teach one or more core health law classes in addition to regular
JD courses, provide student advising, and collaborate with Consortium staff in
organizing events and conferences. They are supported through the regular
Hastings Academic Program budget, though three currently receive nonstate
funding as indicated below.
We anticipate significant changes in our health law faculty in the next 2-3 years.
In addition to Jaime King’s departure, at least four of our ten affiliated faculty are
planning retirement. Our faculty have been a key factor in Hastings’ stature and
ranking among national health law programs and maintaining that bench through
strategic future hires will be critical to sustainability of the program. We have
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begun discussing faculty hiring needs with Academic Dean Morris and Dean
Faigman and anticipate having a recruitment and retention strategy in place
before June.
UC Hastings Affiliated Faculty
Rob Schwartz, Visiting Professor of Law
Tim Greaney, Visiting Professor of Law
Yvonne Troya, Clinical Professor of Law, MLPS Legal Director (4% FTE grantfunded)
Gregg Cochran, HPL Lecturer (100% HPL tuition-funded)
Andrea Lollini, Visiting Scholar and Adjunct Professor of Law (50% grant-funded)
Emily Murphy, Associate Professor of Law
Dorit Reiss, Professor of Law
Marsha Cohen, Professor of Law
Lois Weithorn, Professor of Law
Hilary Hardcastle, Adjunct HPL Faculty
UCSF Affiliated Faculty
Daniel Dohan, Consortium Co-Director
Janet Coffman, HPL Co-Director
Joanne Spetz, HPL Faculty
Jim Kahn, HPL Faculty
Brooke Hollister, HPL Faculty
Maria Raven, HPL Faculty
Chris Koenig, HPL Faculty
Dorie Apollonio, HPL Faculty
Anne Fabiny, MLPS-VA Medical Director
Carolyn Welty, MLPS-UCSF Medical Director
Anna Chodos, MLPS-ZSFG Medical Director, OAC PI
Jack Chase, MLPS-ZSFG Medical Co-Director
Josette Rivera, OAC PI
Kate Possin, Care Ecosystem PI
Winston Chiong, Care Ecosystem Co-I
Rebecca Sudore, PREPARE PI
MariaLuisa Gorno Tempini, Prison Pilot Study PI
Faculty biographies are available at Attachment G.
Consortium Grant Project Staff
Grant Project Staff are Hastings-based Consortium staff who are funded by grant
projects. For purposes of this report, we will not undertake to describe all
affiliated grant personnel at UCSF. These individuals currently include:
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Mallory Warner (’19), Graduate Research Fellow
Katie Gudiksen (HPL ’17), Senior Health Policy Researcher
Sammy Chang (’18), Health Policy Researcher
Amy Gu, Managing Editor, the Source on Healthcare Price and Competition
Alex Montague (’19), Graduate Research Fellow
Sara Huffman (’14), Managing Attorney, MLPS Veterans Project
Ali Wolf (’19), Graduate Research Fellow
Lemuel Soto, Student Intern
Ashley Ta, Student Intern
Sarah Stephan (’19), Graduate Research Fellow
Briana Moller (’19), Graduate Research Fellow
Debbie Kol (’19), Graduate Research Fellow
Grant Project Staff biographies are available at Attachment H.
To date, the Consortium has employed 28 Hastings students and 37 recent
graduates as interns, graduate research fellows, teaching assistants, and other
roles in our programs.
CONSORTIUM FUTURE
Strategic Planning & SWOTE Analysis
At the ten-year anniversary of the Consortium, we have engaged in long-term
strategic planning efforts with the goal of positioning ourselves for sustainability
and impact. In 2019, we held a series of three major convenings with
approximately 150 Consortium faculty, staff, students, alumni and other
stakeholders to share and reflect on our work to date, assess the current
environment, and establish a vision for the future. (See Attachment I) Attendees
shared their work, created a timeline of Consortium history and activities, and
conducted a SWOTE analysis, which identified the following strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, threats, and environmental factors:
Strengths
o Qualities of the people and our
passion
o Congruence of missions of both
UC campuses
o Organic growth over time
o Student emphasis
o Focus on emerging issues and
ability to be nimble

Weaknesses
o Structural differences between
UCSF and UC Hastings as
institutions (research focus
versus teaching focus, size,
available infrastructure)
o Lack of strategic focus/unifying
theme/cohesive research
agenda
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o Evidence-based
o Ability to provide practical tools
for the public
Opportunities
o Renewed UCSF focus on social
justice (e.g. homelessness,
prison, community health)
o Academic Village at UC
Hastings
o Relationships with private
sector/tech
o Cross-campus student
collaborations (clinics, classes)
o Connection to state and federal
legislators

o Overextended at UC Hastings
(insufficient core funding given
scale)
o Lack of diversity
Threats
o Competing institutional priorities
o Demographic shifts in Bay Area
e.g. cost of housing/living
affects faculty, staff, and
students
o Other institutions (e.g. Stanford,
Berkeley)
o Attacks on science/evidencebased policy
o Policy stagnation in dealing with
threats

Environment Affecting Our Work
o Future of ACA uncertain
o Health and social justice tied together (implicating more realms of law)
o Rebuilding of UCH campus/infrastructure
o Cost of living
o Changes in funding sources/landscape
o Advances in technology (AI, genetics, big data)
To summarize, the Consortium enjoys a large number of programs which have
been produced by a small but energetic staff and faculty in an organic fashion.
UC Hastings has primarily driven this work, and, in recent years, the scale of the
program has exceeded the capacity of available personnel and infrastructure. In
order to sustain the scale and growth of the program, we’ve identified several
needs:
1) Redesign core leadership team roles to ensure future sustainability of
each;
2) Develop College grants and budget management infrastructure to support
our ability to attract and retain soft funding, which would in part alleviate #1
above;
3) Employ a strategic approach to recruitment of new health law faculty that
aligns subject matter knowledge, experience, and skill with specific needs
of the Consortium, including teaching and student engagement, research
agenda alignment with Consortium strengths and goals, and ability to
secure new grant funding; and
4) Communicate a clear mission and vision to stakeholders, funders, senior
administrative leadership, and potential collaborative and community
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partners, including an articulation of a cohesive and fundable research
agenda.
We are working closely with Hastings leadership to address the needs described
above. With respect to aim #4, we took an important step in 2019 by rethinking
the Consortium mission statement.
Consortium Mission, Vision & Values Statement
We are developing a new mission, vision, and values statement through an
iterative process that incorporates input from many stakeholders, including UC
Hastings and UCSF faculty, staff, alumni, students, community partners.
Additionally, we’ve incorporated research regarding funders’ priorities and
assessed our position relative to other law schools and research centers. Our
current draft mission statement is intended to communicate to key stakeholders
in this field that the Consortium’s vision and work is well-aligned with current
priorities and themes in health law and policy, and that as public institutions we
approach such work with advancement of the public interest as a core goal:
Consortium Vision:
All individuals and communities can attain the highest level of health possible,
defined on their own terms.
Consortium Mission:
To advance the highest level of health for all by engaging current and future
leaders in interprofessional partnership to improve the structural conditions for
health.
To this end, the Consortium supports education, research, and public service
initiatives across three core areas:
1) Healthy Systems: To ensure affordable, equitable access to quality care for all.
2) Healthy Communities: To address the social conditions that enable health for
all.
3) Healthy Collaborations: To advance the conditions enabling collaborative
leadership for health.
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Consortium Values:
Equity - The project of health is not for one sector or discipline to solve but must
include all voices across our society. The perspectives and lived experiences of
all members of our community are essential to creating the conditions that enable
health for all. At the Consortium, we strive to conduct our work through
engagement with diverse, multidisciplinary, and multi-sector teams that support a
spirit of mutual respect and inclusion.
Learning as Leadership- Multidisciplinary collaboration for health requires an
openness to learning and leadership from any and all members of a team. We
aim to prepare our students with skills, knowledge and mindsets needed for
practice and leadership in a rapidly evolving health landscape, and to support
faculty and community partner teams in their efforts to exercise collective
leadership and learning.
Intellectual Rigor & Integrity - We strive to instill the values of intellectual rigor
and integrity in our future leaders and our work. We promote intellectual rigor
through robust development of evidence, innovations in practice, and
sophisticated legal and policy analysis.
Optimism - The challenge of achieving health for all is a daunting one. Yet the
process of engaging with our communities and partners to learn from one
another, to collectively discover solutions, and to work toward a brighter vision for
the future is inherently a hopeful endeavor and one which we approach with
gratitude and enthusiasm.
CONSORTIUM PUBLICITY & OUTREACH
As detailed above, the breadth of our programs, quality of our current health law
faculty and staff, and their active engagement in the health law community all
contribute to our ranking among the top health law programs nationally. Their
teaching and service innovations and scholarship have attracted attention from
peers, policymakers, potential students, the media and funders.
Additionally, our affiliation with UCSF, without question, raises the profile of the
College generally and our health care program specifically. UCSF is consistently
ranked in the top five graduate and professional schools in the country and has
been the top public recipient of National Institute of Health grant funds for over a
decade. Our brand association with UCSF enables the College to attract new
kinds of students, such as those with healthcare and scientific backgrounds, and
has opened doorways to grant funding we would not have been able to secure
on our own.
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We unfortunately do not have the expertise or data to conduct a
methodologically-sound return on investment analysis regarding the publicity the
Consortium generates for the College but, if given appropriate criteria and the
College’s baseline communications figures we would be happy to attempt it. We
do note anecdotally that, although the College had highly-accomplished faculty
engaged in health and science-related work prior to the Consortium’s founding,
we did not appear on the US News and World Report health law rankings until
after the Consortium crystallized as a program and began its outreach and
publicity efforts. Additionally, while the association with the UCSF brand is
incalculable in many ways, we can estimate the research dollars obtained
through UCSF subcontracts at approximately $1.5 million (one third of our grant
revenue), which has resulted in approximately $182,376.99 in indirect (overhead)
revenue to the College. Consortium grants in total (UCSF and non-UCSF) have
brought in $543,617 in indirect (overhead) revenue to the College over ten years.
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Consortium Grant Research Projects 2009-2020
Current Projects
(Organized by grant end date)

Optimizing Aging: A National Geriatrics Workforce Model to Secure the
Safety Net for Underserved Seniors
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Yvonne Troya, Josette Rivera (UCSF), Anna Chodos
(UCSF)
Funder: Health Resources & Services Administration (HRSA) (UCSF
subcontract)
Period: 2015-2024
Amount: $179,963
Description: The Optimizing Aging Collaborative was founded in July 2015 as a
Geriatric Workforce Enhancement Program by the U.S. Health Resources and
Services Administration. This collaborative includes experts and industry leaders
from over 10 public, nonprofit, and academic organizations in the San Francisco
Bay Area to provide education and innovative services that address older adults’
health, social, and legal needs.
The Role of States in Promoting Competition in Healthcare: A Legal and
Economic Analysis
Personnel: Jaime King, Katie Gudiksen, Amy Gu, Sammy Chang, Alex Montague
Funder: The Arnold Foundation
Period: 2020-2021
Amount: $1,004,462 ($400,000 subcontract to UC Berkeley)
Description: Combining the legal expertise of The Source on Healthcare Price
and Competition at UC Hastings and the economic analysis and data modeling
expertise at the Nicholas C. Petris Center on Health Care Markets and
Consumer Welfare in the School of Public Health, UC Berkeley, this project aims
to provide policymakers with unbiased, evidence-based, policy-relevant
information on the most effective strategies for states to address rapidly
consolidating healthcare markets and provider contract terms that may be
anticompetitive. This project will produce two interactives that convey a fifty state
survey of prohibition of contract terms as well as merger review laws, two policy
briefs to assist policymakers in enacting statutes or regulations to stem market
consolidation or anticompetitive behavior, and two white papers to provide
economic analysis on whether these laws have been effective in limiting the
growth of healthcare prices.

Database of State Laws Impacting Health Care Cost and Quality
Personnel: Jaime King, Amy Gu, Sammy Chang, Alex Montague, Mallory Warner
Funder: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (subcontract from Catalyst for
Payment Reform)
Period: 2018-2021
Amount: $183,057
Description: Created in partnership with the Catalyst for Payment Reform, The
Database of State Laws Impacting Healthcare Cost and Quality (SLIHCQ) is
a publicly available interactive tool that catalogues existing and ongoing state
legislative efforts to implement healthcare reform. The database allows the public
to search state healthcare statutes and bills governing five main categories: 1)
price transparency, 2) provider market power, 3) provider payment, 4) provider
networks, and 5) health insurance benefit designs. This database provides
context to help policymakers, attorneys general, and other stakeholders at the
state level understand their legal and regulatory environment and identify laws
that could support their efforts to create a higher-value health care system.
Integration of Easy-to- Read, Culturally-Appropriate, Evidenced-based
Advance Directives for all US States into the PREPARE Website
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Ashley Ta, Rebecca Sudore (UCSF), Jana Powell
(UCSF)
Funder: Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation (subcontract from UCSF)
Period: 2016-2021
Amount: $203,762
Description: PREPAREforyourcare.org is an online decision support tool and
advance directive created through a collaboration between UC Hastings College
of the Law, UCSF, and designers specializing in health literacy and vulnerable
populations. The website assists patients with advance care planning through
evidence-based videos and worksheets. The language in the PREPARE
advance directive was developed using analysis of the law of all fifty states,
current clinical and scientific evidence of effective practices in advance care
planning, and testing and validation with medical-legal partnerships, healthcare
providers, and patients around the country. In randomized clinical trials,
PREPARE has been shown to increase advance care planning in English and
Spanish-speaking older adults and to increase medical record documentation.
State-Based Approaches to Address Consolidation and Rising Prices
Personnel: Jaime King, Katie Gudiksen
Funder: The Commonwealth Fund (subcontract from the Urban Institute)
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $42,268
Description: This project explores a wide range of policy options to introduce
competition in provider markets and regulate prices. We argue that transparency

initiatives will support both regulatory and competition-based policy options, and
certain approaches to regulation complement and support efforts to improve
market competition. The report will present and analyze information on recent
state attempts to promote competition and control prices in health care.
Hospital and Physician Merger Oversight Authority in the California
Department of Justice
Personnel: Jaime King, Tim Greaney, Katie Gudiksen, Sammy Chang
Funder: The California Health Care Foundation
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $43,359
Description: This project examines the California Attorney General’s existing
merger oversight authority, compares that to consolidation oversight authority
held by other state Attorneys General, and makes recommendations for
policymakers interested in ensuring that the current and future structure of the
state’s health care finance and delivery system serve the people of California.
Navigating Legal Challenges to State Efforts to Control Drug Prices:
Pharmacy Benefit Manager Regulation, Anti-Price Gouging Laws, and Price
Transparency
Personnel: Jaime King, Katie Gudiksen, Sammy Chang
Funder: National Academy for State Health Policy
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $10,239
Description: This project analyzes the legal challenges brought against state laws
to address rising drug prices and the legal theories on which these laws are often
challenged. We offer suggestions to state policymakers considering similar
legislative actions to minimize the risk that courts will overturn them.
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors – Veterans Administration and
Safety Net Hospital Project
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Sara Huffman, Yvonne Troya, Lemuel Soto,
Alexandra Wolf
Funder: San Francisco City & County, Department of Aging & Adult Services
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $149,790
Description: This project expands the current Medical-Legal Partnership for
Seniors (MLPS) model to serve older adults with complex health and social care
needs at the San Francisco Veterans Administration and the San Francisco
Health Network. Older adults targeted for service include those who are at
greatest risk of preventable homelessness, conservatorship, and
institutionalization. The UC Hastings legal team provides training and
consultation to healthcare teams in legal strategies to address social factors that

mediate these outcomes. The team also provides direct legal services to patients
onsite at hospitals, health clinics, long term care facilities and patient homes.
California Abortion Alliance
Personnel: Jennifer Dunn, Sarah Stephan, Sarah Manasevit
Funder: Various
Period: 2019-2020
Amount: $6,000
Description: The California Abortion Alliance brings scholars, abortion providers,
attorneys, and other reproductive health and justice advocates together from
across California to discuss solutions to improve access to abortion care.
Through this strategic partnership, CAA has equipped healthcare providers with
legal and legislative knowledge, and advocates with patient and medicine
focused perspectives. CAA regularly offers webinars and live learning sessions,
networking, and opportunities for students and young advocates to grow into a
reproductive health career.
The Dementia Care Ecosystem: Using Innovative Technologies to
Personalize and Deliver Coordinated Dementia Care
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Briana Moller, Debbie Liao
Funders: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Merck Foundation and
HealthPartners Minnesota (subcontract from UCSF Memory & Aging Center)
Period: 2014-2020
Amount: $99,186
Description: The Care Ecosystem is a patient navigator intervention designed to
improve care to individuals with dementia and their caregivers. The patient
navigator is an unlicensed, specially trained member of a healthcare team who
assists patients and caregivers in coordinating and navigating both medical and
social care. As part of this model, the UC Hastings team designed the “Decisions
Module” which is a set of screening tools, workflow protocols, referral networks,
and trainings which enable the patient navigator and health care team to identify
and respond to legal needs of this population. Such needs include advance care
planning, estate planning, understanding health insurance programs such as
Medicare, Medicaid, and veterans’ benefits, elder abuse, and other common
issues. The model was originally designed and tested in California and Nebraska
and is now being scaled to additional health systems in Minnesota and
Wisconsin. Clinical trial results thus far indicate the model reduces caregiver
burden and improves patient quality of life.

Dyslexia Prison Pilot Study
Personnel: Andrea Lollini, MariaLuisa Gorno Tempini (UCSF)
Funder: Federal Corrections Institution Dublin and the UCSF Dyslexia Center
(via UCSF subcontract)
Amount: $100,000
Period: 2018-2020
Description: The Dyslexia Prison Pilot Study is a 24-month cross-sectional study
of 260 female inmates of the Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) of Dublin,
California. The study investigates the prevalence of dyslexia and other
Language-Based Learning Disabilities (LLDs) through a first of its kind
medical, educational, and neurocognitive assessment. Through development of a
validated, standardized screening tool that can be implemented throughout the
criminal justice system, California will be better-able to detect and address LLDs
in the prison population, which pose barriers to inmates’ education, employment
and successful reentry. The long-term goal of this project is to provide evidencebased tools and best practices to shape criminal justice reform efforts in
California.
The Source on Healthcare Price and Competition
Personnel: Jaime King, Amy Gu, Katie Gudiksen, Sammy Chang
Funder: Grove Foundation
Period: 2013-2020
Amount: $1,190,000
Description: The Source on Healthcare Price & Competition is a web-based
repository that provides easily accessible information on issues impacting
healthcare price and competition in the United States in the form of policy
research, legal analysis and legislative updates. In addition to up-to-date news
articles, policy papers, and academic articles, The Source hosts a searchable,
public database of State Laws Impacting Healthcare Price and Quality (SLIHCQ)
that catalogues ongoing state legislative efforts to implement healthcare reform.
The Source also presents legal and legislative analysis of healthcare market
issues, including consolidation, provider leverage, and price transparency, in
digestible formats such as interactive maps, data tables, and timelines. The
Source aims not only to bridge the gaps between health policy, health services
research, and legal experts working on these issues, but also to serve as a
resource for journalists, state attorneys general, potential litigants, and other
stakeholders seeking to understand and/or promote cost control and competition
in healthcare.

Past Projects
The Secret of Health Care Prices: Why Transparency Is in the Public Interest
Personnel: Jaime King
Funder: California Health Care Foundation
Period: 2018-2019
Amount: $73,318
End of Life Liberty Project
Personnel: Kathryn Tucker
Funder: Stupski Foundation
Period: 2018-2019
Amount: $236,620
Advancing Legal and Medical Collaboration in Advance Care Planning
Personnel: Sarah Hooper
Funder: John A. Hartford Foundation (via subcontract from the American Bar
Association)
Period: 2017-2018
Amount: $7500
Out of Network Billing in California’s Emergency Departments
Personnel: Jaime King and Katie Gudiksen
Funder: California Health Care Foundation
Period: 2017-2018
Amount: $3920
UCSF/UC Hastings Speaker Series: ACA Potential Impact of the Trump
Administration on Health Policy
Personnel: Jaime King, Dan Dohan, (UCSF), Claire Brindis (UCSF)
Funder: California Health Care Foundation
Period: 2016-2017
Amount: $8,000
Development of International Law and Disability Rights Curriculum for the Global
Brain Health Institute
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Naomi Roht-Arriaza
Funder: UCSF Global Brain Health Institute
Period: 2016-2017
Amount: $6,000

Helping California Stakeholders Weigh the Benefits of Patient Data Aggregation
Versus the Risks to Patient Privacy
Personnel: Jaime King, Adams Dudley (UCSF)
Funder: California Health Care Foundation (subcontract from UCSF)
Amount: $39,200
Period: 2016-2017
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors- Veterans Project
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Yvonne Troya, Sara Huffman
Funder: Tideswell at UCSF
Amount: $40,000
Period: 2015-2017
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors- Equal Justice Works Fellow
Personnel: Sara Huffman, Sarah Hooper, Yvonne Troya
Funder: Equal Justice Works
Amount: $80,000
Period: 2015-2017
Sequencing of Newborn Blood Spot DNA to Improve and Expand Newborn
Screening
Personnel: Jaime King, Barbara Koenig (UCSF)
Funder: NIH (subcontract from UCSF)
Amount: $64,826
Period: 2013-2016
Center for Transdisciplinary ELSI Research in Translational Genomics
Personnel: Jaime King, Sarah Hooper, Barbara Koenig (UCSF)
Funder: NIH (subcontract from UCSF)
Amount: $21,611
Period: 2013-2016
UCSF Center for AIDS Prevention Studies, Policy & Ethics Core
Personnel: Lois Weithorn, Margeurita Lightfoot (UCSF)
Funder: NIH-NIMH (Subcontract from UCSF)
Amount: $24,886.20
Period: 2014-2015
Smoking in the Movies: Litigations Pathways Project
Personnel: David Faigman, Stan Glantz (UCSF)
Funder: UCSF Center for Tobacco Control Research and Education
Amount: $5,000
Period: 2014-2015

SF HIP: Alcohol and Nutrition Policy (Sugar Policy Project)
Personnel: David Faigman
Funder: UCSF Metta Fund
Amount: $6600
Period: 2013-2014
Health Privacy Protections in the "Cloud"
Personnel: David Faigman, Jennifer Dunn, and Anne Marie Helm
Funders: “Flash Cookie” and “Kamber” Litigation Funds
Amount: $86,800
Period: 2012-2013
Protections for Veterans Against Discrimination Based on Genetic Information
Personnel: David Faigman, Anne Marie Helm, Claire Marblestone, Sara Knight (UCSF)
Funder: Department of Veterans Affairs
Amount: $51,080
Period: 2009-2013
Clarifying Costs: Can Increased Price Transparency Reduce Healthcare
Spending?
Personnel: Jaime King, Morgan Muir, Stephanie Alessi
Funders: The Grove Foundation
Amount: $27,796
Period: 2012-2013
Research Network on Law and Neuroscience
Personnel: David Faigman, Shayna Lewis
Funder: John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Amount: $400,000
Period: 2011-2013
Improving the Civil Legal Response to Elder Financial Abuse: Making the Law
Matter
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Erika Faulk (Institute on Aging)
Funders: The Borchard Foundation on Law & Aging and True North Foundation
Amount: $20,000
Period: 2011-2012
Abortion in California: A Medical-Legal Handbook
Personnel: Jennifer Templeton Dunn, Jennifer Mraz, Erin Schultz
Funder: UCSF’s Bixby Center for Reproductive Health
Amount: $2,000
Period: 2011-2012

The Availability of Trial of Labor After Cesarean Among California Hospitals:
Understanding Predictive Factors and Possible Racial and Ethnic Disparities
Personnel: Jennifer Dunn, Megan DeLain, Mary Barger (UCSF)
Funders: UCSF’s Resource Allocation Program (Multidisciplinary Research Project
Planning Awards)
Amount: $30,000
Period: 2011-2012
Recording Medical Visits for People with Breast Cancer
Personnel: Jaime King, Alan Fong, Lauren Stupar, Jeff Belkora (UCSF)
Funder: California Breast Cancer Research Program
Amount: $3,000
Period: 2010-2011
Core Support
Personnel: David Faigman, Jennifer Dunn
Funder: Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Amount: $45,000
Period: 2009-2011
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic Development
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, David Faigman, Helen Kao (UCSF)
Funder: Cy Pres Award
Amount: $120,532
Period: 2009-2010
Lost in Translation: The Unintended Consequences of Advance Directive Law on
Clinical Practice
Personnel: Sarah Hooper, Desa Sanders, Lois Weithorn, Rebecca Sudore (UCSF)
Funders: Department of Veterans Affairs and the Pfizer Foundation
Amount: $25,000
Period: 2009-2010
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2020
•

Sarah Hooper- Improving medical-legal advance care planning, accepted for
publication in Journal of Pain and Symptom Management of Winter 2020

•

Sarah Hooper- The medical-legal partnership model: an opportunity to bridge
civil justice and health for vulnerable older adults, accepted for publication in
Generations of Winter 2020

•

Dorit Reiss- Providing Adolescents with Independent and Confidential Access to
Childhood Vaccines: A Proposal to Lower the Age of Consent, accepted for
publication in Connecticut Law Review Journal

•

Lois Weithorn- Psychological Distress, Mental Disorder, and Assessment of
Decisionmaking Capacity Under U.S. Physician Aid in Dying Statutes, accepted
for publication in Hastings Law Journal

•

Lois Weithorn- CHILDREN IN THE LEGAL SYSTEM: CASES AND MATERIALS (6th Ed.), in
preparation (with S.M. Davis, E.S. Scott & W. Wadlington)
2019

•

Dorit Reiss- New York City Mandates Vaccines published in Harvard Law’s
online publication, Bill of Health

•

Dorit Reiss and John Diamond- Measles and Misrepresentation in Minnesota:
Can there be Liability for Anti-Vaccine Misinformation that Causes Bodily Harm?
published in San Diego Law Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- Informed Consent to Vaccination: Theoretical, Legal, and Empirical
Insights published in the American Journal of Law and Medicine

•

Tim Greaney- Navigating the Backwater: Vertical Mergers in Healthcare
published in CPI Antitrust Chronicle I

•

Lois Weithorn- Psychological Distress, Mental Disorder, and Assessment of
Capacity Under the U.S. Physician Aid in Dying Statutes published in the
Hastings Law Journal

•

Lois Weithorn and Dorit Reiss- Providing Adolescents with Independent and
Confidential Access to Childhood Vaccines: A Proposal to Lower the Age of
Consent published in University of Connecticut Law Journal

•

Lois Weithorn- Adolescent Decision-Making and Refusal of Life-Sustaining
Treatment

•

Jaime King- Health Care Transparency’s ERISA Problem published as a chapter
in Transparency in Health and Health Care by the Cambridge University Press
(with Erin C. Fuse Brown)

•

Jaime King- Navigating Legal Challenges to State Efforts to Control Drug Prices:
PBM Regulation, Price Gouging, and Price Transparency published in National
Academy of State Health Policy Legal Analysis Report (with Katherine Gudiksen
and Samuel Chang)

•

Jaime King- The Burden of Federalism: Challenges to State Attempts at
Controlling Prescription Drug Costs published in the Journal of Legal Medicine
(with Katherine Gudiksen)

•

Jaime King- The Secret of Health Care Prices: Why Transparency is in the Public
Interest, published in the California Health Care Foundation Report (with
Katherine Gudiksen and Samuel Chang)

•

Sarah Hooper- Legal Advocacy to Improve Care of Older Adults with Complex
Needs, published in Health Affairs

•

Sarah Hooper- Effect of Collaborative Dementia Care via Telephone and Internet
on Quality of Life, Caregiver Well-being, and Health Care Use: The Care
Ecosystem Randomized Clinical Trial, published in JAMA Intern Med. (with 21
others)

•

Marsha Cohen- Teaching While Pregnant: The History of Faculty Maternity at UC
Hastings, published in Harvard’s Women’s Law Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- Using and Misusing Legal Decisions: Why Antivaccine Claims About
NVICP Cases Are Wrong, published in Minnesota Journal of Law, Science &
Technology

•

Dorit Reiss- The Law and Vaccine Resistance, published in Science

•

Dorit Reiss- Government Role in Regulating Vaccine Misinformation on Social
Media Platforms, published in JAMA Pediatrics (with Y. Tony Yang and David A.
Broniatowski)

2018
•

Jennifer Dunn- The Role of Human Rights Litigation in Improving Access to
Reproductive Health Care and Achieving Reductions in Maternal Mortality
published in BMC: Pregnancy and Childbirth

•

Marsha Cohen- When is a Smartphone App a Regulated Medical Device?
Published in the Journal of the American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law

•

Jaime King, Katherine Gudiksen, Timothy Brown and Chris Whaley- California’s
Drug Transparency Law: Navigating the Boundaries of State Authority on Drug
Pricing published in Health Affairs’ special issue on California

•

Lois Weithorn and Doris Reiss- Legal Approaches to Promoting Parent
Compliance with Childhood Immunization Recommendations published in
Human Vaccines & Immunotherapeutics Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- French Mandatory Vaccine Policy published in Vaccine Journal (with
Y. Tony Yang)

•

Dorit Reiss- A Few Hail Mary Passes: Immunization Mandate Law, SB 277,
Brought to Court published in Health Affairs

•

Dorit Reiss- Litigating Alternative Facts: School Mandates in the Courts
published in University of Pennsylvania Carey Law School Journal of
Constitutional Law

•

Dorit Reiss- When Children Pay the Price of Freedom of Religion published in
Religious Freedom in America: A Reference Handbook

•

Dorit Reiss- The Anti-Vaccine Movement: A Litany of Fallacy and Errors
published in Pseudoscience: The Conspiracy Against Science

•

Tim Greaney- The New Healthcare Merger Wave: Does the “Vertical Good”
Maxim Apply? published in the Journal of Law, Medicine and Ethics

•

Tim Greaney- Promoting Competition in Healthcare Enforcement and Policy
published in American Antitrust Institute, Competition in the Delivery and
Payment of Healthcare Services Economic Research Initiatives at Duke (ERID)
Working Paper

•

Dorit Reiss- Regulating in the Era of Fake News: Anti-Vaccine Activists to the
CDC Quarantine Rule published in University of Pittsburgh Law Journal

•

Sarah Hooper- Development of an Adaptive, Personalized, and Scalable
Dementia Care Program: Early Findings from the Care Ecosystem published in
PLOS Medicine Journal (with Winston Chiong)

•

Jaime King- The Legal Dimensions of Genomic Sequencing in Newborn
Screening published in Hastings Center Special Report (with Rachel Zackarias
and Monica Smith)

•

Dorit Reiss- Influenza Mandates and Religious Accommodation: Avoiding Legal
Pitfalls, published in the Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics (with V.B. Dubal)

•

Dorit Reiss- Commentary: Vaccine Medical Exemptions Are a Delegated Public
Health Authority, published in Pediatrics Journal (with Richard J. Pan)

•

Lois Weithorn- Constitutional Decisionmaking and the “Peculiar Vulnerability of
Children,” published in Judges Book

•

Jaime King, Thomas Greaney, Robert Schwartz, and 7 others- HEALTH LAW:
CASES, MATERIALS AND PROBLEMS (8th Ed.)

•

Jaime King, Thomas Greaney, Robert Schwartz and 7 others- THE LAW OF
HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE (8th Ed.)
2017

•

Tim Greaney- Coping with Concentration in Health Affairs about regulatory
measures to combat increasing healthcare costs

•

Dan Dohan- The Promises of Computational Ethnography: Improving
Transparency, Replicability and Validity for Realist Approaches to Ethnographic
Analysis

•

Jaime King and Erin Fuse Brown- The Anticompetitive Potential of Cross-Market
Mergers in Health Care published in Saint Louis University Journal of Health Law
and Policy

•

Jaime King- Don’t Hate the Player, Hate the Game published in the Annals of
Emergency Medicine (with Renee Y. Hsia and Brendan G. Carr)

•

Jaime King- All Payers Claim Databases: The Balance Between Big Healthcare
Data Utility and Individual Health Privacy published on The Source on Healthcare
Price and Competition, Report for the California Health Care Foundation (with
Andrew Kelly)

•

Sarah Hooper- Decision-making capacity and frontal lobe dysfunction, published
in The Human Frontal Lobes: Functions and Disorders (3rd ed.) (with Winston
Chiong)

•

Sarah Hooper- Development of an adaptive, personalized, and scalable
dementia care program: early findings from the care ecosystem, published in
PLOS Medicine Journal (with 13 others)

•

Dorit Reiss- Rights of the Unvaccinated Child, published in Studies in Law,
Politics, and Society Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- Decoupling Vaccine Laws, published in Boston College Law Review
Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- CDC’s New Rule to Track and Quarantine Travelers published in
Journal of Travel Medicine (with Y. Tony Yang)

•

Dorit Reiss- The Role of Trust in the Regulation of Complex and High-Risk
Industries: The Case of the US Federal Aviation Administration’s Voluntary
Disclosure Programs, published in Trust in Regulatory Regimes

•

Gregory Cochran- Canadian Medical Tourism: Expanding Opportunities and
Reducing Legal Risks for American Healthcare Providers, published in
Jurimetrics (with Alicia Corbett)

•

Lois Weithorn- A Constitutional Jurisprudence of Children’s Vulnerability
published in Hastings Law Journal
2016

•

Jaime King- The Double-Edged Sword of Health Care Integration: Consolidation
and Cost Control published in Indiana Law Journal (with Erin C. Fuse Brown)

•

Jaime King- Whole-Genome Screening of Newborns? The Constitutional
Boundaries of Newborn Screening Programs published in Pediatrics Journal
(with Monica Smith)

•

Dorit Reiss- First Do No Harm: Protecting Patients Through Immunizing Health
Care Workers, published in Health Matrix (with Rene F. Najera)

•

Dorit Reiss- Ensuring Compliance From 35,000 Feet: Accountability and TradeOffs in Aviation Safety Regulatory Networks, published in Administration and
Society Journal (with Russell W. Mills & Christopher J. Koliba)

2015
•

Jaime King- State Actions to promote and Restrain Commercial Accountable
Care Organizations published in Milbank Memorial Fund Report (with Anne S.
Hollingshead, Brent Fulton, Joshua Rushakoff, and Richard Scheffler)

•

Dorit Reiss- Vaccines, School Mandates, and California’s Right to Education,
published in University of California, Los Angeles Law Review Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- Vaccines, Measles and Rights, published in Wake Forest Law
Review Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- The Eye of the Beholder: Participation and Impact in
Telecommunications (De)Regulation, published in William & Mary Policy Review
Journal

•

Dorit Reiss, Lois Weithorn- Responding to the Childhood Vaccination Crisis:
Legal Frameworks and Tools in the Context of Parental Vaccine Refusal,
published in Buffalo Law Review Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- Medical Advice and Vaccinating: What Liability, published in
University of Florida Journal of Law & Public Policy

•

Dorit Reiss- Herd Immunity and Immunization Policy: The Importance of
Accuracy, published in Oregon Law Review Journal

•

Dorit Reiss, Rob Schwartz- Funding the Costs of Disease Outbreaks Caused by
Non Vaccination, published in the Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics (with
Charlotte Moser)

•

Dorit Reiss- Parents Have No Right to Expose Other Kids, published in S.F. Daily
Journal
2014

•

Sarah Hooper- The effects of regulation and litigation on a large for-profit nursing
home chain, published in Journal of Health Politics, Policy and the Law (with C.
Harrington and J. Stockton)

•

Dorit Reiss- Thou Shalt Not Take the Name of the Lord Thy God in Vain: Use
and Abuse of Religious Exemptions from School Immunization Requirements,
published in Hastings Law Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- Secondary Learning and the Unintended Benefits of Collaborative
Mechanisms: The Federal Aviation Administration’s Voluntary Disclosure

Programs, published in Regulation and Governance Journal (with Russell W.
Mills)
•

Dorit Reiss- Relying on Government in Comparison: What can the United States
Learn from Abroad in Relation to Administrative Estoppel? published in Hastings
International and Comparative Law Review Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- Compensating the Victims of Failure to Vaccinate: What are the
Options? published in Cornell Journal of Law and Public Policy

•

Lois Weithorn- FAMILY LAW: CASES, TEXT, PROBLEMS (Abridged 5th Ed.) (with I.
Ellman, P. Kurtz, B. Bix. K. Czapanskiy & M. Eichner)
2013

•

Jaime King- Clarifying Costs: Can Increased Price Transparency Reduce
Healthcare Spending? published in William & Mary Policy Review Journal (with
Morgan Muir and Stephanie Alessi)

•

Jaime King- Price Transparency in the Healthcare Market published on The
Source on Price and Competition (with Morgan Muir and Stephanie Alessi)

•

Jaime King- Best Ethical Practices for Clinicians and Laboratories in the Provision
of Non-Invasive Prenatal Testing published in Prenatal Diagnosis Journal

•

Jaime King- Group Health’s Participation In A Shared Decision-Making
Demonstration Yielded Lessons, Such As Role Of Culture Change published in
Health Affairs (with Benjamin Moulton)

•

Sarah Hooper- The need for medical-legal dialogue in care of older adults,
retrieved
from
https://www.geripal.org/2013/01/the-need-for-medical-legaldialogue-in.html

•

Dorit Reiss- Dismantling the NVICP Is Bad for All of Us, published on Law.Com
and The Recorder

•

Lois Weithorn- CHILDREN IN THE LEGAL SYSTEM: CASES AND MATERIALS (5th Ed.) (with
S.M. Davis, E.S. Scott & W. Wadlington)
2012

•

Jaime King- Politics and Fetal Diagnostics Collide published in Nature Journal

•

Jaime King- Not this Child: Constitutional Questions in Regulating Noninvasive
Prenatal Genetic Testing and Selective Abortion published in University of
California, Los Angeles Law Review

•

Jaime King- Cell-free DNA testing for fetal aneuploidy and beyond: clinical
integration in the U.S. context published in Human Reproduction Journal (with
Megan Allyse, Lauren Sayres, Mary Norton, and Mildred Cho)

•

Jaime King- Living A.R.T. published in Hastings Women’s Law Journal

•

Sarah Hooper- Improving the civil legal response to elder financial abuse: making
the law matter, White paper for the Institute on Aging Access to Justice Initiative
(with E. Falk)

•

Marsha Cohen- Marcus and Cohen’s Pharmacy Law for California Pharmacists
(7th ed. 2012) (with Sami Sedghani)

•

Dorit Reiss- The Benefits of Capture, published in Wake Forest Law Review

•

Lois Weithorn- Developmental Neuroscience, Children’s Relationships with
Primary Caregivers, and Child Protection Policy Reform, published in Hastings
Law Journal
2011

•

Jaime King- And Genetic Testing for All…. The Coming Revolution in NonInvasive Prenatal Genetic Testing published in Rutgers Law Journal

•

Jaime King- The Potential of Shared Decision-Making to Reduce Health
Disparities published in the Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics (with Mark
Eckman and Benjamin Moulton)

•

Sarah Hooper, Lois Weithorn- Lost in Translation: The Unintended
Consequences of Advance Directive Law on Clinical Care, published in Annals of
Internal Medicine Journal (with 4 others)

•

Dorit Reiss- No Innocents Here: Using Litigation to Fight Against the Costs of
Universal Service in France, published in Creighton International and
Comparative Law Journal

•

Dorit Reiss- Account Me In: Agencies in Quest of Accountability, published in
Journal of Law and Policy

2010
•

Jaime King- The Coming Revolution in Non-Invasive Prenatal Genetic Testing
published in Professional Ethics Report

•

Jaime King- Aligning Ethics with Medical Decision-Making: The Quest for
Informed Patient Choice published in Journal of Law, Medicine, & Ethics (with
Benjamin Moulton)

•

Dorit Reiss- Administrative Agencies as Creators of Administrative Law Norms:
Evidence from the UK, France and Sweden, published in Comparative
Administrative Law

•

Lois Weithorn- FAMILY LAW: CASES, TEXT, PROBLEMS (5th Ed.) (with I. Ellman, P.
Kurtz, B. Bix, K. Czapanskiy & M. Eichner)

Total # of Publications: 97

Attachment C:
Faculty Testimony and
Presentations

Faculty Testimony and Presentations
2019
•

Tim Greaney, Robin Feldman, and others- Antitrust in the New Millennium
Symposium at the UCSF-UC Hastings Consortium

•

Katherine Gudiksen, Gary Ko, Sammy Chang, Sarah Hooper, Jaime King, and
others- Health Justice Summit at the UCSF-UC Hastings Consortium

•

Tim Greaney- spoke to the Annual Legislative Strategy Meeting of the
American Medical Association in Phoenix, AZ

•

Tim Greaney- presented on State Health Reform Strategies to the Florida
Health Reform Subcommittee of the Florida House of Representatives

•

Tim Greaney- Making Markets Work presentation at the American Society of
Law, Medicine and Ethics, Health Law Teachers Annual Meeting

•

Tim Greaney- Testimony before the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary,
Subcommittee on Antitrust, Competition Policy, and Consumer Rights, Hearing
on Vertical Mergers in Healthcare

•

Tim Greaney- COPAs and Competition Policy at the Federal Trade
Commission Workshop on

•

Tim Greaney- presented at the Annual American Medical Association Legislative
Strategy Meeting in Napa, CA

•

Lois Weithorn- Health Care Decisions, Life-Sustaining Treatment, and the
Mature Minor at the Third Annual Biolaw Conference at Stanford Law School

•

Lois Weithorn- Adolescent Decisionmaking and Refusal of Life-Sustaining
Treatment at a conference on Defining Moments in Pediatric Bioethics: Future
Insights from Past Controversies at Seattle Children’s Hospital

•

Jaime King- Cost Control and Creating Competition: State Health Policy
Options at the 2019 Bipartisan Congressional Health Policy Conference hosted
by The Commonwealth Fund and Alliance for Health Policy

•

Jaime King- Healthcare Markets: Pricing and Competition at A Healthier Rural
West Summit in Salt Lake City

•

Jaime King- The Burden of Federalism: Challenges to State Attempts at
Controlling Prescription Drug Costs

o The Law and Biosciences Colloquium at Stanford Law School
o Solving America’s Drug Pricing Problem at Georgia State University
•

Yvonne Troya- Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors' Innovative Approach
to Advance Care Planning at the Annual Summit of the Coalition for
Compassionate Care of California

•

Emily Murphy- Brain Based Memory Detection: It Works, But Not the Way
You Think It Will at Biolawlapalooza

•

Emily Murphy- gave keynote address at the University of Oregon’s conference on
Neuroscience, Ethics, & Law in an Era of Big Data

•

Sarah Hooper- The Impact of Emerging Technologies on Equity and
Governance at the Global Convening of Atlantic Senior Fellows at Rhodes
House (with T. Priyardarshi, S. Hage, R. Lumumba, T. Dolopi)

•

Sarah Hooper- Building Rights Literacy, panel discussion and workshop at the
Global Brain Health Institute (with J. Arias, L. Aritao, C. Ventura, J. Teitelbaum)

•

Sarah Hooper, Yvonne Troya- How MLPs Serve Socially-Vulnerable Older
Adults panel presentation at the Whole Person, Whole Health, Whole
Community conference (with L. Tobin-Tyler, J. Flacks, T. Yao)

•

Sarah Hooper- Advancing Legal and Medical Collaboration in Advance Care
Planning panel presentation at the American Association of Hospice & Palliative
Medicine Annual Meeting (with A. Berman, D. Godfrey, R. Sudore)

•

Sarah Hooper- Moving Advance Care Planning Upstream: ACP Goes to the
Community panel presentation at the American Association of Hospice &
Palliative Medicine Annual Meeting (with S. Izumi, C. Candrian, HD Lum, J. Bell,
C. Carter-Perrilliat, K. DeBartolo, R. Sudore)

•

Sarah Hooper- Medical Legal Partnerships to Advance Health Equity
presentation to Atlantic Fellows for Health Equity
2018

•

Kathryn Tucker, Radhika Rao, Dorit Reiss, Martha Swartz- Morality at the
Bedside: How Stronger Enforcement of Physician Opt-Outs Could Impact
Patient Care

•

Sara Huffman- Integrating Medical and Legal Care to Improve the Health of
Older Veterans at Aging in America Conference

•

Andrea Lollini- The Frontiers of Diversity at a workshop at the Italian Senate

•

Tim Greaney- The Year in Review at the annual ABA/AHLA Antitrust in
Healthcare Conference in Washington, D.C.

•

Marsha Cohen- From Pill Counting to Patient Care: Change in the Pharmacy
Profession in the United States at Gdańsk Medical University

•

Tim Greaney- testimony before the California Department of Insurance, Hearing
on Proposed Merger of CVS and Aetna

•

Lois Weithorn- Mental Disorder, Capacity, and Physician Aid in Dying at the
Second Annual Biolaw Conference at Stanford Law School

•

Sarah Hooper- A Medical-Legal Approach to Comprehensive Advance Care
Planning: Addressing Social Determinants of Health in Vulnerable Older
People at UCSF Medicine Grand Rounds

•

Tim Greaney- Market Concentration, Antitrust, and Remedies at the Annual
Meeting of the California Medical Association

•

Tim Greaney- spoke at the Antitrust Meeting of the National Association of
Attorneys General in Denver

•

Jaime King- California’s Drug Transparency Law: Navigating the Boundaries
of State Authority on Drug Pricing at RAND-Health Affairs Public Forum on
Health Policy in California

•

Jaime King- Controlling Health Care Costs, plenary speaker at National
Academy for State Health Policy Annual Meeting in Jacksonville, FL

•

Jaime King- Paying the Price: How Can States Catalyze Real Cost
Containment? State Only Preconference Event at National Academy for State
Health Policy Annual Meeting in Jacksonville, FL

•

Sarah Hooper- The Law of Caregiving: What Providers Should Know and
How to Help at the Symposium at Aging in America Conference (with E. Widera
and D. Godfrey)

•

Jaime King- Examining State Efforts to Improve Transparency in Healthcare
Costs for Consumers, testimony before the Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations of the Committee on the Energy and Commerce of the U.S. House
of Representatives

2017
•

David Faigman- In My Solitude: The Detrimental Effects of Solitary
Confinement on the Brain

•

Jennifer Dunn, Jane Garcia, Alina Salganicoff- The (Uncertain) Future of
Women’s Reproductive Health Care

•

Jaime King, Andrew Bindman, Adams Dudley- Trumpcare: Is it the Right
Treatment for What Ails the American Health Care System?

•

Jaime King, Thomas Greaney, Dorit Reiss, Rob Schwartz, Dave Owen, Jodi
Short, and others- Deregulatory Frontiers: Examining Deregulation in the
Trump Era Conference

•

Jaime King, Tim Greaney- Competition in American Health Care Markets at
Next Steps in Health Reform 2017

•

Emily Murphy- Current Neuroscience of Memory Detection: Legal
Implications presented at California Judges Association Annual Meeting

•

Tim Greaney, Claire Brindis, Sara Rosenbaum- Medicaid: The (Almost) Great
Unraveling

•

Jaime King- Anticompetitive Cross-Market Health Care Acquisitions: The
Continuing Importance of Antitrust Law in Restoring Competition in Health
Care Markets at New York University

•

Jaime King- The Anticompetitive Potential of Cross-Market Mergers in
Healthcare
o American Society of Law, Medicine and Ethics, Annual Health Law
Professors Conference at Georgia State University
o Annual Health Law Symposium at St. Louis University
o American Association of Law Schools Annual Meeting

•

Sarah Hooper- How the Elderly Lose Their Rights in Nevada: It Can Happen
Here? to UCSF Memory & Aging Center Neuroethics Group (with MA Warren, A.
Chodos, C. Jones)

•

Sarah Hooper- A Medical-Legal Approach to Comprehensive Advance Care
Planning: Addressing Social Determinants of Health in Vulnerable Older
People at the Medical Grand Rounds Presentation at Laguna Honda Hospital
(with A. Chodos)

•

Sarah Hooper- Financial Activities and Errors in Patients with Dementia:
Baseline Findings from the Care Ecosystem Study, poster at the Alzheimer’s

Association International Conference (with W. Chiong, K. Lui, S. Bonasera, J.
Merrilees, S. Dulaney, K. Lee, L. Wilson, B. Miller. K. Possin)
•

Sarah Hooper- A Medical-Legal Approach to Comprehensive Advance Care
Planning: Addressing Social Determinants of Health in Vulnerable Older
People at UCSF Medicine Grand Rounds (with A. Chodos)

•

Sarah Hooper- Integrating Legal Information and Tools into a DementiaFocused Patient Navigator Model at the National Center for Medical-Legal
Partnership Summit (with W. Chiong, J. Feuer)

•

Sarah Hooper- California’s End of Life Option Act to the Sonoma County Bar
Association

•

Tim Greaney- Controlling Provider and Payor Costs at the AALS Annual
Meeting
2016

•

Dorit Reiss- Vaccines, School Safety and Rights: Legal Issues Surrounding
SB277

•

David Faigman, Adams Dudley- The 2016 U.S. Supreme Court Review

•

Jaime King- State Oversight of Vertical Integration in Health Care at the Law
and Biosciences Workshop at Stanford Law School

•

Lois Weithorn- California’s End of Life Options Act and Persons Living with
HIV: Facts, Debates, and Challenges at the Center for Aids Prevention, UCSF
Medical Center

•

Sarah Hooper, Yvonne Troya, Carolyn Welty- Medical-Legal Partnerships:
Upstream Service Delivery to Older Adults at the National Aging & Law
Conference
2015

•

David Faigman- JuriLytics: Bringing Scientific Peer Review to Expert
Testimony

•

Dorit Reiss, Lois Weithorn, Alusha Mamchak- Panel: Measles Outbreaks,
Vaccines, and the Law

•

Jaime King- State Options for Regulating Vertical Integration in Health Care
at the Yale Law School Conference, The New Health Care Industry: Integration,
Consolidation, Competition in the Wake of the Affordable Care Act

•

Jaime King- NGS for Newborn Screening: State Regulation, Informed
Consent, and Constitutional Boundaries at UCSF-Hastings Center Newborn
Sequencing Meeting at The Hastings Center on Bioethics

•

Jaime King- State Enforcement Options for Vertical Health Care Integration
at the Health Law Workshop at Harvard Law School

•

Jaime King- Transparency in Health Care Cost and Quality at Expert
Roundtable, San Francisco Board of Supervisors

•

Jaime King- Price Transparency in the Health Care Market at the Health
Services Research Colloquium, University of California, Berkeley, School of
Public Health

•

Jaime King- King v. Burwell, NC State Board of Dental Examiners v. FTC and
Armstrong v. Exceptional Child Center at the UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium
Annual Supreme Court Review

•

Jaime King- Healthy Competition? An Examination of the Proposed Health
Insurance Mergers and the Consequent Impact on Competition, testimony
before the Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrust Law
of the Committee on the Judiciary of the U.S. House of Representatives

•

Lois Weithorn- Judicial Constructions of Children’s Vulnerability and
Constitutional Decisionmaking at the Workshop on Childhood, Vulnerability
and Constitutional Decisionmaking, Emory University School of Law

•

Lois Weithorn- Informed Consent and Scientific Uncertainty: Legal, Ethical,
and Empirical Issues at the Center for Aids Prevention, UCSF Medical Center

•

Sarah Hooper- Articulating a Model of Comprehensive Advance Care
Planning for Vulnerable Older Adults in Medical-Legal Partnership at the
National Center for Medical-Legal Partnership, Annual Summit

•

Sarah Hooper- Medical-Legal Partnership for End of Life Care at the End of
Life Care & Legal Management Conference, Global Healthcare Professional
Network (with H. Kao)

•

Sarah Hooper- Moving ACP Upstream: Tools & Frameworks for Clinical
Practice at the End of Life Care & Legal Management Conference, Global
Healthcare Professional Network (with H. Kao)

•

Yvonne Troya, Sarah Hooper- Bridging Law & Medicine for Effective
Healthcare Decisionmaking at the UCSF Care Support Grand Rounds

•

Sarah Hooper- Capacity & the Law at the UCSF Memory & Aging Center (with
MJ Quinn)
2014

•

David Faigman, Radhika Rao, Steve Pantilat, J. Dawn Waters- Defining Death
in America: The Intersection of Law, Medicine, Ethics, and Politics

•

Dorit Reiss- Vaccinations Presentation

•

Jaime King- What Healthcare Costs: Price Transparency and the Market for
Medical Care at the 37th Annual American Society of Law, Medicine and Ethics
Health Law Professors Conference

•

Lois Weithorn- Mandatory Vaccination Policies: Legal Justifications and
Challenges at the Health Law Professors Conference, American Society of Law,
Medicine & Ethics

•

Lois Weithorn- The Evolution of Legal Policies Governing Vaccination of
Children: Controversies and Challenges at the Conference on Children’s
Health, Mental Health & the Law

•

Lois Weithorn- Children’s Mental Health and the Mental Health “NonSystem” at the Conference on Children’s Health, Mental Health & the Law

•

Sarah Hooper, Yvonne Troya- Beyond Malpractice: Developing Constructive
Partnerships Between Health and Law to Optimize the Health of Older
Adults at the American Geriatrics Society Annual Conference (with H. Kao, J.
Newman)

•

Sarah Hooper- Financial Exploitation of Older Adults at the Institute on Aging

2013
•

Rob Schwartz, Dorit Reiss, Lois Weithorn, Brian Lee- Parental Refusal of
Childhood Vaccinations: Trends, Consequences, and Legal Policy
Responses & Childhood Immunizations: A Preponderance of Benefit at the
UCSF-UC Hastings Consortium

•

Lois Weithorn, David Faigman, Beth Hillman- Same Sex Marriage at the US
Supreme Court, Panel Member at the UCSF-UC Hastings Consortium

•

Marsha Cohen, David Faigman, Rob Lustig, Reuel Schiller- Sugar Summit,
Panel Members at the UCSF-UC Hastings Consortium

•

Jaime King- The Implications of Non-Invasive Prenatal Genetic Testing at
The Third National Conference on Genetics, Ethics and Law

•

Jaime King- The Right to Die (On Your Own Terms): The Role of Law in End
of Life Care at UCSF Medical School

•

Sarah Hooper, Yvonne Troya- Bridging Law & Medicine for Effective
Healthcare Decisionmaking at the UCSF Division of General Internal Medicine
Grand Rounds

•

Sarah Hooper- Addressing Elder Financial Abuse in the Medical-Legal
Partnership for Seniors at the Institute on Aging Access to Justice Conference

2012
•

Thomas Greaney- If Access is the Problem, is the Affordable Care Act the
Solution? Symposium at the UCSF-UC Hastings Consortium

•

Jennifer Dunn, Mary Barger, Megan DeLain- Forced Obstetrical Intervention:
Still Happening After In re AC? at the UCSF-UC Hastings Consortium

•

Jaime King- What Now? Health Reform in the Aftermath of the Supreme
Court Decision at UCSF Medical School

•

Rob Schwartz- The POLST: Turning Patients’ Decisions Into Medical Orders

•

Rob Schwartz, Jaime King, David Faigman, Bill Dodge- How Physician Aid in
Dying Became a Medical, Not a Legal, Issue

•

Jaime King- Should NIPT augment or replace current prenatal screening and
diagnosis programs? Legal and Ethical Implications at the American Society
of Human Genetics Annual Conference

•

Jaime King- Talking Law: Informed Consent and Shared Medical DecisionMaking at the UCSF Graduate Medical Education Lecture

•

Jaime King- Not This Child: Constitutional Questions Regulating NonInvasive Prenatal Genetic Diagnosis and Selective Abortion at the Health
Law Professors Conferences, American Society of Law, Medicine and Ethics

•

Jaime King- Non-Invasive Prenatal Genetic Testing and Selective Abortion
Legislation, at the Advances in Non-Invasive Prenatal Genetic Testing
Conference and Workshop at Stanford Law School

•

Jaime King- Non-Invasive Prenatal Genetic Diagnosis and Reproductive
Choice at the Law and Medicine Symposium: New Technologies, New
Challenges: Women and Prenatal Genetic Testing in the 21st Century cohosted
by the Cleveland Clinic and Case Western Reserve University School of Law

•

Jaime King- Not This Child: Constitutional Questions Regulating NonInvasive Prenatal Diagnosis and Selective Abortion at the Law and
Biosciences Workshop at Stanford Law School

•

Lois Weithorn- Developmental Neuroscience and Child Maltreatment:
Implications for Legal Policy, Moderator and Coordinator at the Law & Policy
of the Developing Brain: Neuroscience from Womb to Death Conference

•

Sarah Hooper- Improving the Civil Legal Response to Elder Financial Abuse
in San Francisco at the Legal Assistance to Seniors Annual Elder Abuse
Conference (with E. Falk)

2011
•

Jaime King- The Legal and Regulatory Issues Raised by Developments in
NIPD- A U.S. Perspective at the New Developments in Prenatal Genetic
Testing: Ethical, Legal and Social Implications Symposium, Brocher Foundation,
Geneva Switzerland

•

Jaime King- The Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications of the Convergence
of Cell-Free Fetal DNA with Genomic Sequencing at the Joint meeting of the
American Society of Human Genetics and the International Congress of Human
Genetics, Montreal, Canada

•

Jaime King- The Legal and Ethical Frameworks of Informed Consent at the
Graduate Education Lecture at UCSF

•

Jaime King- And Genetic Testing for All- The Coming Revolution in NonInvasive Prenatal Testing
o American Association of Law Schools National Conference
o UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium Lecture Series

o
o
o
o

Law and the Biosciences Seminar at Stanford Law School
Baby Markets Roundtable at Rutgers University
The Tarrytown Meetings at the Center for Genetics and Society
Duke Legal Theory Colloquium

•

Jaime King- Conceiving Future Generations: Ethical, Legal and Social
Issues Surrounding Invasive Prenatal Testing at the 2011 ELSI Congress,
National Human Genome Research Institutes

•

Lois Weithorn- Informed Consent and Medical Uncertainty at the Frontiers in
Women’s Health: The Role of Hormones in Aging and Disease Symposium

•

Sarah Hooper- End of Life Decisionmaking: A Medical-Legal Perspective at
the Bar Association of San Francisco (with E. Widera)

2010
•

Jennifer Dunn- Mental Health and Abortion: The Need for Evidence-Based
Health Policy

•

Sarah Hooper- Medical-Legal Partnership: Addressing the Social
Determinants of Health Through Legal Assistance

•

Lois Weithorn- Examining the Impact of Parental Sexual Orientation on
Children’s Development: What Can Social Science Contribute to
Policymaking Regarding the Legal Status Families Headed by Lesbian or
Gay Parents?

•

David Faigman- Reasoning from Group Data to Individual Decision-Making
Presentation

•

Jennifer Dunn- Medical-Legal Handbook on Abortion Care in California

•

Jaime King- The Legal and Policy Implications of Universal Carrier
Screening at the American Society of Bioethics and the Humanities Annual
Conference

•

Jaime King- Using Shared Decision-Making to Improve Health Disparities at
the Graduate Medical Education Lecture at UCSF-San Francisco General
Hospital

•

Jaime King- Law, Shared Decision-Making and Health Disparities, panel
moderator at Using Law, Policy, and Research to Improve the Public’s Health: A
National Conference, co-sponsored by the Centers for Disease Control,

American Society of Law, Medicine and Ethics, and Public Health Law
Association
•

Jaime King- Non-Invasive Prenatal Genetic Screening: Regulatory
Challenges at the Law and Biosciences Conference at Stanford Law School

•

Jaime King- Aligning Ethics and Medical Decision-Making: Hope for
Healthcare Reform at the Law and Biosciences Conference at Vanderbilt Law
School

•

Jaime King- Regulating Non-Invasive Prenatal Genetic Testing:
Constitutional and Ethical Questions at the Law and Biosciences Conference
at Vanderbilt Law School

•

Lois Weithorn- Social Science, Stereotypes, Sexual Orientation, and
Parenting: From Baehr to Perry and Lofton to Adoption of X.X.G. at the
UCSF-UC Hastings Consortium Series

•

Sarah Hooper- Medical-Legal Partnership: Addressing the Social
Determinants of Health through Legal Assistance at the UCSF Geriatric
Ground Rounds
2009

•

Jaime King- Putting Science into ART at the Future of Family Law Education
Conference at William Mitchell College of Law

•

Jaime King- Tort Liability in Preimplantation Genetic Selection at the Law
and Society Association Annual Meeting

•

Jaime King- Not this Child: Non-Invasive Prenatal Genetic Testing in the
First Few Weeks of Pregnancy at the Health Law Professors Conference at
Case Western Law School

•

Jaime King- Maternal Fetal Serum Genetic Testing: Advances and
Implications at the Center for Law and Biosciences Speaker Series at Stanford
Law School

•

Jaime King- Duty to the Unborn at the Hastings Law Journal Symposium on
Creating Children with Disabilities

Total # of Presentations: 135

Attachment D:
Concentration
Requirements, Tracked
Approaches to the
Concentration, and Health
Law Courses Offered

Concentration Requirements
Concentrators in Law & Health Sciences must satisfy 22 units of coursework related to
law and health sciences, as detailed below.
OVERVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS
•

Concentration Seminar in Law and Health Sciences (2 units): Students in the seminar
will prepare a significant written project or scholarly research paper, which students can
use to satisfy the Hastings writing requirement, and the Law & Health Sciences
Concentration writing requirement. Students should complete this course in their third
year as a capstone.

•

Core Courses (minimum 8 units): Students must take AT LEAST TWO of the following
for a grade. Students who opt to take all three core courses may elect to take the third
Pass/Fail:
• Health Care Providers, Patients, and the Law (4 units)
• U.S. Healthcare System & the Law (4 units)
• Science in Law (4 units)

•

Bioethics Requirement (minimum 1 unit, which can be filled by a class qualifying for
another requirement): Students can satisfy this requirement in a number of ways,
including through electives, an independent study with a faculty member, writing a
journal note or seminar paper on a bioethics topic. Most commonly, students fullfill this
requirement by taking Health Care Providers, Patients, and the Law. (If a course does
not have “bioethics” in its title, the student must check with the Concentration Advisor to
learn of the proposed unit or course meets the requirement.)

•

Electives (12 units): The elective credits must be chosen in consultation with the
Concentration Advisor so as to ensure best fit with student learning and career goals.
These requirements can be satisfied by electives from the class lists below, or from
courses taken at UCSF (if approved by the Concentration Advisor).
REQUIRED COURSEWORK
All Law and Health Sciences Concentrators must take the following courses:
•

Law and Health Sciences Concentration Seminar (2) (This seminar is offered to
concentrators in their third year.)

At least two of the following three courses:
•
•
•

Health Care Providers, Patients, and the Law (formerly Health Law I) (4)
U.S. Healthcare System & the Law (formerly Health Law II) (4)
Science in Law (4)

Tracked Approaches to the Concentration Curriculum
This document is intended to assist students in identifying coursework and experiential
opportunities at UC Hastings that are relevant to their interests in health law practice,
policy, or scholarship. We recommend that students review this document with a faculty
member who specializes in their areas of interest and who can help tailor coursework as
much as possible. Students are not required to choose a track for the Concentration.
Law, Medicine & Bioethics
Faculty Advisor/s: Yvonne Troya, Rob Schwartz
This area of health law involves the regulation of provider-patient and researchersubject interactions in health care. Attorneys in this area may be “in-house” legal
counsel for healthcare systems or facilities, at law firms who serve as external counsel
to healthcare systems or facilities, or plaintiffs’ attorneys representing individual patients
in civil actions involving health care, such as medical malpractice, elder abuse, or
guardianship/conservatorship. Attorneys may also work in a wide array of government
agencies that regulate patient care, such as the CA Department of Health Care
Services, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, or the Public
Guardian. Attorneys may be engaged in transactional work for families in need of care
planning around their health needs, such as drafting advance directives, surrogacy
agreements, or caregiver agreements. Finally, many non-profit organizations working
in this area employ attorneys for policy analysis, legislative advocacy, impact litigation,
or all three. Non-profits working in this area often focus on the healthcare of a specific
sub-population, such as women, children or the elderly. For more information about
jobs in those areas, see the section entitled “Health & Social Justice.”
Courses:
• Negotiations and Remedies
• Patients, Providers & the Law
• Law & the Human Body
• Bioethics, Law & Health Care Decisions
• Family Law
• Compliance and Regulation for Lawyers
• Health Law: Compliance & Ethics in Research
• Public Health Advocacy: Vaccines
• Mediation
• Elder Law & Policy
Externships & Clinics:
In-House Clinic: Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors
Legal Externships: Stanford Risk Authority, UCSF Office of Ethics & Compliance, UCSF
Office of Risk Management, Center for Reproductive Rights, Planned Parenthood
Affiliates, Kaiser,
Alameda Health Systems, SF City Attorney’s Office-Health Team (Counsel for
Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital), Sutter Health
Judicial Externship: SF Probate Court

Health Policy & Reform
Faculty Advisor: Jaime King
The healthcare industry is both heavily-regulated and constantly evolving, providing
many opportunities for various stakeholders to analyze existing regulations and laws
and to propose reform. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is the largest
and most visible manifestation of health policy, but policy occurs at many levels from
local to state to national government and in private markets as well. Attorneys working
in this area may be conducting research and analysis of regulation and law and
educating various stakeholders as to the implications of current or proposed law for their
respective interests. Attorneys may be working for professional organizations such as
the American Medical Association, in academic or nonprofit settings, or for government
agencies.
Courses:
• The US Healthcare System & the Law
• Patients, Providers & the Law
• Public Health Advocacy: Vaccines
• Healthcare System Reform: Regulation and Competition
• Administrative Law
• Food & Drug Law
• Mental Health Law & Policy
• Business Associations
• Adv. Legislative Process
• Statutory Interpretation & Bill Drafting
•
Legislative Clinic Fieldwork
• Local Government Law Clinic
• Public Law & Policy Workgroup
• Negotiation
• Mediation
(For policy issues around special populations, e.g. women’s health, see “Health &
Social Justice”)
Externships & Clinics:
In-House Clinics: Local Government Law Clinic, Legislative Clinic Fieldwork
Externships: CA Department of Managed Health Care, CA Department of Insurance,
ChangeLab Solutions, Department of Labor- Employee Benefits Security Administration
(ERISA), Consumer’s Union, UCDC Law program (in Washington DC)

Health Care Business & Regulation
Faculty Advisor/s: Tim Greaney/Gregg Cochran
Healthcare is a big and complex business in the United States. Attorneys working in
this field must be comfortable not only with many areas of business law, but with the
unique regulatory environment in which healthcare providers, payors, and vendors must
operate. Attorneys working in this field are most commonly in-house or at law firms who
represent providers (health care systems, hospitals, physician groups), payors
(insurance companies), or pharmaceutical or medical device companies who provide
goods and services within the industry. Some attorneys engage with this field from a
regulatory perspective, working for government agencies which regulate the business of
healthcare, such as the Department of Justice or state insurance departments.
Courses:
• US Health Care & Law
• Patients, Providers & the Law
• Administrative Law
• Business Associations
• Antitrust
• Healthcare System Reform: Regulation and Competition
• Food & Drug Law
• Health Law Practicum
• Compliance & Risk Management for Attorneys
• Compliance and Regulation for Lawyers
• Health Law: Compliance & Ethics in Research
• Mergers & Acquisitions
• Negotiation
Externships & Clinics:
Externships: Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Stanford Risk Authority, Alameda Health
Systems, Sutter Health, San Francisco City Attorney’s Office- Health Team, CA Dept of
Labor- Employee Benefits Security Administration (ERISA), CA Attorney General’s
Office- Health, Education & Welfare Section, UCSF Contracts & Grants, UCSF Privacy
Office, Community Health Centers, Roots Commumity Health Center

Health Sciences & Technology
Faculty Advisor: Emily Murphy
Advances in medical technology and health science provide extraordinary new
opportunities to improve health and health care, while at the same time raising new
challenges to regulators and for the legal system. Attorneys in this area are often
working at the intersection of science, health law, and intellectual property law to advise
industry clients in design, development, testing, and marketing of new
products. Attorneys are most likely to be at large firms or as in-house counsel for large
companies. Some attorneys working in this area may be on the regulatory side,
working for government agencies like the FDA, and a number of public interest groups
employ attorneys to advocate for consumer rights or serve as advocates in policy issues
that new technologies raise. While a scientific background is not necessary to practice
in this area, attorneys working in this field will need to be comfortable engaging with
science and scientists at a fairly granular level.
Courses:
• Science and the Law
• Food & Drug Law
• Patents & Trade Secrets
• Negotiation
• IP & Antitrust Seminar
• IP Licensing
• Compliance & Regulation for Lawyers
• Health Law: Compliance & Ethics in Research
Externships & Clinics:
In-House Clinic: Startup Legal Garage: Biotech Module
Externships: UCSF Industry Contracts, UCSF Privacy Office, Consumer’s Union, Kaiser
Foundation, Alameda Health Systems

Health & Social Justice
Faculty Advisor: Sarah Hooper
This area focuses on the ways in which law interacts with an individual’s health, social
status, or environment to affect his or her well-being. This area also focuses on the
special rights and needs of certain vulnerable populations with respect to the health and
well-being of the group as a whole. For instance, individuals with a certain health status
may face unlawful discrimination in employment, housing, or education and require
attorney assistance to advocate for their rights. Serious or chronic illness may also
create economic hardship for certain individuals and their families, resulting in a need
for legal advocacy around public benefits or private insurance that provide access to
essential health care and supportive resources. As another example, certain vulnerable
populations experience higher rates of morbidity (illness) and mortality as a result of
social disadvantage or historic discrimination, and law or policy may be a tool to
improve health outcomes for those groups. Attorneys focused on these issues usually
work in a variety of settings such as: community health centers or public health
departments which focus on vulnerable populations, law firms (usually small and
plaintiffs-focused, i.e. an employment law firm that represents pregnant or disabled
employees in discrimination cases), legal aid organizations, medical-legal partnerships,
non-profit organizations, or government agencies that focus on health directly or
indirectly, such as the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Administration for
Community Living, the Veterans Administration, and many others. Opportunities for
social justice-minded lawyers are also increasing in health systems and health plans, as
they realize that population health management requires attention to social
determinants of health and are grappling with solutions that require public health and
poverty law expertise and raise novel legal and ethical questions. Lawyers with
knowledge of both traditional heath law (focused on business/regulation) and
knowledge of legal issues facing vulnerable populations will be in high demand as
value-based healthcare expands around the country.
Courses:
Courses applicable to all: Administrative Law
Cross-Cutting Externships:
ChangeLab Solutions, San Francisco City Attorney’s Office- Health Team, CA Dept of
Labor- Employee Benefits Security Administration (ERISA), CA Attorney General’s
Office- Health, Education & Welfare Section, UCSF Contracts & Grants, UCSF Privacy
Office, Community Health Centers, Roots Community Health Center, SF Department of
Public Health

Subareas
Elder Law & Policy
• Elder Law & Policy
• Disability Law
• Family Law
• Wills & Trusts
• Estate Planning Seminar
• CA Community Property
• Patients, Providers & the Law
• Federal Income Tax
• Taxation of Family Wealth
• Employment Discrimination
• ERISA: Pension & Employee Benefits
• The US Healthcare System & the Law
• Bioethics, Law & Health Care Decisions
• Negotiation & Mediation
Externships & Clinics:
In-House Clinic: Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors
Legal Externships: Justice in Aging, Consumers Union, Legal Assistance for Seniors,
Legal Assistance for the Elderly, California Advocates for Nursing Home Reform, Social
Security Administration, Asian Pacific Islander Legal Outreach, La Raza Central
Judicial Externship: SF Probate Court
Reproductive and Women’s Health
• Family Law
• Gender & the Law
• Employment Discrimination
• Patients, Providers & the Law
• Bioethics, Law & Health Care Decisions
• Law & the Human Body
Externships & Clinics:
Legal Externships : Center for Reproductive Rights, National Center for
Lesbian Rights, Planned Parenthood Affiliates, ACLU, Bay Area Legal Aid, AIDS Legal
Referral Panel, Oakland Girls’ Court
LGBTQ Law & Policy
• Gender & the Law
• Sexuality & the Law
• Research and Social Justice: A Case Study of LGBTQ Rights Organizations
• Employment Discrimination
• Family Law
• Public Health & Homelessness

Externships & Clinics:
Legal Externships: National Center for Lesbian Rights, Bay Area Legal Aid, AIDS Legal
Referral Panel, ACLU
Child Health
• Children & the Law
• Family Law
• Public Health Advocacy: Vaccines
• Bioethics, Law & Health Care Decisions
• Disability Law
• Lawyering for Children
Externships & Clinics:
Legal Externship: Bay Legal - Youth Unit in Oakland, ACLU, UCSF Benioff Children’s
Hospital
Judicial Externship: Oakland Girls’ Court, SF Family Law Court
Disability & Mental Health
• Disability Law
• Mental Health Law & Policy
• Elder Law & Policy
• Bioethics, Law & Health Care Decisions
• Public Health & Homelessness
• Employment Discrimination
Externships & Clinics:
In-House Clinic: Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors, Civil Justice Individual
Representation Clinic- Health Module
Legal Externship: Social Security Administration, Bay Area Legal Aid, Legal
Assistance for Seniors, SF City Attorney- Health Team, ACLU
Judicial Externship: SF Probate Court
Public Health
• Food and Drug Law
• Public Health Advocacy: Vaccines
• Public Law & Policy Workgroup
• Public Health & Homelessness
Externships & Clinics:
Legal Externships: CA Attorney General’s Office- Tobacco Litigation & Enforcement
Section, CA Attorney General’s Office- Health, Education & Welfare Section, SF
Department of Public Health, ChangeLab Solutions, SF City Attorney- Health Team,
AIDS Legal Referral Panel

Global Health & Human Rights
• International Human Rights
• Human Rights in Haiti
Externships & Clinics:
In-House Clinic: Refugee & Human Rights Clinic

Health Law Courses Offered Fall 2019-Spring 2020
Fall 2019 (10 Courses Offered)
Scientist to Lawyer (1 unit)
Professor Robin Feldman
• This is an optional enrichment course to help 1L students who have degrees in
the hard sciences--e.g. chemistry, computer science, biology, etc.--transition to
legal writing and reasoning. Students whose academic experiences lie mainly in
the hard sciences may have had little occasion to engage in any writing other
than reports of scientific data. In addition, scientific reasoning frequently focuses
on considering only directly supportive data and identifying the single best of all
possible alternatives. As a result, students with science backgrounds may
struggle to adjust to legal reasoning and to the process of exploring all possible
pathways.
Public Health Law (3 units)
Professor Dorit Reiss
• Public Health Law is a complex network of statutes, regulations, policies and
court decisions that govern the state's powers to identify, prevent, and ameliorate
risks to the health of its population. This course examines that network, while
also providing students with a set of tools to manage it, covering the principles of
statutory interpretation, agency action, and judicial review of statutes and
administrative actions. It considers government's responsibilities to promote and
safeguard the health of the public, government's obligations to respect the rights
and interests of individuals, and the inevitable tensions that arise when these
goals are in conflict. The course explores the rationale for a population-based
approach to health, the sources and themes of public health law and policy, the
mechanisms the state uses to promote its public health goals, and the restraints
on those means. Topics covered may include: control of infectious diseases
(e.g., immunization policies, responses to epidemics); regulation of tobacco;
strategies to reduce obesity and related chronic diseases; and the role of
legislatures, agencies and courts in setting and implementing policies in these
areas.
Gender and the Law (3 Units)
Professor Joan C. Williams
• This course uses fiction and film as well as traditional legal materials to examine
themes related to gender and the law. Topics vary from year to year, but
generally include basic feminist theory, reproductive rights, pornography, sexual
harassment, domestic violence, divorce and economic equality, job
discrimination, work/family issues, and how gender is affected by race, class, and
sexuality. Students who have taken Feminist Legal Theory may not take this
course.

Healthcare Providers and the Law (4 Units)
Professor Rob Schwartz
• This course focuses on issues of quality control and personal relationships in the
health care environment. It addresses issues in professional licensing and the
accreditation of health care institutions, medical malpractice law (including
institutional liability and tort reform), informed consent and the nature of the
provider-patient relationship, and confidentiality of healthcare information
(including the law surrounding HIPAA and the development of electronic health
records).
Insurance (2 Units)
Professor Margie Lariviere
• The making, administration and interpretation of insurance contracts;
governmental (including judicial) regulation of insurance; common insurance
contract provisions; subrogation; excess liability of insurers; and property, life and
liability insurance policies and problems.
Law and Health Sciences Seminar (2 Units)
Professors Jaime King and Rob Schwartz
• Concentrators must enroll in this course during their third year at Hastings.
Hastings students who are not concentrating in Law and Health Sciences and
UCSF students are invited to enroll with permission of the instructor. Lawyers,
scientists and healthcare professionals interact at many critical junctures. They
often navigate treacherous waters together, addressing challenges involving
health care reform, bioethical dilemmas, scientific testimony in the courtroom,
and more. This interdisciplinary course tackles advanced problems in these and
other areas at the intersection of law and the health sciences. It culminates with
the student's preparation and presentation of a substantial scholarly research
paper that satisfies the writing requirements of the Law & Health Sciences
Concentration and of the College. This course is the "capstone" seminar for the
Law & Health Sciences Concentration.
Public Law and Policy Work Group (3 units)
Professor Steven Bonorris
• Public Law & Policy Work Group is designed for students who want to use their
growing legal skills to help solve policy problems facing California's state and
local governments. Each semester, the Work Group takes on three to five
different policy problems suggested by the Public Law Research Institute's
partners in Sacramento and in local government. Working in small teams with a
faculty partner, the students analyze the problem's legal dimensions, consult with
the policy-maker suggesting the problem, and collaborate to respond to the
policy-maker's needs, developing a regulatory strategy, for example; or
presenting a report to a legislative body; or writing a primer to guide policy
implementation. Along the way, the work groups engage with a common
curriculum focused on the lawyer's role in the policy process, learning the

rudiments of policy analysis, advanced research skills and how to make
presentations and write about law to a policy audience. The menu of projects for
the fall semester is posted on the Public Law Research Institute's website just
before the semester begins. Past work groups have helped draft regulations to
implement the Voters FIRST Act; analyzed the constitutionality of sex offender
registration laws for the Assembly and Senate Public Safety Committees; briefed
the Senate Office of Research on California's authority to regulate transgenic
salmon; advised local officials on state and federal language access laws, and
much more.
Medical Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic (7 units)
Professor Yvonne Troya
• Through this Clinic, students provide holistic legal services to low-income older
adult UCSF and VA patients in collaboration with medical providers. A novel
feature of this course is that students meet with patients on-site at a medical
clinic and in-patient homes and advocate across multiple areas of law including
advance health care planning, estate planning, public benefits, and pre-eviction
housing. This clinic will be useful for any student considering general client or
transactional-based practice and will be of particular interest to students
considering a career in health law, elder law, estate planning, or social justice
lawyering. Students develop key lawyering skills in interviewing, counseling,
critical thinking, document drafting, case management, interdisciplinary
collaboration, "whole person" lawyering through the representation of multiple
clients from start to finish, navigating complex ethical situations, working in
teams, and more. Students meet twice weekly throughout the semester for a twohour seminar class and "caserounds" session in which students gather as a team
to present, discuss and strategize about their cases in light of the seminar
material. The seminar engages students in thoughtful discussion and practicebased learning about advance planning, public benefits, interdisciplinary ethics,
how to evaluate client capacity, long-term care options, elder abuse, and other
issues. Students learn about the complex intersection of law and health and its
implications for our rapidly aging population. Students must attend a day-long
orientation session before the regular semester begins and another session partway through the semester. Additionally, students must devote a minimum of 1215 hours per week to direct services fieldwork, which includes meeting patients
at a UCSF Outpatient Clinic, their homes, and UC Hastings, and working on their
cases.
Lawyers for America Fieldwork (8 units)
Mai Linh Spencer
• This course includes carefully supervised practice experience in the specific law
office for which the student was selected. Students will work an average
minimum of 32 hours per week. Fellows will be immersed in the work of their
placement offices, perform a variety of lawyering tasks, and will be afforded both
training and observation opportunities. Fellows making court appearances will

need to be certified under the State Bar's Practical Training of Law Students
program.
Legal Externship Program (4 units)
Professor Jessica Vapnek
• This course provides students with the opportunity to participate in an approved
externship program at a government agency or non-profit legal organization. The
clinic has an academic and a fieldwork component. The academic component
focuses on skills training, developing the ability to learn from critical selfreflection, and draws on the students' experiences in their placements to
advance not only their understanding of basic principles of substantive and
procedural law relevant to their placements, but of the role of lawyers and legal
institutions in society as well. Prerequisites and recommended courses vary
according to placement. 4th, 5th, or 6th semester students only. For the fieldwork
component, students work either 12 or 16 hours per week in a placement
approved by the Director of Externships and Pro Bono Programs. Requests for
approval for enrollment in the Legal Externship Program must be submitted no
later than the first day of classes for the semester. Fieldwork units are nonclassroom work and must be taken concurrently. Examples of health-related
legal externship placements: Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, CA Attorney
General’s Office- Health, Education & Welfare Section, UCSF Privacy, UCSF
Contracts & Grants, UCSF Legal, DOJ Antitrust Division, CA Department of
Managed Health Care, San Francisco Probate Court (mental health division)

Spring 2020 (10 courses offered)
Medical Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic (7 units)
Professor Yvonne Troya
Health Law Practice (3 units)
Professor Donald Quigley
• This course provides students who have a foundational knowledge of health care
law with an opportunity to apply it to certain healthcare-specific transactions and
to address regulatory problems that healthcare providers often face in connection
with day-to-day operations. The transactional aspect of the course requires
students to draft and negotiate three agreements, starting with a physician
employment agreement, followed by a hospital-based medical group services
contract and culminating in an asset purchase transaction. The course will
include instruction on negotiation and dispute resolution skills which are relevant
to the attorney's communications with opposing counsel as well as with the client.
Because healthcare transactions are so highly regulated, in each of those
exercises, students must ensure that the relationship memorialized by the

transaction is compliant with numerous federal and state healthcare regulatory
requirements. In addition, students will conduct exercises focused specifically on
regulatory compliance and on advising a fictional healthcare provider who has
come under regulatory scrutiny. Students will work in small groups of 3 or 4,
depending on the size of the class, on most of the projects. Students will also
receive didactic instruction on the health law topics that arise in both the contract
drafting and negotiation and government regulatory inquiry context, as well as in
health law practice generally. Such topics will include federal and state antikickback laws, federal and state physician anti-referral laws, the corporate
practice of medicine doctrine, government and private payor balanced billing
rules, Medicare anti-markup rules and, as applicable, tax-exemption laws,
employment law, peer review (such as addressing physician competency and
behavior issues), medical malpractice, risk management, emergency department
patient transfer laws, hospital licensing, certification and accreditation,
immigration law, environmental law and intellectual property law.
U.S. Healthcare System and the Law (4 units)
Professor Thomas Greaney
• This course focuses on the financing and regulation of the American health care
industry, the cost of health care, barriers to access to health care, and bioethics.
It addresses issues related to private health insurance (including federal and
state regulation of employer-provided health insurance), public health insurance
(including Medicare, Medicaid, other government financed health programs), the
structure of the health care industry, the impact of the Affordable Care Act and
health reform, new business forms employed by health care enterprises, tax
exempt status of health care enterprises, antitrust, fraud and abuse, the legal
obligation to provide care, hospital privileging, and ethical questions related to
health care, which may include abortion and contraception, assisted
reproduction, death and dying, and distributive justice and health care rationing.
Disability Law (2 units)
Professors Paul Grossman and Stuart Seaborn
•

This course explores the rights of individuals with disabilities to be free from
discrimination in several major aspects of life including: employment, higher
education, elementary and secondary education, public accommodations, and
housing. As the Bay Area is at the heart of the worldwide disability rights
movements the class is joined on a number of occasions by leading experts on
many aspects of disability law, as well as witnesses to historic moments in the
disability rights movement. These experts, employed in advocacy, government,
and semi-public settings will enable to students to consider and compare a wide
range of careers in disability law.

Healthcare System Reform (2 units)
Professor Thomas Greaney
• This seminar covers a number of legal and policy issues that arise regarding
provider payment and the delivery of health care services, with a focus on the
interplay of competition and regulation. It will first explore how reforms proposed
by the Trump administration will change the regulatory landscape for providers,
employers and consumers/patients. Secondly, because antitrust law figures
prominently in shaping health care systems and reimbursement mechanisms,
students will be exposed to the fundamentals of the law, particularly as it affects
transactional planning especially involving mergers and joint ventures. Students
are encouraged to write seminar papers on cutting-edge issues arising out of
health industry consolidation and the regulation (or deregulation) of payment and
delivery.
Public Law and Policy Work Group (3 units)
Professor Steven Bonorris
Domestic Violence Law (3 units)
Professor Kelly Weisberg
• Students may not receive credit for both the 1L statutory Domestic Violence
course (LAW*179) and the upper division Domestic Violence (LAW*350). This
course will provide an introduction to the problem of domestic violence and will
examine all major areas of domestic violence law from interdisciplinary
perspectives such as psychology, sociology, feminist legal theory, critical race
theory, and public policy. In particular, the course will consider: patterns,
incidence, and causes of domestic violence, including the history and systems of
oppression that have supported domestic violence and the psychological
dynamics of victims and batterers; the failure of the criminal justice system to
address domestic violence and the rise of the shelter and civil law systems for
protecting victims of domestic violence; civil protection order systems and
mechanisms for enforcing such orders, including private prosecutions for criminal
contempt; law enforcement issues such as mandatory and probable cause
arrests; modern criminal prosecution of domestic violence cases, including nodrop policies, victimless prosecution strategies, and sentencing options; the
relationship between domestic violence and child abuse and neglect and the
response of the legal system to that relationship; court reform, including the
creation of unified domestic violence courts which combine civil, criminal and
juvenile courts to address all issues related to families experiencing domestic
violence; the criminal defense of battered women who kill or injure their batterers;
domestic violence, poverty, and welfare reform; domestic violence in the context
of immigration law; and the Violence Against Women Act.
Law & Behavioral Science (2 units)
Professor Emily Murphy
• May satisfy writing requirement. Over the last 30 years, psychologists and
economists have joined forces to study how people process information and

actually make decisions, rather than how they would make decisions if they were
fully rational and entirely self-interested. This research program (dubbed
behavioral economics or, more broadly, behavioral science) has provided an
understanding of how people's decisions deviate from "optimal" choices as well
as the consequences of such deviations. In this seminar, we will critically assess
the role of behavioral science in the law, starting with "classic" papers and
moving to recent cutting-edge empirical studies and commentary. Law and
behavioral science is a potentially broad field with a range of methods and
applications. Thus, we will be approaching the diverse material through a critical
lens: how does understanding quotidian human behavior matter for the law? At
the end of this course, you should have an informed opinion on this question,
based on your mastery of the subgoals of the course and your work on a
summative research paper on a behavioral science and law topic of your choice.
Lawyers for America Fieldwork (8 units)
Mai Linh Spencer
Legal Externship Program (4 units)
Professor Brittany Glidden
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UC Hastings Alumni Mentors of Health Law Students
Sabrina Adler, Staff Attorney at ChangeLab Solutions
Dane Barca, Department of Justice
Morgan Callahan, Attorney at Nossaman LLP
Matthew Chayt, Associate General Counsel at Blue Cross Blue Shield California
Jillian Somers Donovan, Partner at Hanson Bridgett
Noemi Espinosa, General Counsel at Heart Flow
Jared Goldman, Deputy Director, Chief Counsel at California Department of Health Care Services
Karman Guadagni, Managing Attorney at Stebner & Associates
Mariia Jackson, Senior Legal Counsel at Roche- Diagnostics Information Solutions
George Kawamoto, Associate at Stebner & Associates
Stephanie Kraft, Assistant Professor at University of Washington School of Medicine
Claire Marblestone, Senior Counsel at Foley & Lardner LLP
Joshua Marker, Senior Legal Counsel at Evidation Health
Carolyn McNivan, Shareholder at Greenberg Traurig
Sonia Nguyen, Health Care Associate at Reed Smith
Huong Nguyen, Counsel, IP Litigation Practice Group at Litwin Law LLP
Elizabeth Nicholson, Counsel at Gilead
Hallie Noecker, Associate at Constantine Cannon
Don Quigley, former Senior Vice President and General Counsel for Maine Medical Center
Sonya Rahders, Associate Attorney at Athene Law LLP
Gabriel Ravel, Deputy Director, General Counsel at California Health and Human Services
Deborah Rotenberg, Founder of DJR Health Law and Consulting
Mark Sato Stevens, Associate General Counsel at Blue Cross Blue Shield of California
Martha Swartz, Owner at Law Office of Martha Swartz
Judy Waltz, Health Care Industry Team at Foley & Lardner LLP
Julia Weisner, Senior Regulatory Consultant, Medicaid Policy at Kaiser Permanente
Carter Zinn, Owner at Law Offices of Carter Zinn
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Gregory Cochran

Professor Cochran serves as Lecturer in Law on the UC Hastings
faculty and as a member of the UC San Francisco/UC Hastings Consortium on Law,
Science & Health Policy, serving as Associate Director of the Consortium’s Health Policy &
Law Degree Program (HPL). Professor Cochran’s teaching and curriculum development
experience are informed by his early career experience as an emergency medicine
physician, followed by fifteen years of experience as a health care attorney in private
practice. He brings a unique perspective on the legal issues impacting all segments of the
healthcare industry, including providers, payors and patients. Professor Cochran’s broad
practice experience includes advising hospitals, health systems, foundations, health plans,
clinics, ambulatory surgery centers, medical groups and physicians on a range of
transactional, regulatory and administrative law issues. He has advised and lectured on
regulatory compliance matters pertinent to such facilities on topics ranging from peer
review, facility licensing, Medicare certification and Joint Commission accreditation to
HIPAA and other health information privacy laws, tele-health, medical tourism, fraud and
abuse and the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA).
Professor Cochran’s expertise also includes advising hospitals and health systems on
overcoming the challenges in integrating and aligning with physicians and health plans,
given the challenges presented by the corporate practice of medicine doctrine and the
Knox-Keene Act.
Marsha Cohen

Professor Marsha Cohen came to California to clerk for the late
Associate Justice Raymond L. Sullivan, then of the California Supreme Court. Thereafter
she joined the public interest law office of Consumers Union, publisher of Consumer
Reports, in Washington, D.C., practicing primarily in the areas of federal food and drug and
product safety law. She came to UC Hastings after a short stint at UC Davis. Professor
Cohen has served on various government and National Academy of Sciences panels on a
variety of topics, most notably on food safety and sodium. For almost eight years she was
a member of the California State Board of Pharmacy and was its first non-pharmacist

president. During her years at UC Hastings, Professor Cohen most regularly taught Torts,
Administrative Law, and Consumer Protection, and for many years she was the faculty
supervisor of the Judicial Externship Program. Her area of narrowest specialty is food and
drug law, and she is the coauthor of Pharmacy Law for California Pharmacists, now in its
7th edition. Professor Cohen is the Founding Executive Director of Lawyers for America,
which provides an exciting alternative path in legal education and helps legal nonprofits
and government to meet the overwhelming need for public interest lawyering. Professor
Cohen has founded, served on the boards of, and raised money for, a variety of nonprofits
(including Friends of the Company, the Cutting Ball Theater, San Francisco Day School,
and Smith College). She urges theater-lovers to check out the exciting and unusual theater
offered near UC Hastings by the Cutting Ball Theater (www.cuttingball.com) and to support
the youth of San Francisco performing with the Young People’s Teen Musical Theatre
Company by attending its shows.
Tim Greaney

Before joining UC Hastings, Professor Greaney was the Chester A. Myers Professor of
Law and Director of the Center for Health Law Studies at Saint Louis University School of
Law. He has written extensively on topics involving health law and policy, antitrust law, and
health care financing and is co-author of the nation’s leading health law casebook and
hornbook. He has testified several times before the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. House
of Representatives and consulted for the FTC, U.S. Department of Justice and state
attorneys general on health law enforcement issues. Prior to joining the SLU Law faculty,
he served as an Assistant Chief in the Department of Justice, Antitrust Division,
specializing in health care antitrust litigation, and completed a visiting professorship at Yale
Law School. He has also been a Fulbright Fellow studying European Community
competition law in Brussels, and has been a visiting scholar at Université Paris Dauphine
in Paris, Seton Hall University, and the University of Minnesota. Professor Greaney was
named Jay Healy Health Law Professor of the Year by the American Society of Law,
Medicine and Ethics in 2007. He received his B.A magna cum laude from Wesleyan
University and his J.D. from Harvard Law School.

Hilary Hardcastle

Hilary Hardcastle, JD, is the Deputy Director of the Law Library at the University of
California, Hastings College of the Law. She is an academic law librarian and adjunct
professor and her specialties include foreign and international legal research, California
legal research, and legal research instruction. Hilary oversees all library services including
reference and faculty services, technical services, circulation and interlibrary loans, and
coordinates interdepartmental activities within the law library. Hilary received her BA from
Stanford University, and her JD from the University of Chicago Law School.
Sarah Hooper

Sarah Hooper, JD, is the Executive Director of the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium on Law, Science & Health Policy and Adjunct Professor of Law at UC Hastings
College of the Law. She is also Policy Director of the Medical-Legal Partnership for
Seniors and a Senior Atlantic Fellow for Health Equity. Since first joining the Consortium in
2009 as a Senior Legal Research Fellow, Sarah has dedicated her career to developing
innovative medical-legal collaborations that can advance equity in health care. She has a
special interest in complex care populations, and in particular how health and civil
justice systems can respond to the aging of this population. Her work encompasses clinical
interventions such as the Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors Clinic, research
collaborations such as the Dementia Care Ecosystem trial, and educational initiatives for
providers and the public such as the Optimizing Aging Collaborative and PREPARE.
Professor Hooper teaches in the JD health law program at UC Hastings and the UCSF-UC
Hastings Master of Science in Health Law & Policy program. Sarah was a Regents Scholar
at the University of California, Santa Barbara, where she received her BA with honors in
Law & Society. She received her law degree from the University of California Hastings
College of the Law, where she co-founded the Hastings Hurricane Relief Organization to
address legal and health needs of low-income survivors of Hurricane Katrina.

Jaime King

Professor Jaime S. King is the Associate Dean and Faculty Director
(UCH) of the UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium on Science, Law and Health Policy, the CoFounder and Co-Director of the UCSF/UC Hastings Masters Program in Health Policy and
Law, the Executive Editor of The Source for Healthcare Price and Competition, and the
Director of the Concentration on Law and Health Sciences. Professor King’s research
examines some of the most complex challenges facing the U.S. healthcare system. An
advocate for health reform, Professor King focuses on the drivers of healthcare costs, with
a special interest in market consolidation and efforts to improve transparency in healthcare
pricing. These interests led her to found the Source on Healthcare Price and Competition,
a multi-disciplinary web-based resource for information and analysis about healthcare
price and competition. In 2015, she testified before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on
Regulatory Reform, Commercial, and Antitrust Law on issues surrounding health
insurance mergers. Professor King is the 2015 recipient of the Hastings Foundation
Faculty Award for Outstanding Scholarship. Prior to joining the faculty at UC Hastings, she
served as a Fellow at the Center for Law and the Biosciences at Stanford Law School
(2006-2008) and the American Society of Law, Medicine, and Ethics (2005-2006). In 2012,
she was named the John “Jack” Wennberg Fellow for the Informed Medical Decisions
Foundation.
Andrea Lollini

Andrea Lollini is a visiting scholar from the University of Bologna, Italy.
He has been awarded a Marie Curie Global Fellowship in support of his project:
“Neurodiversity between Law and Science” (NEDBELS), which seeks to inquire into the
legal impacts and socio-political implications of the concept of neurodiversity. This term
pertains to individuals diagnosed with neurodevelopmental disorders such as Asperger’s
Syndrome and Autism and hypothesizes the emergence of a new category of difference in
the human population. NEDBELS explores how this concept challenges the constitutional
principle of equality, as well as how it fosters the need to accommodate new principles in
criminal and civil law. Prior to this project, Andrea has had an extensive career in legal
research with international organizations such as Institut des Hautes Etudes sur la Justice
of Paris and The Hague Institute for the Internationalisation of Law.

Emily Murphy

Professor Murphy’s research focuses on the intersection of
neuroscience, behavioral science, and law. She writes about the use of neuroscience as
evidence and how neuroscience and behavioral science shape public policy and legal
systems. Prior to joining UC Hastings, Professor Murphy spent a year as a fellow in the
Program in Understanding Law, Science, and Evidence at UCLA Law School. Before that,
she practiced law at Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP, handling all aspects of complex
commercial litigation, with an emphasis on professional liability and internal investigations.
She represented clients in higher education, financial services, and professional services.
Her pro bono practice focuses on housing issues and civil rights work addressing
homelessness. Professor Murphy earned her A.B. magna cum laude in Psychology from
Harvard University, her Ph.D. in Behavioral Neuroscience and Psychopharmacology from
University of Cambridge, Trinity College, as a Gates Cambridge Scholar, and her J.D. from
Stanford Law School where she received the Gerald Gunther Prizes in Constitutional
Litigation and Professional Responsibility. Prior to law school she was a postdoc with
Stanford Law School’s Center for Law and the Biosciences as well as the MacArthur
Foundation’s Law and Neuroscience Project. Following law school, she clerked for the
Honorable Richard A. Paez of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Her recent
work has been published in Stanford Law Review, Law & Psychology Review, and
Psychology Public Policy & Law.
Dorit Reiss

Professor Dorit Rubinstein Reiss’ undergraduate degree in Law and Political Science
(1999, Magna cum Laude) is from the Faculty of Law in the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem where she served as Editor in Chief of the Law Review. Following graduation
from law school, Professor Reiss clerked for a year and a half in the Israeli Ministry of
Justice’s Department of Public Law, working on a variety of constitutional and
administrative law issues. She received her Ph.D. from the Jurisprudence and Social
Policy program in UC Berkeley, writing her dissertation on accountability in the liberalized
telecommunications and electricity sectors in England, France and Sweden. Professor

Reiss’ initial research examined accountability of agencies at the state, national and
international level, with agencies studied including the CPUC, the FAA, and other agencies
in the United States and Europe. Increasingly, however, her research and activities are
focused on legal and policy issues related to vaccines. She writes about school mandate,
policy responses to non-vaccinating, tort issues and administrative issues related to
vaccines.
Rob Schwartz

Professor Schwartz received his B.A. in Philosophy at Stanford and
graduated from Harvard Law School. He served as law clerk to the High Court of American
Samoa in Pago Pago before moving to New Mexico to practice Indian Law. In 1976 he left
practice to join the faculty at the University of New Mexico. He has been a visiting
professor at Seton Hall University, Southern Illinois University, the University of Tasmania
(Australia), the University of Granada (Spain), and the Indian Law Institute (New Delhi). In
addition to his role as chair of the New Mexico Health Policy Commission, he has taken
leave from his teaching to serve as General Counsel to the New Mexico Human Services
Department, and he has worked as a WHO consultant on health law to the governments of
Vietnam, Cambodia and Tonga. Professor Schwartz has been a Visiting Professor at UC
Hastings for many years, teaching in the core health law curriculum.
Yvonne Troya

Professor Yvonne Troya is the founding legal director of the MedicalLegal Partnership for Seniors Clinic (MLPS), a project of the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium on Law, Science, & Health Policy. MLPS is a collaboration between UCSF and
UC Hastings College of the Law whereby law students work closely with medical providers
to provide holistic legal care for older adult patients. MLPS is one of very few geriatric
medical-legal partnerships in the country and has been recognized in the New York Times
for its innovative approach to legal services for older adults. In Fall 2015, MLPS expanded
its services to represent geriatric veterans seen at the San Francisco VA Medical Center.
Yvonne previously served as a Supervising Attorney in the Health Practice of the East Bay
Community Law Center, a clinic of UC Berkeley Law School. While there, Yvonne worked
in two medical-legal partnerships serving low-income adults with HIV/AIDS and families

seen at Children’s Hospital & Research Center Oakland. She was also involved in the
planning of a law school-based medical-legal partnership in Goma, Democratic Republic of
the Congo. Yvonne holds a J.D. from UC Berkeley Law and her B.A. in Biology and Latin
American Studies from Bowdoin College.
Lois Weithorn

Professor Weithorn joined the full-time UC Hastings faculty in 2001. She received the UC
Hastings Foundation Faculty Scholarship Award in 2002, and the Rutter Award for
Teaching Excellence in 2007. Professor Weithorn received her J.D. from Stanford Law
School where she served as President of the Stanford Law Review and was elected to the
Order of the Coif. After graduating, she clerked for the Honorable Joseph T. Sneed III of
the U.S. Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit. Professor Weithorn also has a Ph.D. in
Psychology (University of Pittsburgh). Her work integrates perspectives in law and science,
with special emphasis on legal policies affecting family relationships or vulnerable or
underserved groups (such as children and persons with mental and emotional disabilities).
Professor Weithorn’s scholarship includes topics such as the law and ethics of informed
consent for treatment and research; legal responses to parental vaccine refusal; policies
affecting youth crossing child welfare, juvenile justice and/or mental health system
boundaries; developmental neuroscience and child protection policy reform; intellectual
disability and the death penalty; California’s Proposition 8 and same-sex marriage. She
also serves as a consultant to the Ethics and Policy Core at the Center for AIDS
Prevention, UCSF Medical Center. Prior to joining the faculty at UC Hastings, Professor
Weithorn held positions at the University of Virginia (Institute of Law, Psychiatry, and
Public Policy and Department of Psychology). She served as a fellow at Stanford’s Center
for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, worked on federal mental health policy at
the National Mental Health Association in Washington, D.C., and consulted with the
Judicial Council of California and other agencies on child and family policy issues.
Professor Weithorn also served on the Ethics Committee of the American Psychological
Association and chaired several APA divisional committees relating to children and the
law.

UCSF Consortium Faculty Bios
Dorie Apollonio

Dr. Apollonio is Professor in the Department of Clinical Pharmacy at the University of
California, San Francisco. She has served as an instructor and research mentor in the
UCSF School of Pharmacy since 2004, and has earned multiple teaching awards. Her
research focus is the translation of research into policy. She is particularly interested in the
political and marketing activities of industries implicated in the spread of noncommunicable diseases, which include tobacco, pharmaceuticals, cannabis, alcohol, and
food. Her recent work addresses tobacco control in vulnerable populations, the combined
use of tobacco and cannabis, the spread of laws addressing new tobacco and cannabis
delivery systems, and policies that allow substitution of cannabis for opiates. Her research
also considers the ways that clinical findings are used in developing policy interventions
and communicating knowledge from scientists to the public, and identifies methods to
increase the role of evidence in making public health policy decisions. The analysis
underlying these findings relies on multiple data sources (including clinical research
findings, surveillance datasets, internal industry documents, administrative datasets, and
interviews) and uses both qualitative and quantitative methods to identify how policies
affecting public health are made. Her work has been published in journals across
disciplines, including law, medicine, pharmacy, political science, public health, and public
policy. Her training includes a postdoctoral appointment at the UCSF Center for Tobacco
Control Research and Education, a Ph.D. in Political Science from the University of
California, Berkeley, and a Master in Public Policy from Harvard University. In 2014, she
became Associate Director of US Cochrane West, a branch of the Cochrane Collaboration.
She also serves on Cochrane’s Funding Advisory Panel, which identifies and addresses
potential conflicts of interests among authors of systematic reviews.

Jack Chase

Dr. Jack Chase is a core faculty member in the University of California San Francisco
Family and Community Medicine Residency Program, based at Zuckerberg San Francisco
General Hospital (ZSFG.) He provides clinical care on the ZSFG Emergency Department
Social Medicine team, on the ZSFG Family Medicine Inpatient Service, in the ZSFG
Supportive and Palliative Care Clinic, and in the Minor Procedure Clinic at the ZSFG
Family Health Center. Dr. Chase co-developed and co-leads the ZSFG Social Medicine
team -- a novel, team-based multidisciplinary model for social needs-based medical care in
the ZSFG Emergency Department. The team provides medical-psychosocial care of
complex and underserved patients in conjunction with community-based services for
substance use, mental health, homelessness, food insecurity, trauma and intimate partner
violence, medical-legal and financial needs. He serves as the Co-Chair of the ZSFG Ethics
Committee. Dr. Chase received his MD from Tufts University School of Medicine and
completed his residency at UCSF in the Department of Family and Community Medicine.
Winston Chiong

Dr. Winston Chiong is an Associate Professor in the UCSF Department of Neurology
Memory and Aging Center, and is principal investigator of the UCSF Decision Lab. His
clinical practice focuses on Alzheimer’s disease, frontotemporal dementia and other
cognitive disorders of aging. His research has two main themes: the neural bases of
decision-making in the aging brain, focusing on how brain systems involved in financial
and medical decisions are influenced by health and disease; and the ethical and policy
implications of alterations to brain function, informed by the experiences of patients with
brain diseases and those undergoing new brain-based therapies. He is Co-Chair of the
UCSF Department of Neurology Diversity Committee, is a member of the UCSF Medical
Center Ethics Committee, and co-directs the Ethics, Law and Society Curriculum of the
Global Brain Health Institute. Nationally, he serves on the Neuroethics Working Group of
the National Institutes of Health BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative
Neurotechnologies) Multi-Council Working Group and the American Academy of
Neurology’s Ethics, Law and Humanities Committee.

His work is informed by his interdisciplinary training in clinical medicine, philosophy and
cognitive neuroscience. He received his PhD degree in philosophy from New York
University and his MD degree from UCSF. He completed an internship in internal medicine
at Stanford University and a residency in neurology at UCSF. He then underwent
postdoctoral research training in cognitive neuroscience and neuroimaging at UC Berkeley
and clinical training in dementia at the UCSF Memory and Aging Center.
Anna Chodos

Dr. Anna Chodos is an Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Division
of General Internal Medicine at Zuckerberg San Francisco General and the Division of
Geriatrics, both within the Department of Medicine at UCSF. Her clinical work is in both
general primary care and in outpatient specialty care in geriatrics. Her academic work is
focused on understanding the unmet needs of older adults who are seen in primary care in
the safety net and improving clinical programs. She is the Co-Principal Investigator of the
Geriatrics Workforce Enhancement Program, which is training health care providers and
social service providers in geriatrics principles. She is also the medical director of two
clinics: the outpatient Geriatrics Consult Service and the Geriatrics-Neurology Cognitive
Clinic at Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital. The Geriatrics-Neurology Cognitive
Clinic is an interprofessional assessment and treatment clinic for adults with cognitive
disorders and supported by the Global Brain Health Institute at UCSF. Dr. Chodos is also
passionate about inspiring trainees to pursue primary care and geriatrics, and is a faculty
mentor for the Primary Care Progress chapter at UCSF. Dr. Chodos attended medical and
public health school at Harvard Medical School and the Harvard School of Public Health.
She completed an Internal Medicine Primary Care residency at UCSF-Zuckerberg San
Francisco General and a Geriatrics clinical and research fellowship at UCSF. She is board
certified in Geriatrics and Internal Medicine.
Janet Coffman

Janet Coffman, MA, MPP, PhD, aims to build bridges between
academia and policymakers. At the PRL-IHPS, her work as principal analyst for medical
effectiveness for the California Health Benefits Review Program (CHBRP) is a prime

example of bridge building. Established in 2002, CHBRP responds to requests from the
California State Legislature to provide independent analysis of proposed health insurance
benefit mandates and repeals. The program is administered by the University of
California's Office of the President and involves faculty and staff from several UC
campuses, other universities in California, and an actuarial firm. Since Dr. Coffman joined
the program in October 2005, she has authored the medical effectiveness sections of 44
CHBRP reports on a wide variety of topics, including asthma education, gynecological
cancer screening, HIV testing, mental health parity, tobacco cessation. She also leads
CHBRP’s ongoing efforts to strengthen methods for identifying and analyzing pertinent
medical literature. Dr. Coffman’s other research interests include innovations in
management of asthma and other chronic illnesses, access to care for vulnerable
populations, development of evidence-based health policies, and health care workforce
issues. Dr. Coffman received a doctoral degree in health services and policy analysis from
the University of California, Berkeley in 2005. She also has a master's degree in public
policy from UC-Berkeley. She previously worked for the United States Senate Committee
on Veterans Affairs, the San Francisco Department of Public Health, and the UCSF Center
for the Health Professions. Dr. Coffman’s research has made important contributions to
health workforce policy in California. While at the Center for the Health Professions, she
co-authored articles and reports on options for addressing health workforce shortages,
geographic misdistribution, and lack of racial/ethnic diversity among health professionals.
While at UC-Berkeley, she was the lead author of a report on California’s physician
workforce that served as a major resource for the University of California Health Sciences
Committee’s strategic plan for expansion of health professions education. She also served
on a subcommittee that advised the Health Sciences Committee regarding public health
education. In 2010, she wrote an analysis of the impact of national health care reform on
California’s health workforce needs for the California Program on Access to Care. She is
currently leading a survey on California physicians’ use of health information technology
for the California Department of Health Services and the California HealthCare
Foundation.
Dan Dohan

Dan Dohan is Professor of Health Policy and Social Medicine at UCSF.
His primary campus home is the Philip R. Lee Institute for Health Policy Studies (IHPS)
where he serves as Deputy Director as well as Associate Director for Training. He also
serves as co-Director of the UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium on Law, Science, and Health
Policy. Dan’s research focuses broadly on the culture of medicine. He leads a project to
develop innovative methods to integrate qualitative and narrative data into clinical
decision-making and patient-centered outcomes research. In collaboration with the CTSI
and campus’ precision medicine initiative, he is developing stakeholder-engaged
approaches for educating patients about precision medicine and to support their
involvement in precision medicine research. He is collaborating with the UCSF Center for

Surgery in Older Adults on ways to better align surgical treatment decision-making with
frail elders’ overall goals of care. Finally, he is examining the ethical and social implications
of close-looped brain stimulation, newly-developed technologies that record, interpret, and
intervene in brain activity associated with syndromes such as epilepsy, Parkinson's
disease, and mood disorder. Dan is also active as an educator. He co-Directs the Masters
of Science degree program in Health Policy and Law (HPL). Launched in August 2016, the
HPL is an online degree jointly offered by UCSF and UC Hastings College of Law in
collaboration with the UC Berkeley Resource Center for Online Education. In the School of
Medicine, Dan has been involved in the development of the innovative Bridges curriculum.
He serves as one of the Directors of the Health and Society Block, which exposes first
year medical students to foundational science in the areas of health determinants, health
disparities, and health policy. Finally, Dan directs IHPS’ post-doctoral research training
program. Dan received his PhD in sociology from UC Berkeley. A book based on his
dissertation, The Price of Poverty: Money, Work, and Culture in the MexicanAmerican Barrio, was published by the University of California Press in 2003.
Anne Fabiny

Dr. Fabiny is a clinical administrator and program developer at the San Francisco VA
Health Care System with an interest in both improving existing clinical programs for older
veterans and developing new clinical programs to better meet the needs of frail, complex,
older veterans. She is currently working on several projects. One is to support the
expansion and refinement of the work being done by the SFVAHCS complex care case
management team, Intensive Management for Patient Aligned Care Teams (IMPACT). Our
goal as a health care system is to both identify as early as we can those patients whose
needs are expanding beyond the capacity of the primary care setting and provide them
with assessments and supports that will enable them to live in the community for as long
as possible. This includes an innovative clinic and home-visit Capacity Assessment team.
The second is the development of an intensive supportive housing site for formerly
homeless, older veterans at the Colma Veterans Village built by Mercy Housing. This is a
collaborative venture with the San Francisco VA HUD-VASH program, the San Francisco
VA Health Care System, Health Plan of San Mateo County, the Public Housing Authority of
San Mateo County, Brilliant Corners, the Town of COlma and the Archdiocese of San
Francisco. The third is helping to lead the SFVAHCS to become a formally designated Age
Friendly Health System with the Institute for Health Care Improvement and the John A.
Hartford Foundation. Dr. Fabiny graduated from the University of Wisconsin School of
Medicine and Public Health and completed her residency through the Department of
Family Medicine, University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health. Dr. Fabiny
also completed a fellowship in geriatric medicine at Harvard Medical School.

Brooke Hollister

Brooke Hollister, PhD, is an Assistant Professor of Sociology in the Institute for Health &
Aging at the University of California, San Francisco. Her teaching and research focus on
aging health and social policy issues including: long term care, Social Security, Medicare,
the Long Term Care Ombudsman Program, Alzheimer’s disease supports and services,
disability, mental health, care transitions, and the use of mHealth and broadbandtechnology to promote the heath and wellness of older adults. She has over 10 years of
experience conducting research on aging health and social policy issues, using qualitative,
quantitative, and mixed methods in community-based participatory research and program
evaluation. Dr. Hollister is a co-editor of Health Policy: Crisis and Reform in the US Health
Care Delivery System (6th Ed., 2012), and Social Insurance and Social Justice: Social
Security, Medicare and the campaign against entitlements (2009). Dr Hollister's research
is funded by the National Institutes of Health, Administration for Community Living, and
California Department of Public Health. Dr. Hollister was a 2012-13 Atlantic Philanthropies
Health and Aging Policy Fellow and an American Political Science Association
Congressional Fellow with a placement in Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi’s office in
Washington, DC where she worked on a variety of health policy issues including the
implementation of the ACA and the design of the financial alignment initiative for dual
eligible in California.
Jim Kahn

James G. Kahn, MD, MPH, is a Professor in Residence in the Department of Epidemiology
and Biostatistics at UCSF School of Medicine. Jim Kahn focuses on understanding how
societies can use limited available resources for health interventions to best improve
health. His research approaches include estimating the costs of prevention, treatment, and
care interventions, as well as health impact (e.g., years of healthy life gained) and costeffectiveness (health gains for added spending). These economic perspectives are much
needed when considering global brain health.

Most of Kahn’s past work examined HIV; for example, it is possible to prevent HIV in Africa
through voluntary medical male circumcision, which costs less than $200 per infection
averted. Now, he is embarking on dementia research with the GBHI project Care
Ecosystem. Kahn also co-leads the health economics module at GBHI and is available to
mentor Fellows interested in health economics. Jim Kahn has been a professor at UCSF
for 25 years, based at the Philip R. Institute for Health Policy Studies. He is the founding
director of the UCSF Global Health Economics Consortium. He is also the principal
investigator of a 5-year Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Cooperative
Agreement, Consortium to Assess Prevention Economics, and is completing the 20th year
of a National Institutes of Health policy modeling consortium. He attended Harvard and
Wesleyan undergraduate, the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, and the UC Berkeley
School of Public Health.
Chris Koenig

Christopher J. Koenig is Assistant Adjunct Professor in General Internal Medicine at the
San Francisco VA. He specializes in qualitative and ethnographic research methods.
Koenig has studied various aspects of health communication, including the providerpatient therapeutic alliance, multidisciplinary collaboration and continuity of care, treatment
recommendations in acute and chronic illnesses, patient-centeredness, and
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM). He has been published in various
journals, including Social Science & Medicine, the Journal of General Internal
Medicine, Health Communication, and Patient Education and Counseling. Chris received
his PhD from the University of California, Los Angeles, and was a postdoctoral fellow at
the University of California, San Francisco and Palo Alto Medical Foundation Research
Institute.
Kate Possin

Katherine Possin, PhD, is an Associate Professor at UCSF Weill Institute for
Neurosciences Memory and Aging Center. Dr. Possin’s research program is focused on
improving the detection, diagnosis and care for people with neurodegenerative disease.
She has long-standing interests in understanding the cognitive impairments and their

neural bases in neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s disease, Lewy body
disease, Huntington’s disease, chronic traumatic encephalopathy and frontotemporal lobar
degeneration. She is the Project Lead of TabCAT, a software for tablet-based cognitive
testing frequently used in research studies and more recently clinical services. The Brain
Health Assessment is a 10-minute assessment on TabCAT designed for the detection of
cognitive impairment in everyday clinical settings. She also the Principal Investigator of
the Care Ecosystem, a telephone-based supportive care program for persons with
dementia and their caregivers. Dr. Possin is a faculty member at the Global Brain Health
Institute. Kate Possin was awarded her PhD degree in clinical psychology from the
University of California, San Diego. During her training at UCSD, she studied cognitive
changes associated with Parkinson’s disease. She completed her internship in clinical
neuropsychology at UCSF in the departments of psychiatry and neurology and her
postdoctoral fellowship in the Department of Neurology. She currently holds the John
Douglas French Alzheimer’s Foundation Endowed Professorship.
Maria Raven

Maria Raven, MD, MPH, MSc, a practicing emergency medicine physician and health
services researcher, is an Associate Professor of Emergency Medicine and Chief of
Emergency Medicine at UCSF as well as a Vice Chair of Emergency Medicine for the
UCSF Department of Emergency Medicine. Prior to joining the UCSF faculty in 2011, Dr.
Raven completed her residency and a research fellowship at NYU/Bellevue Hospital
Center, and oversaw one of six New York State Department of Health-funded Chronic
Illness Demonstration Projects for the New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation and
New York State Medicaid. Dr. Raven is co-PI for the San Francisco Whole Person Care
Pilot evaluation, focused on improving care for chronically homeless high users of health
and social care services. She is also the evaluator for a Santa Clara County Pay for
Success program providing permanent supportive housing for chronically homeless
frequents users of the County health system and jail. Dr. Raven works clinically in the
Emergency Department at Moffitt-Long, and conducts research related to emergency
medicine payment policy and frequent users of the health and social care system. She
consults with the San Francisco Health Plan (SFHP) on program implementation and
evaluation related to their highest cost health plan members and the Health Homes
Program. She is a course director for Program Evaluation in the UCSF Institute for Health
Policy and Hastings Law School Health Policy and Law master’s degree course. Dr. Raven
received both her MD and MPH from Oregon Health & Science University School of
Medicine.

Josette Rivera

Josette Rivera, MD, is a Professor of Medicine and a clinician educator in the UCSF
Division of Geriatrics. She received her medical degree from the University of Rochester
and completed residency training in Primary Care Internal Medicine at Johns Hopkins
Bayview, followed by a clinical and research fellowship in the Division of Geriatric Medicine
and Gerontology at Johns Hopkins. At the conclusion of fellowship, Dr. Rivera became a
staff physician at On Lok Lifeways, a Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly, which
serves nursing home eligible seniors in the San Francisco area. Dr. Rivera joined the
UCSF Division of Geriatrics in 2008, where she serves as an educator, program leader,
and clinician. In 2015, Dr. Rivera was inducted into the UCSF Hail T. Debas Academy of
Medical Educators and in 2016 she received an Outstanding Service Award from the
academy.
Joanne Spetz

Joanne Spetz, Ph.D., is a Professor at the Institute for Health Policy Studies, Department
of Family and Community Medicine, and School of Nursing at the University of California,
San Francisco. She is the Associate Director for Research at the Healthforce Center at
UCSF and the Director of the UCSF Health Workforce Research Center for Long-Term
Care. Her fields of specialty are economics of the health care workforce, shortages and
supply of registered nurses, organization and quality of the hospital industry, impact of
health information technology, effect of medical marijuana policy on youth substance use,
and the substance use disorder treatment workforce. Joanne's teaching is in health care
financial management, health economics, and quantitative research methods. She teaches
in the UCSF-UC Hastings Health Policy and Law, UCSF-UC Berkeley Masters in
Translational Medicine, and UCSF Master of Science in Health Administration and
Interprofessional Leadership (MS-HAIL) programs. She also serves on dissertation
committees and mentors post-doctoral scholars. Joanne is an Honorary Fellow of the
American Academy of Nursing. She received a Mentorship Award from the
Interdisciplinary Research Group on Nursing Issues of AcademyHealth. Joanne was a
member of the Institute of Medicine Standing Committee on Credentialing Research in
Nursing and a consultant to the Institute of Medicine Committee on the Future of Nursing.

She frequently provides testimony and technical assistance to state and federal agencies
and policymakers. Joanne received her Ph.D. in economics from Stanford University after
studying economics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Rebecca Sudore

Dr. Rebecca Sudore is a geriatrician, palliative medicine physician, and
clinician investigator. She also directs the Innovation and Implementation Center in Aging
& Palliative Care (I-CAP) and the Vulnerable Populations for Aging Research Core of the
NIA-funded Pepper Center. Dr. Sudore conducts research to improve advance care
planning and medical decision making for diverse, vulnerable older adults. To this end, she
has designed, tested and disseminated innovative, patient centered tools including an
easy-to-read advance directive in over 10 languages and an interactive, advance care
planning website called PREPARE. Dr. Sudore has dedicated her research program to
making medical information easier for patients and their families to understand. She
published the first prospective study demonstrating the effect of limited literacy on mortality
in the elderly, and has shown that elders with limited literacy have greater difficulty
making medical decisions for informed consent and advance care planning. She has also
designed and tested an informed consent process for patients with limited literacy and an
advance directive that is both literacy and culturally appropriate. In 2010, she published a
study in the Annals of Internal Medicine calling for a shift in advance care planning from
DNR/DNI checklists to preparing patients and their loved ones for medical decision
making. Her current research program is focused on designing and testing interactive,
web-based interventions to prepare patients and their surrogate decision makers to make
difficult medical decisions.
Maria Louisa Gorno Tempini

Dr. Maria Luisa Gorno Tempini is a behavioral neurologist, currently directing
the Language Neurobiology Laboratory of the UCSF Memory and Aging Center and
serving as the neurology lead of the UCSF Dyslexia Center. She obtained her medical
degree and clinical neurology specialty training in Italy, and has a doctorate in the
neuroimaging of language from University College London. Her clinical work concentrates
on behavioral neurology across the lifespan, and her research investigates the neural

basis of higher cognitive functions such as language and memory. Dr. Gorno Tempini has
applied her expertise in cognitive neurology to neurodegenerative diseases,
particularly primary progressive aphasia (PPA) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD), and to
language-based learning differences, such as dyslexia. In 2011, Dr. Gorno Tempini’s NIHfunded research resulted in new diagnostic criteria for PPA and its variants. In 2014, Dr.
Gorno Tempini co-founded the UCSF Dyslexia Center, which aims to classify dyslexia into
behavioral phenotypes defined by patterns of neuropsychological strengths and
weaknesses. These efforts will lead to more targeted assessments and treatments
amongst clinical and educational systems. The UCSF Dyslexia Center brings together
neurologists, psychiatrists, biomedical engineers, radiologists, neuropsychologists,
speech-language pathologists and research coordinators to discover structural and
functional differences in the brains of children and older adults with dyslexia.
Dr. Gorno Tempini leads many projects at UCSF and is funded by the NIH and various
philanthropic sources. She is particularly dedicated to mentoring and was awarded an NIH
K24 grant to mentor interdisciplinary researchers in the field of clinical cognitive
neuroscience.
Carolyn Welty

Dr. Carolyn Welty is clinical professor who has been with the Division of Geriatrics since
2003. She provides primary care and geriatric consultation to the community and teaches
medical trainees at all levels. Carolyn graduated from University of Southern California and
is board certified in internal medicine, pulmonary medicine and geriatrics, and has a
Master's degree in epidemiology from the Harvard School of Public Health. Dr. Welty was
an assistant professor at Boston University School of medicine for 13 years and clinical
associate professor at Wright State University in Ohio for 3 years. She was at Cleveland
Clinic for a year prior to coming to UCSF. Dr. Welty provides geriatric education primarily
through precepting at UCSF Lakeside Senior Medical Center. She gives talks on geriatric
topics to medical professionals and the community. She is the medical director of the
Medical-Legal Partnership for Seniors The service provide legal assistance to patients
from UCSF practices and associated organizations, as well as interprofessional education
between UCSF providers and trainees, and UC Hastings law students.
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Sammy Chang

Samuel “Sammy” Chang, JD, is a Health Policy Researcher for The Source on
Healthcare Price and Competition. He currently writes the monthly California Legislative
Beat on the Source Blog. Prior to joining The Source, he served as the Student Caucus
Chair for the Executive Oversight Board for the University of California, Student Health
Insurance Plan and worked as a legal intern for the California Department of Managed
Health Care’s Office of Legal Services. At UC Hastings, he received a CALI Award for
Academic Excellence for his work on the Public Policy and Law Workgroup. He
additionally contributed to the California Senate Committee on Business, Professions,
and Economic Development background paper on pharmacy benefit managers. Sammy
has been recognized by the American Bar Association and the UC Hastings Board of
Directors for his vision and dedicated leadership and has testified in front of the
California Assembly Judiciary Committee and the ABA Commission on the Future of
Legal Education. Sammy graduated UC Hastings College of the Law in 2018 with a
concentration in law and health sciences and holds a B.S. degree in Biochemistry/Cell
Biology from UC San Diego.
Amy Gu

Amy Y. Gu, JD, is the Managing Editor of The Source on Healthcare Price &
Competition. She holds a J.D. from Loyola Law School and a B.A. in Economics from
the University of California, Berkeley and brings to the Source a unique set of
experience and perspective from both law and tech. As a licensed attorney, Amy
practiced civil litigation and represented global pharmaceutical companies in FCPA
compliance and discovery prior to joining The Source. She applies her legal expertise in
her coverage and analysis of antitrust enforcement and healthcare litigation on The
Source. Drawing upon her experience in co-founding an e-commerce platform, she

further executes the mission of The Source in the design of the content and
functionalities of the site to expand its scope and reach.
Katie Gudiksen

Katie Gudiksen, PhD, is a Senior Health Policy Researcher for The Source on
Healthcare Price and Competition. She is a recent graduate of the UCSF/UC Hastings
Master of Science in Health Policy and Law program, where she studied policy solutions
to promote competition in the pharmaceutical industry. Prior to joining The Source, she
co-founded a cancer diagnostics company and worked as Director of Technology where
she worked to develop technologies to detect biomarker signatures for aggressive
prostate cancer. She also holds an A.M. and Ph.D. in Chemistry from Harvard
University and a B.S. and B.A. from Hope College.
Sara Huffman

Sara Huffman, JD, is the Managing Attorney of the Medical-Legal Partnership for
Seniors Veterans Project (MLPS). The MLPS is a UC Hastings Law School student
clinic that partners with UCSF and the VA Medical Center to provide free legal services
to patients of those health systems. Previously, as an Equal Justice Works Fellow, Sara
expanded MLPS services to the San Francisco VA Medical Center to begin serving frail
and vulnerable veterans. In addition to providing free legal services, Sara provides
patient-centered legal consultations to health care providers and regularly trains
healthcare providers on legal issues in the older adult population. Sara received a
concentration in Health Law from UC Hastings and has a special interest in how health
and legal systems can better address social determinants of health. She is also
passionate about women’s and LGBTQI health equity. In her spare time, she loves
traveling, eating, and anything related to spending time in the great outdoors.

Debbie Kol

Debbie Kol, JD, is a Legal Research Fellow at the UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium.
Debbie graduated UC Hastings College of the Law in 2019, where she participated in
Hastings International and Comparative Law Review and the Asylum and Refugee Law
National Moot Court Competition and was a part of the Asian Pacific American Law
Student Association, Volunteer Income Tax Assistance, and the Pro Bono Society. In
her last semester of law school she was a student attorney for the Refugee and Human
Rights Clinic at UC Hastings. Debbie was a fellow with the Arturo González Immigration
Program and was a summer fellow with the Judith Stronach Center for Gender and
Refugee Studies. After her first year of law school she worked as a Judicial Intern to the
Honorable Joni T. Hiramoto in the Contra Costa Superior Court. Debbie earned her BA
in Literary Journalism and International Studies from UC Irvine.
Briana Moller

Briana Moller, JD, is a Graduate Research Fellow with the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium. Briana is a native of Los Angeles and received her BA in Sociology and a
minor in Healthcare/Social Issues from the University of California, San Diego. As an
undergrad, she was involved with the California Health Professional Student Alliance in
which she advocated for the right to healthcare for all. She followed this interest to UC
Hastings where she graduated in 2019 with the Law and Health Sciences
Concentration. In her free time, Briana enjoys playing sports. At UCSD, she played
Division I Rugby and continued to play after graduation for a Division I team in Los
Angeles. In the offseason, Briana likes to travel. Before coming to UC Hastings, she
studied at Universidad del Belgrano in Buenos Aires, Argentina and the Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM) in Mexico City.

Alex Montague

Alex Montague, JD, is a Graduate Research Fellow with the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium. Alex graduated from UC Hastings in 2019 with a concentration in Law and
Health Sciences. Alex’s research is focused on competition and healthcare
consolidation through The Source on Healthcare and Competition’s Arnold Project. In
law school Alex was a Research Assistant for Professor Jaime King. Prior to law school
Alex worked for the Blue Mountain Action Council as a Pro Bono Legal Advocate and
an Americorps Member. Alex earned her BA from Whitman College where she majored
in Politics and Environmental Studies.
Lemuel Soto

Lemuel Soto is a 3L student intern with the MLPS Veterans Project. Lemuel previously
worked as a Child Advocacy Attorney/Guardian Ad Litem in the Tulalip Tribal Courts in
Tulalip, Washington.
Sarah Stephan

Sarah Stephan, JD, is a Graduate Research Fellow with the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium. Sarah graduated from UC Hastings in 2019. She has recently accepted a
job with the UCSF Industry Contracts Division. Sarah has immersed herself in civil
rights policy and litigation work at organizations such as the ACLU and the Center for

Reproductive Rights. In her last semester of law school, Sarah was a Legal Intern with
Planned Parenthood Affiliates of California where she analyzed current bills to add to
the organization’s legislative agenda, wrote comments opposing federal rulemaking,
researched and advised affiliate clinics on issues of medical licensing and billing, and
investigated potential litigation. Sarah earned her BA with honors from Boston
University where she majored in Psychology and English and minored in Women,
Gender, and Sexuality Studies.
Ashley Ta

Ashley Ta is a 2L student intern with the UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium. She is
currently working on the PREPARE project led by Professor Sarah Hooper. At Hastings
she is a part of the Hastings Intellectual Property Association and the Hastings
Environmental Law Association. Before coming to law school, Ashley was a Small
Claims Advisor in the County of Los Angeles Department of Consumer and Business
Affairs where she counseled litigants and provided information on all matters regarding
Small Claims Court. Ashley also interned with EarthJustice where she conducted legal
and online research and wrote informative memos for various ongoing cases. Ashley
earned her BA from the University of Southern California where she majored in Human
Biology and minored in Business. At USC Ashley was the Associate Editor of the USC
Journal of Law and Society.
Mallory Warner

Mallory Warner, JD, is a Graduate Research Fellow with the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium. Mallory graduated UC Hastings with honors in 2019 with a concentration in
Law and Health Sciences. In law school Mallory was awarded the Public Interest
Achievement Award for her performance in the Medical Legal Partnership for Seniors
Clinic. Throughout law school Mallory worked as an Advanced Clinical Law Student for
the MLPS Clinic and also worked as a Research Assistant for the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium. As a Research Assistant, Mallory worked with Professor Sarah Hooper on

a housing conservatorship bill that had legal implications for those suffering from mental
illness and addiction. Mallory also interned with the National Lawyers Guild where she
worked on NLG’s “Know Your Rights” pamphlets. Mallory earned her BA from the State
University of New York College at Geneseo where she majored in Sociology and
Political Science and ran for the nationally ranked cross country team.
Ali Wolf

Ali Wolf, JD, is a Graduate Research Fellow with the MLPS Veterans Project. Ali
graduated UC Hastings with honors in 2019 where she participated in Hastings Law
Journal and was on the Hastings Trial Team. Ali also works with the Oakland City
Attorney’s Office on a Bridge Fellowship. In law school, Ali was a Judicial Extern for
District Judge Edward M. Chen. She has clerked for both the Alameda County Public
Defender and the Federal Public Defender of the Northern District. Ali earned her BA
with honors from Northeastern University where she majored in International Affairs,
Middle East Studies, and Arabic.
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Convenings
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UCSF/Hastings Consortium on Law, Science and Health Policy
Strategic Thinking Events 2019
Summit Notes
The Consortium held a series of three strategic thinking events culminating in a Health Justice Summit.
Overall Outcomes from the Strategic Thinking Events
1. Celebrate Consortium 10-year anniversary and plan for the future
2. Reflect on the Consortium’s history, work to date, and current environment
3. Refine our vision for how partnerships between UC Hastings and UCSF faculty and trainees can
improve health and healthcare of individuals and communities
4. Identify shared priorities, a core set of goals, and collaborative strategies to advance them over the
next 5 years
5. Empower attendees with tools, strategies, and connections for advancing their work individually and as
part of a broader Consortium community
6. Strengthen and build change leadership within our community

Health Justice Summit 2019
Friday November 15, 2019 9:00 – 3:00
Location: Kaiser Family Foundation Headquarters, 185 Berry Street Suite 2000
Agenda
• Welcome, Context & Goals
• Panels and Café Conversations
o Healthy Systems
o Healthy Communities
o Healthy Collaborations
• Group Reflection
• Thank You, Next Steps, Close

Meeting facilitated and notes prepared by Lori Lewis, Chaordic Balance
www.chaordicbalance.com
Small group highlights recorded by Mallory Warner
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Summit Summary:
On Friday November 15, 2019 approximately 40-45 met over the course of the day to share information and have deep
conversations around the three specific areas that the Consortiums work focuses on: Healthy Systems, Healthy
Communities and Healthy Collaborations. This was the third of three events which celebrate the Consortium’s ten year
anniversary and provides opportunities for those involved in the Consortium and related work to help chart the course
for the future. Session 1 provided an opportunity for participants to reflect on both their and the Consortium’s past, the
values that underline the work and insights about our current environment. Session 2 focused on vision; both
participants sharing their own vision for their work and identifying a common vision with the Consortium. Session 3
focused on conversations around provocative questions that will help the Consortium move forward.
Lori Lewis (Chaordic Balance), our facilitator, reviewed the day’s agenda and logistics. Sarah Hooper, Consortium
Executive Director welcomed everyone and set the context for the day. Each session started with a panel which shared
their ideas and personal stories. After clarifying questions for the panel, the table groups had an opportunity to talk more
deeply about the topic and issues. The World Café format was used throughout the day for the conversations. After each
conversation period, individuals changed tables so that they had an opportunity to link and connect ideas and speak with
different people. The group also had several opportunities during the day to share the ideas that were raised and
discussed at their table groups.

Detailed Session Notes
Opening and Set Context
Sarah welcomed everyone, reviewed the Consortium’s mission and provided the context for the day’s conversations.
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Lori reviewed a summary of Sessions 1 and 2 and the Summit roadmap and logistics for the day.

Healthy Systems
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Healthy Systems World Café Key Insights
What was the moment you realized the system is broken and the tools we have aren’t working?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extraordinary high costs, dealing with system, perspective of not being from here and being within the system
itself
Biology being used as systemic racism
Exposure to other models, doing research on other models, cutting across models)
Obesity- how this is treated
Mental health, conflict between giving people autonomy versus them being delusional, families are upset, living
on the street, conflict in values in terms of what’s most important
o Clear they shouldn’t be in jail
Complexity for ourselves and our parents, people with high level of knowledge still can’t figure out the system
o Broken economics of healthcare, healthcare market at a fundamental level is completely broken
o At consumer standpoint and at a broader level
Europe compared to the US, working in a federal prison, most people that are participants are seeing Drs.,
paradoxical getting first time services, gender divide working with female inmates
Political economy and systems level, a system that honors fairness isn’t compatible with a system of late stage
capitalism- operate at the margins or burn it all down? Problems with the latter, focused on rule of societal
values if the values of choice or perception of choice and the values of using your own networks perceived and
actualized autonomy trump fairness always whether we’ll ever have a system that values healthcare

What did you do about it? Are there any tools or strategies that give you hope and show promise?
•
•
•

When you start seeing patients in their environment, or finding out where they live you can quickly change the
situation for them, there are so many good things out there and good people working on projects, it’s a matter
of channeling this information to the people who can benefit from it
Incorporating voices that are often silent, reforming healthcare system in Bolivia by putting people in
government like anthropologists and sociologists, how to bring these voices in and were seeing it now with more
politicians coming in
People empowerment- advocacy orgs that can make a huge difference, some of the work we’ve done instead of
waiting for the system to change, empowering people to make these changes themselves, aligning incentivesadvance care planning, no one wanted to do it until the hospital started to be reimbursed for it (how to get this
incentive there) need to align incentives
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Healthy Communities

Healthy Communities World Café Key Insights
If the goal of healthcare is health and the goal of law is justice, how well are those goals reflected in our community?
What does health justice look like in your work?
•

•
•
•
•
•

Healthcare is largely for profit, law isn’t thought of as for justice, when you get down to who is doing law, more
lawyers work in private practice, justice is what motivates us to become a lawyer or to reform healthcare, but
the system doesn’t share these goals
o What does health justice look like for different communities
Justice is a loaded term, what is health and what is justice. Justice for one person looks different from what
justice is for a different person.
research justice- how to inform providers, in a just way how to involve people in shaping what needs to be done,
there is disconnect
I don’t really know what lawyers do, usually think of litigation and drama, don’t go to law unless you need to
protect yourself or you feel aggrieved, doesn’t feel like justice which is more of a collective or social movement
Care looks like providing for peoples social needs with same sophistication, resources and intensity as with
medical model
Institutional literacy rather than health literate or legally literate organizations, making institutions like the SF
General navigable
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•

Conditions for health are not being protected rigorously through our country, we aren’t aware of how
detrimental a lot of things are in communities, health system isn’t educated to think about what’s happening in
our homes and in our personal lives, our policy makes are designing policies that help corporations and help
make money. We lack the will to drive change in the ways that matter when it comes to health.

How can we better meet these goals, in partnership with communities and stakeholders?
•

•
•

Question raised, with all the new things coming on board with the ACA, medical homes, ACOs, many
institutional changes were supposed to bring in psychologists, social workers, etc. to deal with social
determinants of health- question of how effective has it been. Are they being used as team members, how
effective has this change been?)
Question following presenters around funding, what are the sources of funding in creating these partnerships
and supporting these organizations. Is there a plethora or a lack of this? Background dealing with regulating
hospitals, one of the sources of funding is having hospitals provide funding for community benefits.
Funding- Medicaid waivers- Medi-Cal whole person funding to provide for things like housing, concern of will
our ability to address these domains (social determinants of health) fully be constrained by our ability to show a
return on investment to health care organizations, whether we are medicalizing social programs

Healthy Collaborations
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Healthy Collaborations World Café Key Insights
What collaborations have you been a part of that feel healthy? What was the secret sauce?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transitions referral and coordination team at the VA, high level of respect and trust that even in the face of
disagreement they can always come to an agreed upon conclusion
Building off of trust, coming in with a sense of humility, you don’t have all the answers and if you did you
wouldn’t be there- realizing you never would’ve thought of certain things, curiosity
Novel team at the general hospital of family medicine- some of the successful principles were data driven, work
off of the frontline staff, the people doing this work know better than everyone else, tell us what they should
focus on next
Having a very clear goal can make the collaboration very fruitful, also humility and being open-minded
Structural side, need structures that people took seriously and were accountable to
Things that makes them work is that everyone has different areas of expertise, assess violence risk from variety
of different perspectives, having experts being able to listen to one another
Low level of bureaucracy, there are bureaucratic hurdles that can hinder what you do, UCSF and Hastings are
both a good example and a bad example. Importance of physical presence and people actually meeting each
other rather than digital, having a place you all meet
A volunteer aspect of it, people forced to collaborate, a level of optimism, every topic is so complicated unless
you have some sense of hope that you’re going to make a difference, people get inspired and like to feel like
part of a partnership
Profit and collaboration? An area to explore

How did you know that the secret sauce was missing, it was unhealthy? What are the features of an unhealthy
collaboration, and how did you fix them?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People don’t talk to each other, they gossip behind the scenes, people who don’t talk to each other but
complain about each other
When you're in a team and one is considering themselves in the expert of both sides
Increasing requests without a commensurate level of support, filling an unfillable hole and it will never be
enough
In terms of how to resolve an unhealthy collaboration- go back to the goals, what is the primary purpose, what is
my role, what are the steps moving forward and there is no use to be unrealistic about it
Try to put yourself in the shoes of the other person, what is their motivation, realize things aren’t working and
what to do from there
Sometimes running away is the best thing, if you go through the above steps and then ask a third questionshould I be here or should I be somewhere else? Role that our own humility and modesty should be, if you know
you’re not the right person, suggesting someone else take over- this could be a way to solve the problem
We may have an unhealthy collaboration because we’re fixing the same problem over and over again, it rarely
makes things easier to add certain people from a certain profession (lawyers, sociologists, etc.) to a room but
sometimes it’s important to make the collaboration more effective
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Group Reflections and Closing

Ideas shared verbally with the large group
• Climate change is the elephant in the room, focus on this as an underlying issue. Craigslist for research and
advocacy, including a wish list on profiles to create cross collaborations
• More accessible transit to the facilities, Hastings to UCSF, clearing house of legal advocacy groups, consortium
have a website that shows everyone involved
• Feels reassuring to be in a room with people thinking broadly in their areas and at the edges. The more that I
learn the more the issues unfold in front of me, get a deeper understanding that underlie people’s needs, this is
a good place to start to work on more that cross cuts law and medicine
• Better collaboration between the UC systems, student collaboration, allowing students to take classes from both
universities, it’s an administrative nightmare. Continuing ongoing collaboration from this consortium, more
opportunities to run into the same people and to continue the conversation
• Bringing law students into the medical environment to engage with patients and providers, peer consultationsconsortium bringing in subject experts to create a collaboration or to provide expert guidance
• Bridge between academic work and the public understanding of science, common tools for public engagement.
There is a feeling that it’s intimidating, but public funds science and has an interest in what we’re doing.
• Big picture stuff- exciting and daunting, collaborating with people we agree with, what about collaborating with
people we have fundamental differences in value with, at some point we have to engage with people who are
different from us- an opportunity even though it might not be as comfortable
• There should be more focus on san Francisco policy, it is more ripe for something to happen, need to be more
direct in forming associations with a different range of policy and grassroots groups, think about policy on the
local level, things that could be tried out on the local level- think globally act locally
Notes from handout (at each table)
1. What potential collaboration or opportunity most excites you? (Something you heard today or was sparked in
your mind today?)
• Gary Ko’s non-profit (he might need more lawyers right now)
• More student collaboration (b/w UCSF and UC Hastings)
• Continuing ongoing collaboration from this consortium
o More meetups, social events (w/food) face to face
• San Francisco Health Policy Collaborative
• Getting health systems serious about SDOH/SPOT/? (not able to read this clearly) interventions to
relieve/forgive medical debt of patients
• Most of my collaborations are with people in similar disciplines, today’s discussion made me wonder what
other disciplines could expand our work/impact
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In regulatory setting, collaboration can mean industry capture
Extending research to communities that have been neglected
CA Medical Billing Advocates
Looking at funding sources to make research more inclusive
Bring law students on visits with our capacity assessment team
UCSF forensic psychiatrist @SFVA available to the Capacity Assessment Team
Legal and medical research collaboration
Peer consultations
People coming together who are interested in addressing/solving the same problem (approach + process)
Interdisciplinary = outside the box model to make change
MLPS expanding to the General Hospital
Incorporating an expansive approach, making collaborations goals holistic
Climate change – how to bring people together from both institutions around this issue
If health is goal- have a parallel way of thinking about sustainability
Brining legal team from UCSF together (e.g., contracts, IRB, etc. folks)and inform them about what is going
on with the consortium, maybe integrate pro-bono work e.g., around new CA law on privacy
Broaden to other lawyers/areas of law (e.g., tax law, business)to bring new/analogous perspective
Shared housing for different students
Collaboration with economists to better formulate incentives and policymakers to best effect
More collaborations around topic; summit on specific topics like today; bring stakeholders and funders
together’; create funding, legal, etc.
Shared classes
Clearing house (connect medical providers to lawyers like tenant legal access

2. How could the Consortium facilitate your work in that collaboration?
• Providing more opportunities to meet up
o Weekend retreat
• Streamlining communication between different institutions/members
o Email listserv, connections
• Integrating all UC campuses
o Better allocation of work responsibilities
• Our discussions mostly focused on effective collaborations when goals are shared, our table was interested
in thinking more about how to collaborate when goals diverge to narrow gaps
• Put people in a room together to grow collaborations (e.g., camp/living space/informal opportunities to
generate knowledge/change)
• Integrate law and ethics more – a single event for all areas of law/ethics across UCSF and UC Hastings
• Make more electronically available
• Bring development people on board/invite them
• Bring in communications people to participate and broadcast –brings in donors and attention
• ‘craigslist’ for research and advocacy so health a law people can find each other if they have needs for
expertise on a project or for an issue
• ‘Profiles’ at UCSF – could include your ‘wish list’ to identify peoples’ dream projects/areas to explore
• 2020 election focus – come together with a focus e.g., event w/DA candidates led by Brie Williams
• Involve people from community organizations or local policy/DPH in consortium activities/events
• More transit (accessible) to the different facilities

Next Steps and Closing
Jaime, Sarah and Dan thanked everyone for their participation. The Summit ended at 2:50pm.
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UCSF/Hastings Consortium on Law, Science and Health Policy
Strategic Thinking Events 2019
Session 2 Notes
The Consortium will hold a series of three strategic thinking events culminating in a Health Justice Summit to
be held November 2019.
Overall Outcomes from the Strategic Thinking Events
7. Celebrate Consortium 10-year anniversary and plan for the future
8. Reflect on the Consortium’s history, work to date, and current environment
9. Refine our vision for how partnerships between UC Hastings and UCSF faculty and trainees can
improve health and healthcare of individuals and communities
10. Identify shared priorities, a core set ofgoals, and collaborative strategies to advance them over the
next 5 years
11. Empower attendees with tools, strategies, and connections for advancing their work individually and as
part of a broader Consortium community
12. Strengthen and build change leadership within our community

Session 2: Strategic Vision Convening
Friday October 4, 2019 9:30– 12:00

Agenda
Ø Opening
Ø Setting the Context and Consortium Snapshot: Working Towards
Healthy Systems, Healthy Communities and Healthy Collaborations
Ø Understanding and Identifying a Shared Vision
Ø Reflect on Common Vision and Goals
Ø Next Steps and Closing

Meeting facilitated and notes prepared by Lori Lewis, Chaordic Balance
www.chaordicbalance.com
Small group notes and conversations recorded by
Derek London, Sarah Manasevit and Mallory Warner
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Session 2 Summary:
On October 4, 2019 colleagues from UCSF and UC Hastings came together in the second of three Consortium
strategic thinking events. These three strategic thinking events celebrate the Consortium’s ten year anniversary
and will provide opportunities for those involved in the Consortium and related work to help chart our course
for the future. Session 1 provided an opportunity for participants to reflect on both their and the Consortium’s
past, the values that underline the work and insights about our current environment. Session 2 focused on
vision; both participants sharing their own vision for their work and identifying a common vision with the
Consortium.
Lori Lewis (Chaordic Balance), our facilitator, welcomed everyone and reviewed the day’s agenda and logistics.
Dan Dohan, Consortium Co-Chair, Jaime King, Consortium Co-Chair and Sarah Hooper, Consortium Executive
Director set the context and provided examples of The Consortiums work in three specific areas: Healthy
Systems, Healthy Communities and Healthy Collaborations. The attendees were divided into three small groups
Healthy Systems; Healthy Communities and Healthy Collaborations. Each person was asked to share their
individual work in 3-4 minutes using the ’Ignite, Offer, Request’ framework. (Detailed notes for these sessions
can be found in a separate file). After sharing and discussing, the small groups identified common themes
which they shared with the larger group.
The group then reviewed and discussed drafts of a vision statement, mission statement and values. They
reflected upon their conversations and shared what resonated for them and what might need work and/or is
missing in order to strengthen these documents.
The third event will be the Health Justice Summit to be held on Friday November 15, 2019.

Detailed Session Notes
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Setting the Context and Consortium Snapshot: Working Toward Healthy Systems, Healthy Communities and
Healthy Collaborations
Jaime, Sarah and Dan each presented information on and provided examples of the Consortium’s three focus areas.
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Understanding and Identifying a Shared Vision
The attendees were divided into three small groups Healthy Systems; Healthy Communities and Healthy Collaborations.
Each person was asked to share their individual work in 3-4 minutes using the ’Ignite, Offer, Request’ framework.

After each person had shared, the group discussed the following questions:
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After a short break, a representative from each small group shared their key thoughts with the larger group.
Healthy Systems
• Value of cross-disciplinary professionals; toes in a lot of pools, thinking about the big picture
• Evidence based policy through interdisciplinary connections to create set of common policy
• Academic or non-partisan policy solutions
• Effective communication of policies in actionable, understandable form
• Availability of essential policy making tools
• Be an entity that helps to enhance scholar across disciplines enact meaningful policy and expand scope of their
work
• Clinic externship that promotes interdisciplinary work; thinking about the consortium ad an academic institution
that helps students/shaping their vision/acting as a resource
• To improve access to resources to implement more of these collaborative programs
Healthy Communities
Themes:
• Passion to help other people
• Empowerment, and trying to empower patients/people/community toward freedom
• Justice through structural change
• Healing from Trauma Transdisciplinary; physical, legal, medical
• Work must be transdisciplinary;
• Community organizes who are willing to work outside our comfort zones, and go to the scene: accompany,
disruption
• Exhaustion upon return to the power structures
• System change so that systems potentiate work not drain
• Dismantling the myth of individual moral failing AND also taking more responsibility for our social positions
• Public advocates; using our voices from our respective perspectives
• Social ecology; interdependent rather independent or dependent
Skills and Assets:
• Covert disruptors rather than overt (especially in the healthcare system); messaging
• Shared mindset around goals, different tactics and different skills around strategy
• Inside/outside game
• Collectively have foot in a lot of doors to collectively shift systems we have access to
Need:
• Support in dealing with trauma of contact with the systems
• Support from institutions and interpersonal support
• Connecting platforms
Consortium Feedback:
• Connections based on work needs;
• Networking events; fostering connections and community
• Summit as a platform for offer and request
• Survey needs ahead of time and create break-out sessions based on; pilot space, funding space,
• Raise the bar for racial and class justice in institutions; so that advocating is not in and of itself the problem
Healthy Collaborations
• Fostering interactions; across UC hasting and UCSF and opportunities to get to know one another people in
person, across the wider law and policy community
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•
•
•
•
•

The importance of communication; to students about health policy courses, about collaborations that have
happened between UCSF and UCH and how to leverage those collaborations
Need for buy in at both UCSF and UCH; differences in locus of decision making, structure etc. as a challenge
Interdisciplinary education of law students; series of one unite courses as supplemental to UCSF and JD program
Embedding law students in health clinics
Engage practitioners across disciplines; health professionals, lawyers, advocates, policy analysts to understand
the issues and what we can do to help them advance health and well being

Overarching themes and insights that people are hearing
•
•
•

•

Communities
Disrupting institutions in healthy ways; using disruption as a positive force
Communication as foundational to community; area for the Consortium to hone in on
o need for better communication across the whole group on what we’re doing and why it’s important,
how to do the work we’re all trying to do in a meaningful way while keeping institutions we’re in
aware of the importance of what we’re doing
Desire to drive change, not just write papers

Mission Vision and Values
The group then reviewed and discussed drafts of a vision statement, mission statement and values (below). In pairs/trios
they reflected upon their conversations and shared what resonated for them and what might need work and/or is
missing in order to strengthen these documents.

CONSORTIUM VISION (draft)
All individuals and communities can attain the highest level of health possible, defined on their own terms.

CONSORTIUM MISSION (draft)
To advance health and health care by improving the legal, political, economic, social, and health systems which create
the conditions for health.
The Consortium advances its mission by engaging current and future leaders across disciplines and sectors in
collaborative training, research, and public service.
In order to achieve the highest level of health for all, the Consortium works in three core areas:
1) Healthy Systems- To ensure affordable, equitable access to quality care for all.
2) Healthy Communities - To address the social determinants of health that enable health for all
3) Healthy Collaborations - To train and support emerging leaders from a variety of disciplines dedicated to advancing
systems, law, and policy that enable health equity.
CONSORTIUM VALUES (draft)
Equity - The project of health equity is not for one sector or discipline to solve, but must include all voices across our
society. The perspectives and lived experiences of all members of our community are essential to creating the
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conditions that enable health for all. At the Consortium, we strive to conduct our work through engagement with
diverse, multidisciplinary, and multi-sector teams that support a spirit of mutual respect and learning.
Intellectual Rigor & Integrity - At the Consortium, we strive to instill the values of intellectual rigor and integrity in our
future leaders and our work. We promote intellectual rigor through robust development of evidence, innovations in
practice, and sophisticated legal and policy analysis. Intellectual integrity encompasses explicit consideration of ethics
and values underlying our work. Such critical examination enables us to approach our work with self-awareness so we
can strive to avoid replicating the inequities and injustices of the past.
Optimism - The challenge of achieving health for all is a daunting one. Yet the process of engaging with our communities
and partners to learn from one another, to collectively discover solutions, and to work toward a brighter vision for the
future is inherently a hopeful endeavor and one which we approach with gratitude and enthusiasm

What Resonates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountability/responsibility; start by taking responsibility for the people in our community here
Optimism
The values “not for one sector or discipline” and must “include all voices”
Horizontal trans-communication
Intellectual rigor and integrity, promoting individual virtue and the academic focus; not just an advocacy
organization
Structural analysis; political, social, medical, legal
End of the vision statement: “defined on their own terms”
Current and future leaders; suggests engaging not only people that have a formal leadership role now

What’s Missing/Needs Work?
• Vertical communication from us down to the communities
• Vision needs to interrogate what health is: health in and of itself is not an appropriate goal, it is a
commodification, a means to a fulfilling life
• “Health” in the vision statement are we talking about individual physical health or health societies
• Accountability and responsibility; the consortium has not yet been directly involved in mitigating the social
violence occurring in SF since the hyper-capitalization of the city and mitigating violence
• Might not sufficiently emphasize education, while UCSF and UCH are two universities, which is not the same as
training need to fully incorporate the educational value
• Health equity needs to be defined into more distinct concerts e.g., Value on equity: statement meshes/mangles
health equity aka equity in the population and in sartorial (?) teams (?)
• What are the unique roles at a public university regarding education
• Possibility of adding community led especially around equity, let our research, policy, and programs be
community led and driven
Suggestion for the VISION: Systems and Institutions properly aligned to optimize Health, committed to Health
Equity and Empowerment.
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Next Steps and Closing
Jaime, Sarah and Dan thanked everyone and talked a little about the November Health Justice Summit.
Some suggestions
• Have music
• Possibly do a pre-summit survey to gather additional information
Next steps
1. All participants are invited to send Sarah, Jaime and Dan
a. Ideas on what you would like as an outcome from the Summit
b. Suggestions of people to invite (1-2 people). These people can come from any sector (academia,
community, etc.)
It would be great to get this by Wednesday October 9, 2019, so they can be included in all of the
correspondence regarding the Summit (but if you identify someone later on, please send their names and
contact information.
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UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium Strategic Thinking Events 2019
Session 1 Notes
On its 10-year anniversary, the Consortium is hosting a series of strategic thinking events culminating
in a Health Justice Summit on November 15, 2019. The first meeting was held on Tuesday, May 28,
2019 with approximately 30 colleagues from UCSF and UC Hastings in attendance.
Detailed Session Notes
Recap of Goals for the Strategic Planning Series and Health Justice Summit:
13. Celebrate Consortium 10-year anniversary and plan for the future
14. Reflect on the Consortium’s history, work to date, and current environment
15. Refine our vision for how partnerships between UC Hastings and UCSF faculty and trainees

can improve health and healthcare of individuals and communities
16. Identify shared priorities, a core set of goals, and collaborative strategies to advance them over

the next 5 years
17. Empower attendees with tools, strategies, and connections for advancing their work

individually and as part of a broader Consortium community
18. Strengthen and build change leadership within our community

Session 1: History, Learnings and Current Environmental Analysis
Tuesday May 28, 2019, 9:00– 11:30
Agenda
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Welcome and Introductions
Quick Review of Consortium Strategic Thinking Events
Session Review and Logistics
Reflecting upon the Consortium’s past – Chart and celebrate our history and
identify our learnings
Ø Assess and Understand our Current Environment (internal and external)
Ø Key insights, Assumptions and Overarching Questions
Ø Next Steps and Closing
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Reflecting on our Own History
As people arrived, they were asked to think about two
questions and post their answers on a chart.
I came to this work because…
• I am passionate about improving public health
• Interdisciplinary makes our science and program
building and teaching better
• The consortium is a natural place to interact with for someone with an interest in public health;
lots to learn from people in it, place to meet people interested
• I can translate science to law and policy but science can’t dictate the same, only values
• Our patients’ needs are not served by the current system and system needs to change
• Science should drive policy – but it doesn’t. Understanding how science influences policy
requires understanding the law
• I care about making our healthcare system better
• I am passionate about making a positive impact on the flawed US healthcare system. I think
combining health policy, law and finance has a lot of potential
• I want to be part of building a program that will sustain in the future
• I wanted to make meaningful change on an important problem facing our country
• I’m interested in policy and legal approaches to address needs in neurological patients
• I am interested in how policy can incentivize health systems to invest in discovery as a core
component of their business model!
• I see great opportunities for synergy between research-generated evidence (at UCSF) and
ability to leverage law for positive change (at UCH)
• I am passionate about the importance of health to human flourishing and the role of law and
policy in facilitating the provision of health care
• I want to affect change via multidisciplinary relationships/collaborations
• Elder law and health policy are inseparable but not integrated enough?
• I am interested in healthcare policy and making a difference and contributing to healthcare
system reform. The consortium brings together different disciplines to look at these issues from
different perspectives
• Long career working in health care; interest in the intersection of health care deliver/quality of
care and health policy
• I see the legal and ethical implications of health and healthcare for patients at ZSFG everyday
(housing, language, accessibility, etc.)
• I’m interested in how we educate doctors in the medical – legal intersections of patient care
• As a physician, my students and I need to understand the legal regulation of our clinical and
forensic practices
• There are solutions, we just need the will to pursue them together
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The values I bring are…
• Equity, passion, drive
• Equity, transparency, vigor
• Protecting children; intellectual integrity; respectful communication
• Basic research matters; communication and education are primary; good intentions in policy
are not enough
• Equity; professional integrity, change/always improving (we learn from our mistakes)
• Science, logic, and an appreciation for public health and societal programs
• Passion, motivation to get a job done well, attention to detail
• 20 years of corporate finance experience, humble to work collaboratively and always learn
from others; willingness to take calculated risks
• Organization, humility, commitment
• Justice, fairness, opportunity
• Collaboration across disciplines
• Community/collaboration; science; transparency; humility
• Curiosity and interest in engaging fields/ideas far from my own; appreciation for
interdisciplinary collaboration/engagement
• Equity; health as a primary social good; importance of education and critical thinking; justice
• Curiosity; fairness
• Health and dignity are important for all ages; justice is not possible without health and access
to health resources (include social determinants); older people ROCK!!
• Belief in work product; high standards; diversity
• Compassion, curiosity, creativity, courage
• Patient/client engagement; health equity; digital inclusion
• Teamwork; persistence; compassion; respect
• The application of legal and ethical principles to our clinical work
• Inclusion, joy of work, justice
Opening and Strategic Planning Framework Overview
On Tuesday May 28, 2019 approximately 30 colleagues from UCSF and UC Hastings came together
in the first of three Consortium strategic thinking events. Dan Dohan, Consortium Director welcomed
everyone and introduced Lori Lewis (Chaordic Balance) our facilitator who will guide us through the
interactive strategic thinking sessions.
Jaime King, Consortium Co-Director and Sarah Hooper, Consortium Executive Director, set the
context explaining that in celebration of the Consortium’s ten-year anniversary they will sponsor three
strategic thinking events. These will provide opportunities for those involved in the Consortium and
related work to help chart our course for the future.
Lori reviewed the agenda and the strategic planning framework, explaining that this is a process that
individually we go through, consciously or unconsciously, each time we make a decision. Going
through it as a group allows us to better understand the issues, explore assumptions, be open to new
ideas and come to agreements.
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Looking Back- What we have accomplished, what we have learned
The group charted the history of the Consortium identifying and discussing:
• The World – the context in which everything happens - key events, people
• UCSF and UC Hastings- Key activities, policies, regulations, initiatives, events,
accomplishments etc.
• Agencies/Organizations/People –key people and organizations, etc.
We discussed the beginnings of the organization and identified, discussed and included key activities
and events, key people and external events that have affected the Consortium’s history. Within the
conversations, we identified key learnings.
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Key Learnings identified included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It’s okay to not know what will happen
Building relationships and trust is key
Having lawyers available and involved can help to translate grant research into policy
National laws that are enacted/enforced can dramatically change everything
It is important to remember that we can use existing structures within our programs/departments
/campuses/university systems to help bridge differences that may be evident or arise
Important to be aware of changes in national/state/regional/local policies that might affect our
work and the Consortiums focus e.g., health policy
That lawyers (at Hastings) can play a role in working on/defining projects. We are not just lawyers
for hire but can be partners in projects and research
Collaboration between programs and the UCSF and UC Hastings can also identify and define
new projects, research and work.
‘Can do’ ignorance.
Learning from each other creates synergy for the Consortium
Important to remember that it is okay and often beneficial for individuals, groups, etc. to step out
of our comfort zone.
Times of uncertainty and chaos can create opportunities for the Consortium e.g., we are seeing
increased interest in specific social determinants
Lawyers in some cases have become first responders, e.g., immigration and Border issues, etc.
Our role in translating ideas, concepts, and facts for the public has become more evident and
important.

As the group reflected on the history and learnings a few insights emerged and were shared:
• Our history shows that we have developed organically and that we can also think strategically
• You can see the shifts in the Consortiums evolution, at this 10-year mark there is the
opportunity for another shift
• Important to think broadly and not in silos; need to develop rich partnerships with others who
can provide different perspectives
• Need to make sure that we partner with other experts
• Think broad but with focus and direction; identify actions that can help us be stronger and
relevant
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The Present - Internal and External Assessment
We worked in small groups and as a large group to brainstorm possible internal strengths and
weaknesses and possible external opportunities and threats within the context of a changing and
unknowable world. We had conversations about what might affect our work and identified key
themes.
Looking internally - What are our possible strengths that will support us in being
successful?
Themes
• Qualities of the people and our passion
• Congruence of missions of both UC campuses
• Organic growth over time
• Student emphasis
• Focus on emerging issues and ability to be nimble
• Research based/grounded
• Ability to provide practical tools for the public
Detailed list
• People, diversity
• Interdisciplinary Expertise
• Programs, e.g., MLPs
• Real-time advice on policy, practical
evidence based, neutral
• Location/geography
• The institutional silos are not siloed in this
consortium
• Flexibility – depth and breadth
• Organically grown scholarly initiatives
• Passion and energy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nice people (it’s rare) collaborating
UC to UC
Community
Openness and curiosity and dedication to
learning and growth
Public
institutions,
public
service
orientation
Emphasis on students and opportunities
for students and fellows
Student enthusiasm
Emphasis on applied research and tools
Grassroots collaboration
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Looking internally - What are our possible weaknesses that could keep us from being
successful?
Themes
• Structural differences UC vs. UC
• Lack of focus/strategy/unifying theme
• Overextended (lack of funding)
• Lack of diversity
Detailed list
• Identify/awareness at UCSF
• Not much translational focus from basic
• Over-extension of responsibilities for UC
science research (vs. Clinical) to policy
Hastings staff/faculty/admin
• Not yet ‘powerful’ enough to be driving the
• Lack of funding, support and resources
larger conversation as a consortium and
particularly at UCSF
at UC Hastings specifically
• Separate entities, culture; lack of unified • Barriers still exist – for students and
central organization
others i.e. entry to UCSF from Hastings
• Lack of focus, themes, priorities
• UCSF support for public health not strong
• Lack of bandwidth
• No shuttle bus between campuses
• Silos!
• Lack of strategic vision
• Lack of diversity
• Lack of faculty advancement and
recognition

Looking externally - What are our possible opportunities that we could take advantage of?
Themes
• UCSF focus on social justice (e.g., CVP, prison, homelessness, community health)
• Academic village at UC Hastings
• Relationships with private sector/high tech
• Cross-campus student collaborations/clinics/classes
• Connection to State and Federal legislators
Detailed list
• SF Center for Vulnerable Populations $30 M • New Benioff center for Homelessness
project – implementation/dissemination
Research
• Implementation Science program at UCSF • New center for Humane Technology
(Study legal interventions)
• Social determinants of health
• Learning disabilities clinical partnership
• Center for Heath and Community at
• Co-location of housing
UCSF
• State government new leadership e.g., • Creative canvas in SF government to
legislature, agencies
address homelessness and housing
• New connection with federal legislators
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Looking externally - What are our possible opportunities that we could take advantage of?
• Mobilizing interest because of extreme • New recognitions by food industry i.e.,
policies
need to change
• Linkage to high tech
• CTSI renewal at UCSF
• Philanthropy especially interest in Law and • Private sector opportunities
Medicine
• Health policy clinic/reports on topics
• GBHI
• Collaboration between medical and law
students à state legislature
• Create rotations for students legal/clinical
settings
Looking externally - What are the possible threats that could hinder our success?
Themes
• Attack on science
• Viral spread of misinformation
• Spread of “hate” speech
• Deficits in education e.g. science, critical thinking
• Policy stagnation in dealing with threats, e.g., climate change
• Increasing disparities in wealth, education and health
• Lack of attention to core threats – nutrition, climate, etc.
Detailed list
• Competing institutional priorities
• Demographic shifts in Bay Area, e.g., cost of
• Recession shift in funding
housing/living (diaspora of academics)
• Shift in national health policy changing
decreased accessibility to new
• Social and economic context
learners/scholars
• Attack on evidence-based policy and
• Public ambivalence to support health justice
science
despite strong economy
o Lack of clear framework permits • Earthquakes and other natural disasters
attacks on science
• Climate change
• Loss of individual civil rights (e.g.,
• War
privacy, reproductive rights, freedom of • Recession
speech, etc.)
• Other institutions (e.g., Stanford, Berkeley)
• Ageism
• Privatization of the VA
• Political division/civil discourse
• Discomfort with values-based
discourse in science focused
communities
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Looking externally – The World outside (locally, regionally, nationally,
internationally) What could affect our work? e.g., social or environmental trends,
governmental/political factors, economic factors, technology, unknowns?
Themes
• Political Change (local and state are going in different directions than national and
global)
• Advances in tech (e.g., AI, genetics, big data)
• Change in funding sources/landscape
• Social determinants of Health (SDOH); health as social justice issue
• Rebuilding of UCH campus
• SF cost of living
Detailed list
• Cost of living in Bay Area – income
• Future of ACA uncertain
inequality
• Over expansion of first amendment
• End of life care/perceptions/funding
• Polarization of legislature/congress
• Natural disasters/fires
• Denial of science
• Nationalism/racism
• 2020 Presidential election
• Immigration and anti-immigrant attitudes
• Future of the EU? UK?
• AI and big data and algorithms
• Role of states in policymaking
• Opportunity for state and local action in
response to federal action/inaction
• Climate change
• Increase
in
noncommunicable • SDOH is here to stay
diseases
• Genetic research and impact on health
care
• Recession and decrease in funding
• Globalization
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Lori asked everyone to find a partner to discuss the following questions:

Some of the insights/thoughts shared in the large group included
• Tension between organic/flexible project development and more fixed identity/brand
• Who are the big picture thinkers who can help define consortium theme? Bridgers needed
• Honoring interdisciplinary expertise and partnerships is hard work for which most are
unprepared
• The consortium is currently reactive (albeit to major problems that need solutions now) – so
how does it set the agenda/policy???
• Values based discourse – not just facts, but how does the consortium speak to people’s
values?
• No funding for planning of broader consortium discourse
• Consortium has become reactive rather than proactive due to external forces
• Better consolidation of resources to make a difference in science and policy and graduate
education in consortium than 10 years ago
• Strong capacity to respond to opportunities and threats (internal and external)
• Need to address society/world-wide denial of science and acceptance of misinformation
• Missing: Amplify voice
o Generational differences re. access and perceptions of health care
o Class differences re. access/$health care and part of this conversation
• Consortium has grown to the point that it needs a clear strategic focus and organizational
structure to support it
• Facilitators note: Not sure whether these are assumptions or statements/insights
o Consortium will be funded!
o Research will be more value-driven
o Community collaboration is needed!
• Need for communication and awareness of resources on both sides
• Need strategic vision and focus to communicate clearly to leadership
• Policy incubator
• Interrogating privileged assumptions: class, gender, race, generational
• Diversity matters: expertise, background, experience, funding, goals/aims
• Challenge = Opportunity
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Bike Rack
(Outstanding questions, ideas, thoughts to think about and/or incorporate in future strategic thinking
sessions)
• Connections with impact litigation; clinics/organizations to promote health justice
Next Steps
The group will meet again in September/October to continue our strategic thinking and build upon the
work at this session. We will also have an opportunity to review and add any insights to our Session 1
work. We will focus on identifying a common vision for the Consortium’s future and 3-5 key strategic
directions that will assist the organization in accomplishing that vision.
Dan, Jaime and Sarah thanked everyone for participating in this first strategic thinking event.

Attachment J:
Consortium Events and
Conferences 2009-2019

Consortium’s Events and Conferences from 2009-2019
2019
March 12th- Everything you wanted to know about Health Law at Hastings
• Panel included health law faculty, health concentration advisers, and the Career
Development Office
April 4th- Antitrust in the New Millennium Symposium
• Speakers included Carl Shapiro, Diana L. Moss, Robin Feldman, Kathleen Foote,
Lina Khan, Bruce Simon, and Gary Reback
• Moderated by Thomas Greaney
May 28th- Strategic Thinking Convening I
• Reflected on Consortium’s work to date, history, and current environment, refined
our vision for how partnerships between UC Hastings and UCSF faculty and
trainees can improve health and healthcare of individuals and communities,
empowered attendees with tools, strategies, and connections for advancing their
work individually and as a part of the broader Consortium community
October 4th- Strategic Vision Convening II
• Session dedicated to understanding and clarifying Consortium vision for the
future
October 11th- Law and Medicine Day
November 15th- Health Justice Summit, Strategic Thinking Convening III
• Speakers included Andy Bindman, Katie Gudiksen, Gary Ko, Anne Fabiny,
Serggio Lanata, Sayoni Maitra, Sammy Chang, Janet Coffman and Robert Lustig
December 3rd- ABC-Consortium Holiday Care Packages for the Homeless Event
December 11th- Consortium Holiday Party

2018
January 18th- Consortium Ask Me Anything (AMA)
• With Martha Swartz, MSS, JD
February 2nd- Environmental Luck: How Social Determinants Lead to Disparate
Outcomes
• With Hastings Race and Poverty Law Journal
February 8th- Racial Justice in Health Policy: Moving the Valley Forward
February 15th- Consortium AMA
• With Elizabeth Nicholson, Gilead Pharmaceuticals
February 16th- MLI Symposium: Federal Authority, Home Rule and Filling the
Emerging Regulatory Gap
• Co-sponsored by The Municipal Law Institute of the League of California Cities
and The State Bar of California Public Law Section
March 1st- Consortium AMA
• With Deborah Rotenberg and Sonya Rahders
March 26th- Morality at the Bedside: How Stronger Enforcement of Physician OptOuts Could Impact Patient Care
• Panelists: Martha Swartz, Kathryn Tucker, Radhika Rao and Dorit Reiss
March 26-29th- Aging in America Conference
• Integrating Medical and Legal Care to Improve the Health of Older Veterans with
Sara Huffman
• The Law of Caregiving: What Providers Should Know and How to Help with
Sarah Hooper
April 3rd- 2018 Chancellor’s Health Policy Lecture: Improving Health in the Era of
Ubiquitous Information: The Role of Health Policy
• Presented by Robert Califf, MD, MACC
• Co-sponsored by the Philip R. Lee Institute for Health Policy Studies
April 9-10th- Be the Match- Bone Marrow Donation Swab
April 10th- Special Screening: Hilleman Documentary- A Perilous Quest to Save the
World’s Children, A Vaccination Documentary

May 22nd- Elder Abuse Conference
• Co-hosted by Legal Assistance for Seniors
July 12th- The Mueller Investigation: The Ins, The Outs, and Future Directions
• With Joel Paul and Hadar Avira
September 20th- HHLO Attorney Mentor Program Launch Meeting
October 19th- Law and Medicine Day
December 11th- Consortium Holiday Party
December 17th- ABC-Consortium Holiday Care Packages for the Homeless Event

2017
January 23rd- Health Law Advising
• With Sarah Hooper and Jaime King
January 24th- Special Screening- Someone You Love: The HPV Epidemic
Screening, Panel Discussion and Light Dinner
January 26th- The End of Life Option Act: Clinical and Legal Implications
• Speakers included Sarah Hooper, JD, Lael Duncan, MD
February 16th- In My Solitude: The Detrimental Effects of Solitary Confinement on
the Brain
• Presented by David Faigman
• Exploratorium event held at Fisher Bay Observatory Gallery
February 16-17th- A Question of Fit: Translating Neuroscience for Law, Clinical
Care & Policy
• Keynote Speakers: Marcus Raichle, MD and Steve Hauser, MD
• Speakers included Peter Imrey, PhD, Judge Nancy Gertner, JD, John Monahan,
JD, PhD, Charles Sabatino. JD, Scott Kim, MD, PhD, Colin Camerer, MBA, PhD,
Craig Haney, JD, PhD, Michael Zigmond, PhD, Jules Lobel, JD, Albert Woodfox,
Emily Murohy, JD, PhD, Russ Poldrack, PhD, Hank Greely, JD
February 23rd- Health Law AMA
• With Josh Marker, JD, Senior Regulatory Counsel at Evidation Health

March 11th- Now is the Time: Healthcare for Everybody film showing with discussion
of SB562 that would provide single payer healthcare

March 21st- Health Policy in a Trump World Presentation
• Presented by Drew Altman, PhD, President and Chief Executive Office, Henry J.
Kaiser Foundation and Andy Bindman, MD
March 21st- HHLO Speed Networking Event
March 23rd- Health Law AMA
• With Debra Gerardi, RN, MPH, JD, Health Law & Conflict Engagement Specialist
April 3rd- Health Law AMA
• Morgan Muir, JD, Health Care Attorney, Nossaman, LLP
May 25th- Medicaid: The (Almost) Great Unraveling
• Speakers: Sara Rosenbaum, JD and Jaime King
July 19th- The (Uncertain) Future of Women’s Reproductive Health Care
• Speakers: Jennifer Templeton Dunn, JD, Jane Garcia, MPH, Alina Salganicoff,
PhD, and moderated by Claire Brindis DrPH
August 3rd- Trumpcare: Is it the Right Treatment for What Ails the American Health
Care System?
• Speakers: Andrew Bindman, Jaime King, Adams Dudley, moderated by Claire
Brindis
September 15th- Vaccine Preventable Cancer Summit focused on Hepatitis B and
HPV
September 21st- Consortium Ask Me Anything: What I Did This Summer
• Co-hosted by HHLO
October 16th- Conversations with Professor Yuval Feldman: Challenging State’s
Ability to Regulate Human Behavior
• Speaker: Professor Yuval Feldman, Kaplan Professor of Legal Research at BarIlan University Law School Israel
November 1st- MLPS Five-Year Celebration
• Featuring Assemblyman David Chiu

November 2nd- Soaring Drug Prices: Consumer and Clinician Perspectives
• Featuring Lisa Gill, Adams Dudley, and Robin Feldman
November 17th- Deregulatory Frontiers: Examining Deregulation in the Trump Era
Conference
• Health Care in a Deregulatory Age Panel- moderated by Jaime King, panelists
included Thomas Greaney, Adams Dudley, Nicholas Bagley, Erin C. Fuse
Brown, Robert Berenson, Renee Hsia
• Public Health in a Deregulatory Age Panel- moderated by Dorit Reiss, panelists
included Michelle Mello, James Hodge, Rob Schwartz, Jason Schwartz, Amanda
Naprawa
• Environmental Protection in a Deregulatory Age Panel- moderated by Dave
Owen, panelists included Dan Farber, Buzz Thompson, Jodi Short, Anne Carlson
• Financial Regulation in a Deregulatory Age Panel- moderated by John Crawford,
panelists included John C. Coates, Jeff Gordon, Saule Omarova, Bob Hockett,
Andy Green, David Zaring
December 6th- Consortium Holiday Care Package for the Homeless Event
December 7th- The Future of Bio Tech and the Law
• Co-hosted with UCLA Anderson, School of Management
December 14th- Consortium’s Winter Holiday Celebration

2016
February 3rd- Health Law AMA (Ask Me Anything)
• With Gabriel Ravel
February 22nd- Health Law AMA
• With Gregg Cochran
March 17th- Exploratorium Event
• Speaker: Dan Marson
March 2nd- Health Law AMA
• With Tim Greaney
March 30th- Health Law AMA
• With Don Quigley

April 6th- Vaccines, School Safety and Rights: Legal Issues Surrounding SB277
• Presented by Doris Reiss

April 11th- Health Law Advising
• With Sarah Hooper and Lois Weithorn
April 11th- End of the Year Open House at the Consortium
April 12th- Health Law AMA
• With Rajiv Nagaich, JD
May 17th- Elder Abuse Conference with Legal Assistance for Seniors
• Keynote Speaker: Michael A. Tompkins, PhD, presented Hoarding Behavior in
Older Adults
May 19th- Exploratorium Event
• Speaker: Jason Karlawish
July 14th- Talk to Me: Conversations That Matter
• A discussion about moving past the barriers that prevent meaningful
conversations about planning for the future, including changes in health
condition, end-of-life care options, advance health care directives, financial plans,
and ethical wills.
• Panel of speakers included Patrick Arbore, EdD, Stefanie Elkins, MA, MM, Sarah
Hooper, JD, Eric Widera, MD
July 19th- The 2016 U.S. Supreme Court Review
• Topics included: An 8-Person Court, Whole Women’s Health v. Hellerstedt, and
Gobeille v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company
• Speakers included David Faigman and Adams Dudley, MD, MBA
August 18-19th- New Student Orientation Events
August 19th- Welcome Back Lunch
• Lunch with students and health law faculty
September 14th- Health Law AMA
• With Heather Deixler
October 5th- Health Law AMA
• With Laura Kurpad

October 5th- Speaking Science to the Court: The Experience of Experts in Whole
Women’s Health v. Hellerstedt
• Panelists included: Daniel Grossman, MD, Diana Greene Foster, PhD, Radhika
Rao, JD
October 10th- Public Health Law Colloquium Event
• Presented by Lindsay Wiley, JD
October 18th- Law and Medicine Day
November 10th- Health Law Mock Trial
• Participating providers, UCSF students and professionals and UC Hastings
faculty were a part of a medical malpractice mock trial
November 11th- Health Law AMA
• With Nicky Espinosa, JD, General Counsel for HeartFlow
December 8th- Consortium Holiday Party

2015
January 15th- No One Here Gets Out Alive: The Science, Politics, and Law of Death
and Dying
• Hosted by David Faigman, with presenters Dr. John Luce and Dr. Laura Petrillo
February 9th- Grand Rounds: Researching and Reforming the Insanity Defense
• Presented by Ronnie Mackay
February 17th- Are All Abortions Equal?
• Presented by Glenn Cohen
March 4th- JuriLytics: Bringing Scientific Peer Review to Expert Testimony
• Presented by David Faigman
March 19th- Exploratorium with David Faigman
April 4th- Panel: Measles Outbreaks, Vaccines, and the Law
• Presented by Dorit Reiss, Lois Weithorn, and Alusha Mamchak

May 19th- Legal Assistance for Seniors: 10th Annual Conference on Elder Abuse
• Keynote Speaker: Paul Greenwood
May 21st- Exploratorium with David Faigman
December 4th- Consortium Holiday Party
Unknown Date: Sugar Policy Conference
• Speakers included David Faigman and Rob Lustig

2014
January 14th- The Waiting Room: A Documentary Screening
• Documentary that looks at law, healthcare and the conflicts that arise at hospital
bedsides as a result of our national policies around healthcare. Discussion postfilm led by Debra Gerardi
• Co-sponsored by Center for Negotiation and Dispute Resolution
January 22nd- The Patient’s Okay but the Doctor is in Critical Condition: A
Diagnosis and Treatment Plan for the Future of Physicians and the Medical
Profession
• Presented by Charles Bond
February 26th- Defining Death in America: The Intersection of Law, Medicine,
Ethics, and Politics
• Moderated by Robert Brody, Panelists included David Faigman, Steve Pantilat,
Radhika Rao, Debra Gerardi and J. Dawn Waters
March 18th- Not So “Blind” Justice: The Cognitive Biases Endemic in Forensic
Science and Their Possible Solutions
• Presented by Itiel Dror
March 28-29th- Children’s Health, Mental Health, & the Law Conference
• Keynote Speaker: Nancy Adler, Conference led by Lois Weithorn, Dorit Reiss
and Rob Schwartz

April 9th- Innovations in Informed Consent Law and Practice: Shared Decision
Making
• Presented by Ben Moulton
May 5th- Barbara Koenig Genetics Center
May 6th- Vaccinations
• Presented by Dorit Reiss
June 4-7th- Health Law Professors Conference
• Co-sponsored by American Society of Law, Medicine & Ethics (ASLME)
June 30th- Supreme Court Health Law Review
• Review of any health-related cases the Supremes decided that term, including
Hobby Lobby contraceptives case
September 2nd- Radhika’s Colloquium
September 26th- Grand Rounds- Two Experiments in Neuroethics: Functional
Brain Imaging and Population-Based Research
• Presented by Winston Chiong
September 29th- Grand Rounds- SF Community-Wide Approach to Advance Care
Planning
• Presented by Jeff Newman
October- Grand Rounds- UCSF Associate Director
November 12th- Grand Rounds- Genomic Medicine: Levels of Evidence for Proving
Clinical Validity and Utility
• Presented by Thomas White

2013
January 23rd- What Health Care Costs: Bringing Transparency to the Medical
Marketplace
• Presented by Stephanie Alessi, Morgan Muir, Sam Maizel and Craig Garner
February 8th- Law and Ethics at the Frontier of Genomic Technology
• Keynote Speaker: George Poste
February 20th- Consortium Grand Rounds: Science & Public Decision-Making
• Speaker: Deborah Hussey Freeland
March 6th- More than Same Sex Marriage: Law, Health, and Defining Family
• Keynote Speaker: Karen Thompson
March 20th- Parental Refusal of Childhood Vaccinations: Trends, Consequences,
and Legal Policy Responses & Childhood Immunizations: A Preponderance of
Benefit
• Speakers: Rob Schwartz, Dorit Reiss, Lois Weithorn, Brian Lee
March 21st-22nd- Realignment and Criminal Justice in California Symposium done
with Hastings Race and Poverty Law Journal
April 1st- Same Sex Marriage at the US Supreme Court Oral Argument Screening and
Panel Discussion
• Featuring Beth Hillman, Lois Weithorn, David Faigman
April 8th- Consortium Grand Round: People’s Science: Bodies and Rights on the
Stem Cell Frontier
• Speaker: Ruha Benjamin
April 16th- The Usual Suspects Magnetized: When Neuroscience and Law Collide
• Presented by Kent Kiehl
April 17th- HHLO Mixer
April 25th- UCSF/UC Hastings Affiliation Celebration- celebrating the affiliation and
the first three years of the Consortium
• Speakers: David Faigman, Shauna Marshall, Frank Wu, Claire Brindis, Jaime
King and Dan Dohan

May 29th- Summer Workshop
• Speakers: David Faigman and Shayna Lewis
June 3rd- Sugar Summit
• Speakers: Rob Lustig, Marsha Cohen, Reuel Schiller, David Faigman
June 12th- Summer Workshop- Health Privacy
• Speakers: Anne Marie and fellows
June 27th- Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics: The Supreme
Court Decision co-sponsored by the Institute for Innovation Law
• Speakers: Pamela Munster, Karin Immergluck, Robin Feldman, Jeffrey Lefstin
July 10th- Summer Workshop
• Speaker: Jessica Cooper
July 24th- Summer Workshop- MLPS
• Speakers: Yvonne Troya and Sean Pan
August 14-15th- JD & MSL Orientations
August 16th- MLPS Orientation
August 28th- Consortium Grand Rounds: The Sugar Pandemic: Policy vs. Politics
vs. Law
• Speaker: Rob Lustig
September 11th- Consortium Welcome to New Students
• Speakers: David Faigman, Lois Weithorn, Jaime King, Sarah Hooper, Cynthia
Webb-Beckford
September 25th- Consortium Grand Rounds
• Speaker: Mark Aaronson
October 16th- Liberty, Fertility and the Pursuit of High-Tech Babies
• Presented by Miriam Zoll
October 27th- Purple Light National Vigil for Hope (Pancreatic Cancer Action
Network)
November 13th- Consortium Grand Rounds: Tobacco

•

Speakers: Stan Glantz, Richard Barnes, Elizabeth Laposata

2012
January 11th- Accountable Care Organizations in the Safety Net: Barriers and
Benefits
• Speaker: Matthew Chayt
January 18th- Consortium Intro: Law & Health Sciences at UC Hastings
• Presented by David Faigman
January 20th- Risky Business: Statistical Proof of Individual Causation
• Speaker: Susan Haack
January 24th- MSL Information Session
• Presented by David Faigman
February 2nd- Does Health Insurance and Seeing the Doctor Keep You Out of the
Hospital? Seminar co-sponsored by Philip R. Lee Institute for Health Policy Studies
• Speaker: Robert Kaestner
February 9-11th- Law and Policy of the Developing Brain: Neuroscience from
Womb to Death
• Done in collaboration with Stanford University
• Speakers included Robert Sapolsky, Gideon Koren, Mishka Terplan, Tracey
Woodruff, Khiara Bridges, Megan Schwarzman, Lise Eliot, Regina Sullivan,
Victor Carrion, Ross Thompson, Howard Pinderhughes, Darlene Francis,
Kimberly Noble, Ronald Dahl, Thomas Grisso, Beatriz Luna, Elizabeth Scott ,
Sam McClure, Barbara Strauch, Doug Shadel, Stephen Vernon, Laura
Carstensen, Mike Gilfix, Hank Greely, Geoffrey Kerchner, Frank Longo
February 24th- If Access is the Problem, is the Affordable Care Act the Solution?
Symposium
• Keynote speaker: Thomas Greaney
March 14th- Addressing the Global Tragedy of Needless Pain: Rethinking the
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs co-sponsored by the Philip R. Lee Institute for
Health Policy Studies
• Speaker: Allyn Taylor
March 22nd- Celebration of the completion of the book Abortion in California: A
Medical-Legal Handbook

•

Authors: Jennifer Dunn, Jennifer Mraz, Erin Cassard Schultz, Eleanor Drey,
Karen Meckstroth

March 22nd- Power, Politics, and Universal Health Care Seminar co-sponsored by
Philip R. Lee Institute for Health Policy Studies
• Speaker: Stuart H. Altman
March 28th- Viral Sovereignty: The Implications of the 2011 WHO Virus Sharing
Agreement for Implementation of the International Health Regulations
• Speaker: Allyn Taylor
March 29th- Access is a Pre-requisite to Quality: Can Children Who Need Specialty
Health Care Get in the Door? Seminar co-sponsored by Philip R. Lee Institute for
Health Policy Studies
• Speaker: Karin Rhodes
March 30th- Robert Lustig Roundtable
• Speaker: Robert Lustig
April 2nd- The Constitutionality of the Individual Mandate
• Speakers: Rory Little, David Faigman, Ann Marie Marciarille
April 5th- Hastings Women’s Law Journal Symposium: Cutting Edge Topics in
Domestic Violence
• Keynote Speaker: Robin Runge
April 6th- Oral Arguments on the Individual Mandate
April 11th- Uneven Progress: Implementing Comprehensive Sexuality Education in
California Schools
• Speakers: Sarah Combellick-Bidney, Phyllida Burlingame
April 13th- A Study of California’s Independent Medical Review Program Seminar
co-sponsored by Philip R. Lee Institute for Health Policy Studies
• Speakers: Wade Aubry and Deborah Reidy Kelch
May 9th- Food Industry Backlash: Understanding Corporate Tactics Health Policy
Seminar
• Speaker: Michele Simon

May 21st- Multidisciplinary Conference on Elder Abuse co-sponsored with Legal
Assistance for Seniors
• Keynote Speaker: Mary Joy Quinn, Congresswoman Barbara Lee
May 23rd- Tackling the Global Health Workforce Shortage: The 2010 WHO Global
Code of Practice on the International Recruitment of Health Personnel
• Speaker: Allyn Taylor
June 12th- Forced Obstetrical Intervention: Still Happening After In re AC?
• Speakers: Mary Barger, Jennifer Dunn, Megan DeLain
June 29th- What Now? Health Reform in the Aftermath of the Supreme Court
Decision
• Presented by Jaime King
July 18th- The POLST: Turning Patients’ Decisions Into Medical Orders
• Presented by Rob Schwartz
August 8th- Summer Interns/Research Assistant Presentations
August 15-16th- MSL Orientation
August 16-17th- MLPS Orientation
August 28th- How Physician Aid in Dying Became a Medical, Not a Legal, Issue
• Speakers: Rob Schwartz, David Faigman, Jaime King, Bill Dodge
September 28th- Fixing a Broken System: Rape and Sexual Assault in the Military
• Keynote Speaker: Congresswoman Jackie Speier
October 3rd- The Affordable Care Act: A New Paradigm for Health Care in America
• Speaker: Tom Daschle, US Senate Majority Leader
October 9th- Conflicts over Patient Care for Ob-Gyns in Catholic Hospitals
• Speaker: Lori Freedman
October 25th- Schlessinger Lecture- Escaping Melodramss: What Rhetoric and
What Stories for the US Public Health STD Inoculation Studies in Guatemala with
Hastings International and Comparative Law Review
• Speaker: Susan Reverby

November 6th- Obama Care vs. Romney Care: The Prognosis for Health Care
Reform
• Election Day discussion moderated by Mark Aaronson and Rob Schwartz
December 3rd- MSL Informational Session

2011
January 11th- Reproductive Genetic Testing
• Presented by Jaime King
January 13th- End of Life Decision Making: A Medical-Legal Perspective
• Presented by Rebecca Sudore, Eric Widera, Wendy Greenberg, Sarah Hooper
January 25th- Bioethics Education
• Presented by Kate Michi Ettinger
February 8th- Outcomes of the Behavioral Health Court
• Presented by Dale McNiel
February 14th- Healthcare Reform: Race to the Top
• Presented by David Durenberger and Susan Bartlett Foote
February 16th- Introducing Human Rights to the Anti-Sex Trafficking Agenda: Sex
Worker Activists and the United Nations take on the US State Department
• Presented by Kari Lerum
February 24-25th- Frontiers in Women’s Health: The Role of Hormones in Aging
and Disease Symposium
• Keynote Speaker: Marianne Legato, MD
March 15th- Is Gender Bias a Thing of the Past? A Study of Women Academics in
Science and Engineering
• Presented by Joan C. Williams, JD
March 21st- Overview KEMRI-UCSF Collaboration, Addressing HIV/AIDS in Kenya
and Nairobi
• Presented by Craig Cohen

March 28th- Is Medical Imaging Harmful to Health: Opportunities to Influence
Health Policy
• Presented by Rebecca Smith-Bindman, MD
March 29th- A Good Way to a Good Place: Transforming the Culture of Healthcare
from the Inside Out
• Presented by Debra Gerardi, RN, MPH, JD
April 12th- Notes from the Field: Opportunities for Lawyers in Interdisciplinary and
International Contexts
• Presented by Aishwarya Kancharla, JD
May 10th- Open Source and Academic Research
• Presented by Jordan Koplovicz, JD
May 24th- The Management of Crime, Violence and Public Health: Drug Using
Women’s Everyday Interactions with Police
• Presented by Kelly Ray Knight, PhD and Andrea Lopez
June 7th- General Summer Roundtable
• Discussed MSL/LLM Programs, MLPS, research projects
June 21st- Restricting Conflicts, Restricting Science: How Commercialization
Incentives and Conflicts of Interest Clash in the Context of Modern Scientific
Research
• Keynote Speaker: Nicholson Price, JD, PhD
July 5th- General Summer Roundtable
• Discussed MSL/LLM Programs, MLPS, research projects
July 19th- Consortium Summer Intern Research Update
• Consortium legal interns present their summer research
August 2nd- Unnecessary Re-hospitalizations- examining one of Medicare’s key cost
drivers
• Presented by Ann Marie Marciarille, JD
August 30th- The Architecture of Health Reform: Challenges and Opportunities in
California
• Presented by Susan Berke Fogel, JD

September 16th- West Coast Conference on Medical-Legal Partnership
• Keynote Speaker: Larry Adelman
October 11th- HIV/AIDS Care and Treatment Program in Western Kenya and Nairobi
• Presented by Craig Cohen
October 24th- Food Day- Food Deserts: Legal, Social and Public Health Challenges
• Keynote Speaker: David Kessler, JD, Former Commissioner of the FDA
• Panelists included Marice Ashe, Rajiv Bhatia, Amy Cohen, Regina Davis, and
Nick Griffin. Moderated by Hilary Seligman. Marsha Cohen and Christine Daffron
also presented. Co-sponsored by Center for Vulnerable Populations
November 8th- Finances in the Older Patient with Cognitive Impairment
• Presented by Rebecca Sudore, MD and Eric Widera, MD
November 15th- Is it Time to Rethink Fetal “Viability” as the Criteria for Limiting the
Right to Abortion?
• Presented by Tracy Weitz

2010
January 26th- Breakfast Meeting, UCSF/UC Hastings Advance Health Care Directive
Research Collaboration
• David Faigman
February 9th- Breakfast Meeting, Exploratorium Charrette
• David Faigman
February 23rd- Just Health Foundation
• Presentation by Sarah Wessels
March 18-19th- Health as a Human Right: The Global Option Symposium
• Keynote by Stephen Lewis
• 4 panels
o Health as a Human Right
o Roundtable on Access to Health Care
o Health as a Human Right in Haiti: A Case Study
o Roundtable: Human Rights as Essential Conditions for Human Health
April 15th- Consortium Launch Celebration
• Keynote Speakers: David Faigman, JD, Leo Martinez, JD, Sally Marshall, PhD

May 3rd- Health Advocacy Collaboration Proposal
• Presented by Richard Barnes, JD, at Hastings
May 17th- 2010 Eisenberg Legacy Lecture- Why Is Health Reform Such a
Sisyphean Task?
• By Joseph Newhouse at UCSF
Bi-Weekly Consortium Meetings
• June 7th- Mental Health and Abortion: The Need for Evidence-Based Health
Policy
o Presented by Jennifer Dunn and Diana Greene Foster at Hastings
• June 14th- Medical-Legal Partnership: Addressing the Social Determinants
of Health Through Legal Assistance
o Presented by Sarah Hooper at UCSF
• June 28th- Women’s Health Symposium Proposal
o Presented by Lisa Faigman at Hastings
• July 12th- The Second Generation of Racial Profiling: Will Forensic DNA
Phenotyping Make Race-Based Suspect Descriptions Unconstitutional?
o Presented by Dov Fox at UCSF
• July 26th- General Meeting at Hastings
August 9th- Examining the Impact of Parental Sexual Orientation on Children’s
Development: What Can Social Science Contribute to Policymaking Regarding
the Legal Status Families Headed by Lesbian or Gay Parents? Presentation
• Lois Weithorn, JD
August 31st- The Misuse of Science in Abortion Restrictions Presentation
• Tracy Weitz, PhD, MPA
September 14th- JustHealth- update on research and development of a new online
medical-legal partnership
• Sarah Wessels, JD (Director of JustHealth Foundation)
September 28th- Women’s Health and Empowerment
• Presented by faculty from the Center of Expertise on Women’s Health and
Empowerment
October 4th- Health Reform Panel hosted by Phillip R. Lee Institute for Health Policy
Studies
October 12th- Reasoning from Group Data to Individual Decision-Making
Presentation
• Presented by David Faigman, JD

October 18th- Health Policy Seminar- Inside the Sausage Factory: Passage and
Implications of Health Reform hosted by Phillip R. Lee Institute for Health Policy
Studies
• Speakers included Andrew Bindman, MD, Mark Laret, CEO of UCSF Medical
Center, Diane Rittenhouse, MD, MPH, and Claire Brindis, DrPH, MPH
October 22nd- The Science of Emotion & Negotiation: Compassion, Lie Detection
and Winning Symposium
• Featuring Paul Ekman
October 26th- Environmental Impacts on Women’s Health Presentation
• Tracey Woodruff, PhD
November 1st- Technology and Health Reform Seminar hosted by Phillip R. Lee
Institute for Health Policy Studies
November 9th- Medical-Legal Handbook on Abortion Care in California
• Speakers included Jennifer Templeton Dunn, JD, Jennifer Mraz, JD, Eleanor A.
Drey, MD, EdM, and Karen Meckstroth, MD, MPH
December 6th- The Massachusetts Health Policy Reform Experience
• Dr. JudyAnn Bigby, Secretary of Health and Human Services in Massachusetts
December 7th- UCSF/UC Hastings Asylum Collaboration
• Karen Musalo and Stuart Lustig

2009
August 28th- Implementing the Tobacco Control Act: Advice to FDA
September 21st- Forensic Training for Psychiatric Evaluation of Political Asylum
Seekers & Torture Survivors
• With Karen Musalo, Stuart Lustig, Susan Meffert
November 19th- Free Screening of Empress Hotel
• Film about the homeless residents of the Empress Hotel in the Tenderloin
Total # of Events: 209
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